
PART 4:  REPUBLICANS 

Some Introductory Remarks.  

‐This part of the essay was wri en in 2018.  If you have not already, please read the Introduc on to 
Parts 3 and 4 at the beginning of Part 3. 

This material is about Republicans, not about Donald Trump and his bad an cs.  I lived in Alabama when 
Roy Moore was running for Senator.  I do not take Trump or Moore to represent Republicans.  Take any 
major decent Republican figure as a much be er model such as John McCain.  This material is mostly 
about be er Republicans.  

Even so, take Trump and Moore as logical extensions of what I say here.  They are what happens when 
the dogma c par sanship nurtured since Reagan escapes control.  They are what happens when you let 
loose the “brown shirts” (see the Net).  Take Trump and Moore as a lesson about what not to do.  Even 
if Trump wins a second term, gets his wall, makes fake peace with North Korea, and learns about trade, 
he is s ll a lesson in who not to be and what not to do.  Trump’s slander of women, non‐Whites, the FBI,
Jus ce Department, intelligence community, and the media, are alone enough to put him outside what 
any decent Republican could do.  His “base” bought it and loves him.  That is sad and scary.  

Reagan, Bush 2, and Trump got office because many Whites, Asians, religious true believers, cultural 
true believers, and fearful people, mostly from the working class and middle class, joined the Republican
Party in the 1970s through 1990s.  Trump does not really share their beliefs but he can pretend adeptly 
and he knows how to rally their support.  Trump does not speak for all those people.  Many have more 
sense and more humanity.  Trump fronts for enough desperate people so they control the Party.  If they 
control it long enough, they will change the Party and American poli cs.  

Introduc on Con nued:  No Republican World Conspiracy.  

‐The core members of the Republican Party are people on top of society.  Unlike the past, they are not 
the sole domina ng group in the Party because of the working and middle class people that joined in the
1970s and a er but they s ll dominate enough to start with.  It is easy to imagine the Republican core in
a big conspiracy.  They give the masses just enough to control the masses, just enough freedom so the 
masses can act out a li le to blow off enough steam and so authori es can spot troublemakers.  Make 
some kinds of fun illegal or tax them heavily, such as drugs, sex, and gambling.  Allow enough organized 
crime so the best and brightest people of the lower groups try to find a place there.  Promote glamour, 
sex, crime, personal violence, clothes, and pop entertainment.  Don’t give the masses enough so they 
get real wealth, power, or control.  Divide and conquer.  Pop culture likes to use the alluring but wrong 
fantasy of a secret ruling group and likes to see rich people as the center of the group.  Rebels against an
evil empire and a would‐be world conqueror are perennially popular.  



I doubt Republicans are in a giant conspiracy.  Instead, how the world turned out gave Republican 
leaders the opening to control, and rich powerful people made good use of a golden opportunity.  A 
loose self‐reinforcing pa ern arose between the rich, comfortable, in‐betweens, and the poor.  To keep 
the pa ern going, all Republicans have to do is what people with wealth and power do naturally.  Some 
percep ve individual Republicans do see the pa ern and take conscious ac ve steps to keep themselves
on top and others below but I doubt these people are part of a cabal – SPECTRE – that rules America and
tries to rule the world.  In some places, Russia and China, there is a small group in control, so my cau on
here does not apply everywhere.  Being rich and powerful, and being connected in normal ways to other
rich powerful people, gets you a huge step ahead already without need to join a secret plot.  The le y 
idea of a giant right conspiracy carries about as much weight as the righty idea of a secret state within 
the federal government that always acts for the le  and always thwarts the right.  

Breaking a self‐reinforcing pa ern might be harder than breaking a world plot.  It is less glamorous to 
fight a self‐reinforcing pa ern than to fight an evil empire.  People who daydream about themselves as 
rebels against the evil rich don’t do much to fight real problems.  Rebel dreams serve the rich as another
level of control.  Try washing the bad propaganda out of your brain, and then thinking for yourself.  

At least since the 1960s, and now more with the rise of a semi‐capitalist ruling class in many na ons, the
wealthy powerful people of different na ons have more in common with each other than with non‐rich 
non‐powerful people in their own na on.   Elite Republicans in America have more in common with 
similar people in France, Japan, China, Russia, Brazil, India, Mexico, and Kuwait than with working and 
middle class people here.  Rich powerful people o en do well to help each other across borders rather 
than support non‐powerful people in their own na ons.  This reality suggests a conspiracy but again I 
doubt.  The world gave an opening to rich powerful people, and they took it as far as they could without 
hur ng their old bases in their own countries.  I don’t know what this means for poli cs in one na on or 
for rela ons between them.  The Russia‐Pu n‐Trump an cs might be a case of a would‐be conspiracy 
and of how weak such interna onal conspiracies can be, for now.  Some writers use mul ‐na onal 
business firms (corpora ons) as examples but I do not go into that issue here.  

Several places I note how Democrats and Republicans act selfishly without enough regard for the na on 
as a whole.  As you read, you will see selfish ac ons that I do not point out.  That behavior is not always 
evidence of a plot.  Some mes selfishness is evidence of loose coopera on among interna onal rich and
powerful people but o en it is not.  This essay cannot guess when.  Is outsourcing from America part of 
an interna onal plot?  Have fun guessing.  

If I got a grant of ten billion dollars so I could fit in among the powerful, it might be fun to look for big 
conspiracies of the le  or right, or to find none.  If I did find one, likely I would die before I could write.   
Un l then, academics and poli cal commentators will have to guess from the outside.  

Introduc on Con nued:  Some Recurrent Themes:  

(1) What is an “original” Conserva ve?  What are the ideas of original Conserva ves? 



(2) What is a modern conserva ve?  How does a modern conserva ve differ from an original one?  

(3) Original Conserva ve ideas are not fully compa ble with democracy.  Modern conserva ve ideas 
likely also are not fully compa ble with democracy but for different reasons.  Original Conserva ves 
disdained democracy while modern populist conserva ve populism undermines it. 

(4) Business people, wealthy people, and powerful people as the new aristocracy. 

(5) “Tradi onal” Republicans think like Republicans did before 1980.  Are tradi onal Republicans like 
original Conserva ves?   Are tradi onal Republicans even modern conserva ves?  Do they support 
Democracy?  

(6) New Republicans joined the Party a er 1975:  Do they represent the people?  Are they like original 
Conserva ves?  

(7) Are new Republicans like tradi onal Republicans?  How and why do they differ?  Is their populism 
compa ble with representa ve democracy?  Is it compa ble with any democracy?  

(8) Will business alone solve America’s problems?  

(9) What do you really want from the Republican Party and from being a modern conserva ve?  

(10) What do you want apart from poli cs, as a decent person and a ci zen?  Why?  How?  

(11) What are your true deep principles and how do you live them?  

(12) What do you want to conserve, why, and how?  What ideas, values, principles, a tudes, rela ons, 
and ins tu ons do you want to keep and‐or encourage?  What do you want to change and‐or get rid of, 
why, and how?  

Introduc on Con nued:  Some Wrong Ideas and Right Ideas. 

‐Most Republicans do not hate everyone else:  Blacks, Hispanics, women, LGBTQ people, and Nature.  
Republicans would rather they all did well, and most Republicans will sacrifice somewhat to help.  
Republicans supported Civil Rights in the 60s and the Environmental Protec on Agency (Nixon did not 
start the EPA but he did see the value).  If business owners could be sure Black job candidates were 
really qualified, had a good a tude, and would not cause more issues than other groups, Republicans 
would be happy to hire Blacks, at least through middle management.  When business owners had 
confidence in Asians, they hired Asians in legions.  Republican business owners prefer Hispanics not only
because Hispanics work cheaper but because of the Hispanic a tude toward work.  



If non‐Republicans could all rise up to the middle class or upper middle class without dragging down or 
threatening to drag down Republicans, Republicans would be happy for the gain for them and for the 
whole country.  Only when non‐Republicans drag down Republicans, or threaten to, do Republicans get 
so unhappy.  Unfortunately, dragging down seems more common than not dragging down, especially 
since Democra c programs of the 1960s and a er.  Not only do programs drag down Republicans but 
they don’t raise non‐Republicans nearly enough either.  

Most Republicans are not like stereotypical Trump supporters.  Many Republicans are not any more of 
the following than most Democrats:  racist, sexist, homophobic (hate and fear LGBTQ (gay) people), 
angry, xenophobic (hate and fear other people, especially from other na ons), over educated, under 
educated, against immigrants, against non‐Chris ans, supporters of the class system, violent, etc.  Not 
all Republicans wish to imprison everybody who looks cross eyed, especially Black males.  I have met too
many Democrats including Blacks, Hispanics, and women, who are more racist, sexist, and class‐ist than 
most Republicans.  Many Republicans care more about fiscal responsibility, personal responsibility, 
stable society, jus ce, progress, science, the future of democracy, and the future of American ideas than
they care about stereotypical racism or sexism.  Many Republicans care more about good ideas than 
about keeping down “the coloreds” and women.  Many Republicans know that to keep good American 
ideas, non‐White non‐male non‐Chris an non‐business non‐rich people have to learn those ideas; and 
Republicans think learning those ideas through the Republican Party is a good way.  Many Republicans 
really seek the best ways to teach good ideas for the future of America and the planet.  

Most business firms are not willing to do anything to get as much profit as they can regardless of world 
ecology, social jus ce, human welfare, and the law.  Most business firms are not willing to overthrow 
states and start global wars just to make more profit, as with Moriarty in the movies “Sherlock Holmes:  
Game of Shadows” and “League of Extraordinary Gentlemen” (with one lady) or with SPECTRE in the 
James Bond movies.  Some firms do damage and some firms do a lot of damage as with oil spills.  Firms 
take welfare, are addicted to “dole”, and get withdrawal symptoms when officials threaten to take it 
away, as do individuals that take regular welfare.  Mostly, though, business firms act more like the local 
dealer of a major brand automobile than like a secret criminal gang.  They act more like a university or a 
media company.  They act their role in the economy and so contribute to everybody helping everybody 
else to enjoy the benefits of a modern capitalist system.  

For legal reasons that I can’t go into, all incorporated business firms have to seek as much profit as they 
can most of the me, and they cannot allow sympathy to undermine profits so much the firm falters.  
That is not a decision against humanity but a decision to follow the nature of the animal.  This pursuit of 
profit can cause problems but it also leads business to serve consumers and society.  If business firms do
not make a profit then they cannot give jobs to workers and cannot give goods to consumers.  On the 
whole, seeking profit serves society.  If seeking profit does not serve society, either in general or in too 
many par cular cases, as with the housing crisis of 2007 or maybe with fracking, the fault lies with the 
public and with our elected officials.  Business firms fight ac vely to defeat regula on and get around 
regula on but it is s ll the fault of us and our poli cians.  



I cannot here separate business firms according to how bad or good they are.  I cannot here dis nguish 
firms that some mes have done a lot of bad and I cannot guess if bad firms have distorted the en re 
business climate.  I can only say that most business firms most of the me are worthwhile and they are 
not the original source of evil in the modern world.  

Most Republicans are not masters or slaves of a big business firm that secretly wants to rule the world.  
Most employees of business firms are not minor demons serving larger demons in the bureaucracy of 
Hell.  Life in a capitalist system does change people, not always for the good.  But most Republicans are 
no worse, and are a lot be er, than the characters in movies and in TV soap operas about people vying 
for power as in “Empire”.  Most Republicans have a personality apart from their role as employee and 
many have opinions that do not accord with their roles as employee or member of the Party.  They are 
about as dis nct as individuals as Democrats are dis nct.  If their opinions toe the line too much, either 
of the firm or the Republican Party, that is due more to laziness to think for themselves as that they are 
Republicans who work in business.  Democrats are about as silly. 

Take a person who starts a car repair shop to specialize in electric cars and hybrids.  Through decades of 
hard honest work and of mee ng a payroll with health insurance, he‐she builds a network of ten such 
shops, and a loyal clientele.  He‐she also has invested profits in a diverse por olio of stocks, bonds, and 
real estate.  He‐she knows that, to keep the shops going in his‐her old age and for his‐her descendants, 
and to keep the value of the por olio, the whole economy has to do well including all the people in all 
socio‐economic classes, and nature has to do well also.  If the country or nature goes “blooey”, so does 
all his‐her decades of saving and work, and so do the futures of his‐her children and grandchildren.  He‐
she tries to do what is best for the whole country and for nature, if not from personal commitment, at 
least from being vested.  He‐she wants a good future for the country and the world as long as his‐her 
children are not frozen unfairly out of that future and do not have to pay for other people to enjoy that 
future while they suffer.  Imagine a person who works for a business firm or university, and who invests 
in a large diverse por olio.  He‐she will have the same interests for the same reasons.  He‐she will not 
want his‐her employer to succeed so much as to rule the world.  He‐she will want the whole world to do 
as well as possible.  These two people are more like real Republicans than are the media stereotypes.  
They hardly differ from enlightened Democrats.  Individual people might differ in how they see what is 
best for the world but they all really do want the best to the extent that they understand it.  If we want 
them to change, we have to give them a more accurate believable view.  

Business firms, business people, rich people, and powerful people, do not en rely control the poli cal 
process and are not by far the major donors to poli cal candidates.  The details would take too long to 
go into here.  Even with the decline of unions and increase in PACs (poli cal ac on commi ees) that 
cater mostly to the Right, Le  Wing sources give to poli cal campaigns about as much as Right Wing 
sources.  Money from outside the United States will be an increasing problem.  When Republicans have 
an impact greater than their numbers, it is due more to clever maneuvering, focus, and zeal, including 
dirty tricks, than to hidden tac cs and big contribu ons.  Success is due more to Republican excitement 
about elec ons and to Democra c lethargy.  Some recent court decisions have opened the door to bad 
elec oneering that favors the Right such as “Ci zens United” (2010) when the Supreme Court wrongly 



said corpora ons are persons with the same rights of free speech as regular live flesh‐and‐blood people.
S ll the main issue is not wealth but strategy.  I offer one short simple righ st book as a start:  Painter, 
Richard W.; 2016; Taxa on Only with Representa on:  The Conserva ve Conscience and Campaign 
Finance Reform; published by Take Back Our Republic.  Painter would disagree with much of what I say 
in this essay but such disagreement is good.  

‐Both Par es shelter bigots, each its own kind of bigots.  If Democrats think they have no bigots, Blacks 
can’t be racist and women can’t be sexist, or every Democrat happily recycles, then they are fools, and 
their foolishness hurts America.  

Most stereotypical bigots ended up in the Republican Party a er the 1970s.  Most an ‐stereotypical 
bigots ended up with Democrats.  The stereotypical bigots gained control of the Republican Party, and 
have caused trouble.  They do not have total control, not even under Trump, and other Republicans s ll 
do good things despite the bigots.  I cannot here separate all the flavors of Republican and I cannot 
separate bad Republican bigots from good Republicans.  I try to give general Republican ideas and show 
how these ideas have been diverted.  As the bigots began to exert more power in the Republican Party, 
the other Republicans retreated more into the stance of “business solves everything automa cally”.  
Tradi onal Republicans did not lose their good Republican ideas but they don’t know how to express 
those good Republican ideas realis cally now.  I wish be er Republicans were clearer and more vocal, 
and I wish be er Democrats could meet them half‐way.  

The ease with which the Republican Party filled up with bigots results directly from lack of Republican 
vision about America and the world except for their dreams of “back to the unreal idealized past” and 
“business does it all automa cally”.  As with Democrats, Republicans also lack any vision but they are 
able to cover up with “business does it all automa cally”.  If Republicans had a be er rounded fuller 
deeper idealis c‐yet‐s ll prac cal vision of America apart from “business” there could be no place in the
Party for bigots.  As it is, the Party invites them in and gives them the house.  I don’t know if this 
situa on will change in the next decade as Party members become younger and seek a be er vision.  

Both good Democrats and good Republicans lost a big chance for coopera on under President Obama.  
History will condemn opportunists and bigots of both sides for that selfishness.  

The bad racist treatment that Obama got from nearly all Republicans, even those who knew be er, was 
a big victory for bigots, and is a big reason why the public image of Republicans is of racist sexist an ‐
science hater bigots only, even when that idea is not true of all Republicans.  Once Republicans began to
pander clearly to bigots and to openly show strong racism, they lost ground with young people, ground 
that they might never regain.  They had be er hope the Democrats keep screwing up.  

‐Republicans do fear non‐Republicans.  They o en fear non‐Whites, non‐Asians, and anybody below the 
level of the comfortable middle class.  But this fear is not more than when working and middle class 
Blacks and Whites and Hispanics all fear and hate each other.  It is not more than the average Black fears



in walking the street in many Black neighborhoods.  It is sad all around but it is part of the many fears 
that fill modern life.  The good things of modern life can’t take away all this fear and its bad effects.  

‐Despite good wishes, Republicans will not spend too much.  They will not endanger their own middle‐
and‐long term security and will not hurt the chances that their kids go to a good school and get a good 
job.  This is understandable.  Working and middle class people do the same when they have something 
to hang on to.  Black people do the same when they have something to hang on to.  

Republicans have seen how li le gain has come from programs, how much programs have ballooned, 
how much programs have cost, and how programs and regula ons have cut the ability of hard‐working 
honest successful people to hold what they make.  (Democrats see it too but will not admit it.)  Rather 
than repeat the mistakes of the past, Republicans want an end to the silliness.  They are red of trying to
figure out what will work and won’t work, only to see what they thought would work blow up again, 
damage the economy, and rip the guts out of programs.  Not ending all the silliness likely will bankrupt 
the country.  The only way to save the country is to end all the silliness.  

Republicans say:  Stop throwing good money a er bad.  Start pu ng money where it will do some good 
for sure and will do the most good.  That way, we get the most for our investment, and the most for our 
investment is likely to lead to the greatest good for society.  There is no other way to get the greatest 
good for all.  Is pu ng our money where it is sure to do less‐than‐the‐most‐good and where it gets back 
less in return likely to find the greatest good?  If ending all silliness leaves some people at a compara ve 
disadvantage, then so be it.  Under Republican guidance, they are s ll well off in absolute terms and are 
be er off compared to what they would have had if we had mismanaged wealth and are s ll be er off 
compared to poor people all over the world.  

Introduc on Con nued:  Faith in Business and the Business Class.  

‐Rather than re‐try failed projects, Republicans would rather put all their eggs in one basket:  business.  
They say:  You can see that business works, can see good results when America prospers.  You can see 
problems go down.  You don’t see that with programs, or not much.  The Obama Boom of 2014 onwards
(falsely claimed by Trump), did more to reduce Black unemployment than all the programs of the past.  
If business does work, and business works for my family, why not use business as the solu on?  Look to 
business to give everyone enough so that, even though all are not equal, we all have enough so that our 
children have realis c hope, we take the edge off bad compe on, and we all can work together.  Let 
business find technical ways to save nature.  Let business find a place for all ethnic, religious, and social 
groups who are willing to work.  Let business find ways to work together.  Don’t adopt anything that 
hinders business.  Don’t fund alterna ves because that is a dead waste and it hurts business.  Oppose 
the fools that don’t see all this.  

Introduc on Con nued:  Again:  You Have to Get a Good Job in the Capitalist Business System; and 
What that fact Means for Life and Poli cs.  



From the part of this essay on Democrats:  

“Again:  These days, people can make a living only inside the capitalist business system, and this limit 
includes people who think they are outside the capitalist business system such as pop ar sts, gangstas, 
professors, doctors, and pseudo‐rugged guys who drive big pickup trucks.  You have to get a job.  Even 
CEO’s really only have jobs.  Despite the support that many small business owners give their employees, 
the first place people look for a good job is in a big firm.  People see big firms as the first line of defense 
against going down.  People don’t love big firms but they don’t see the point of always a acking them 
either.  People want a working rela on with big firms. They want to use big firms reliably as a resource.   
Google figured this out.  This is a big reason that people since the 1970s have turned to Republicans and 
have accepted the Republican mantra that “(big) business does it all automa cally for everyone”.  

As individuals and parents, Democrats see this, and they help their own children find good jobs where 
the good jobs are.  As a Party, Democrats are blind.  They treat all business, especially big business, as 
the enemy.  They do not think out how to make a working rela on with business that is acceptable to 
young people.  “A working rela on with business” does not mean “let business do whatever it wishes 
including run the state”, as with Republicans.  Americans have yet to figure out a good working rela on 
with business for our world.  If we really want to lead (control) business so that it does more good than 
harm for the most people in the modern world, then we need a good working rela on with business.  
Democrats could lead the way be er than Republicans because Republicans are commi ed to be the 
servants of business; Democrats could bring labor, the common people, and business together in ways 
Republicans cannot; but Democrats are not leading the way to a good rela on between business, labor, 
and the people.  They are not even looking.  They are not ge ng across to young people that we need 
this rela onship and that we can find it.”  

People know Republicans let business get away with anything.  People know that, for Republicans, a 
working rela on with business and big firms really means let them do what they want.  They know that 
Republicans claim a decent moral rela on with business but that claim is merely ra onaliza on, o en a 
lie.  But, without an alterna ve, what can people do except support the Party that gives them the best 
chance at a good job, both for themselves and their children?  For par cular causes, people seek the 
Democrats.  But for all around life support, people seek business and Republicans first.  If your cause is 
so urgent that you have to get that straight before you can get a good job, as it might be for some Blacks
and women, then put your greatest allegiance with Democrats – even while you make sure your children
do the right things to get a job in a Republican‐owned business.  If your cause does not take up your life, 
then feel comfortable with business Republicans first.  

When you go along with Republicans and business to get a job, eventually, o en sooner than later, you 
also adopt a way of seeing, thinking, believing, and life that supports what you must do.  You become a 
Republican.  You adopt not only the good points about Republicanism but also the bad points such as 
turning a blind eye to the downtrodden, looking down on women, and denying the facts of science.  If 
you do not go along with those too, then your par san buddies will sniff you out and reject you.  Unless 
you are Severus Snape, sooner or later, Voldemort’s spies will find you out.  If you have really thought 



out various stances and choose the Republican way of life because you think it best, then that is alright.  
But if you support Republican programs and ideas because you won’t upset your own li le applecart, 
then you do a poor thing even when the actual programs and ideas do more good than bad.  

Introduc on Con nued:  Business is the Republican Way of Offering the World, and of Taking Credit 
while Avoiding Blame  

Business is the Republican way of saying that they can‐and‐will give everything to everybody as long as 
the person who receives their bounty gets along in the business world.  It is their promise, some mes 
explicit, that we really can have it all.  People believe it because they want to believe it.  Business is the 
Republican “pie in the sky” just as “dare to dream”, “yes we can”, and “we can have it all” is Democra c 
pie.  Business and its promise of success for everyone is the biggest way that Republicans lead people 
around.  

For Chris ans:  Recall that the Devil offered Jesus dominion over all the world of wealth and power.  Yet 
all the wealth and power in the world is not worth one soul, let alone the soul of Jesus.  Rejec ng the 
Devil’s offer is the theme of the James Bond movie “The World Is Not Enough” starring Pierce Brosnan.  
Does business offer the same?  If you take the offer by giving your heart to business, even if you do not 
succeed like a Chinese or Russian mogul, are you now not a Chris an?  How do you get needed wealth 
and power for your family and na on without succumbing to the Devil’s tempta on?  

Business is also the Republican way to make people individually, families, and social groups, responsible 
for what li le they do get or what big they don’t get, whether individuals, families, and social groups are
really responsible or not.  Business is the Republican way of avoiding all blame and of not having to think
about flaws and problems in the system.  “Business could give you everything if only you had the right 
a tude.  If you don’t get enough, your lack is not the fault of business, Republicans, capitalism, socio‐
economic class, race, gender, or poli cs.  It is your fault and yours alone.  Successful business goes on 
with you or without you.”   

Business is a way to give to your own clients while blocking the clients of the Democrats and all‐the‐
while making the results seem partly due to the merit of the people that get and wholly due to the 
demerit of the people that don’t get.  If you get stuff, you and business working together did it for you.  
If you don’t get enough, it is your fault, and the fault of that idiot other Party that you support.  

“Because business gives people good stuff, and we support business, so we Republicans can take credit 
for everything good.  At the same me, people get what they deserve, and if somebody fails, the fault 
lies en rely with him‐her and not at all with business people, Republicans, or the capitalist business 
system.  We Republicans, and our business system, can take credit for all good.  We Republicans, and 
our business system, are not to blame for anything bad ever.  You are.”  Using business to run the 
country takes away responsibility to care about other people or to reach out, and takes away the need 
for any adept realis c analysis and understanding.  You don’t have to think about flaws, problems, cures,
morality, or prac cality.  Republicans and business people can indulge without worry.  



‐This thinking is like (a) the idea that all good in the world comes from God and God alone while all bad 
in the world comes from humans and humans alone.  It is like (b) some Chris an ideas of human effort 
(works), God’s Grace, Church, and priests.  It is a type of (c) collec ve reward and punishment:  a whole 
na on prospers in which enough people (nearly all) accept God’s Grace and Way while a whole na on 
suffers in which enough people (only a few) reject God’s Grace and Way.  I explain in Chris an terms.  
Other religions have essen ally the same ideas in different versions.  

(a) If a human does anything good or succeeds, the credit all goes to God; if a human acts badly or fails, 
that is en rely and only the fault of the human or his‐her group.  (b) God works through people who 
have Grace such as Abraham, Moses, David, Peter, or Mohammad.  (Jesus is Grace; he does not merely 
have Grace.)  Only people who have some Grace can do true deep good.  They do good through a mix of 
God’s grace plus accep ng God’s Grace plus their own par cular talents ‐ a li le bit to their own credit 
but not much.  (c) Alone, we can never do anything so as to earn God’s Grace.  We can never be good 
enough.  We can be bad enough not to get God’s Grace.  God never does bad by withholding his Grace 
or by taking it away.  How we might deserve to have God withhold or take away his Grace is not relevant
here.  Read about the last years of David.  (d) A priest (prophet) of God has Grace as he‐she is a priest; a 
priest (prophet) is a human and is imperfect and undeserving as a human but can be perfect enough as a
priest (prophet).  Priests can help you get God’s Grace if you have the right character and you accept 
God, his Grace, and his priests.  For their role in bringing God’s Grace and urging people to seek Grace, 
priests deserve credit and reverence.  (e) If you go to Hell, you did not get God’s grace, likely because 
you did not cooperate with God’s priests to accept God’s Grace.  God does not condemn you to Hell.  
You send yourself.  

(f) If the leaders of a na on have Grace AND enough people in the na on have Grace, the na on will be 
safe and do well.  Nature will seem healthy and abundant.  If the leaders do not have enough Grace, too 
few people have Grace, or enough people annoy God, the na on will be beset, have internal trouble, 
face natural disasters, and fall into poverty.  Trouble is always a sign that a na on is out of God’s Grace.  
The usual cause is that the na on’s leaders and its people have not followed God’s Way closely enough. 
If a na on does well, leaders o en claim that is because they have God’s Grace, have led enough people 
to God’s Way and to God’s Grace, and have put down the bad people who try to thwart God’s Way and 
so block Grace; but we are never sure; maybe God is just in a good mood.  (g1) In the long run, only God 
and his Grace make a na on succeed and be a good place to live.  People might act as instruments of 
God and Grace but it is really God and Grace, and only God and Grace, who do the job.  (g2) Likewise, 
God and his Grace can solve EVERY problem.  Nothing is too big or hard.  Only God and his Grace can 
solve big problems; and, if we trust them, they are guaranteed to do so.  God and his Grace can solve 
famine, flood, unemployment, economic recessions, immigra on issues, etc.  (g3) To have God and his 
Grace solve all problems, we need to follow God’s Way and be open to God and his Grace.  There is no 
other Way.  If we do that, then it will seem as if our problems get solved automa cally but really God 
and his Grace are working through us, especially through his priests and our leaders.  



It is hard to get out of this thinking trap.  Not all of it is bogus but I do not try to sort true from “make 
believe”.  I advise not to build policy on this set of beliefs alone.  

(1) The business system is God while business people and Republicans are God’s priests.   Opportunity, 
success, wealth, and even power, are grace.  If anybody does well, that success is due to the business 
system and to a blend of business with individual character.  If anybody does badly, failure is his‐her 
own fault and never the fault of business.  If a group or a member of the group does badly, the failure 
always is the fault of group character and of business.  The business system does good through people 
by helping people to succeed.  Business offers opportunity (grace) to people, in par cular the grace of a 
job.  People have to prepare themselves to receive the grace of business by educa on, cul va ng right 
character, rejec ng wrong character, and accep ng the authority and guidance of business people.  You 
never succeed en rely only by yourself.  You need the help of business, you need opportuni es that 
only business can offer, and you need the help of successful people in business.  You need the grace of 
the business system.  You can seek the grace of the business system and be open to it when it comes.  If 
people take opportunity and succeed, fine.  Praise business, and praise a bit the character of successful 
people as it blends with business.  The business system never deliberately withholds grace or takes away
grace unless a person does something an ‐business.  Business grace will always be there for any person 
who reaches out correctly.  Some mes people don’t try, don’t reach out, and they fail.  If people don’t 
take opportunity (grace) and so fail, then they are not smart enough, or they have a bad character and 
likely they belong to a group with bad character; too bad for them, and they deserve what they get, or 
rather don’t get.  Failure shows that a person did not take business grace (opportunity), and it shows a 
choice, result, and fault, en rely his‐her own.   

Business can solve all problems, except for a few problems that need the military.  Business solves all 
the problems that need to be solved.  Business solves problems automa cally.  If business does not 
solve a problem and solve it automa cally, then either the problem does not need solving and is not a 
real problem or the problem can’t be solved and we have to live with it.  Even if other methods seem to 
help, really they cause other problems, those problems are worse than the original problem, and other 
methods can’t work as well as business.  Only business has true grace.  Other methods need a solid base 
in business grace (wealth) to work anyway.  If we did not have the grace (wealth) created by business, 
we could not have health care.  Even the military needs to be run in a business‐like manner.  

In its normal opera on and its normal problem solving, business automa cally makes everything more 
graceful for everybody, it automa cally makes everything be er for everybody.  “A rising de floats all 
boats”.  See below for more on this idea.  

(2) Business people are job creators, entrepreneurs, risk takers, makers of social order, and successes.  
As such, especially as successes, they have some of the grace of the business system.  They collect and 
administer the grace of business and allow others to share in business grace by giving opportuni es, in 
par cular jobs.  As the people with grace, only they can do true deep good.  They do the most good and 
do the only good that lasts.  Other good only builds on their founda on.  The grace of business people, 
collec vely and individually, promotes the success of the na on as a whole and everybody in it.  There is



no other way for the na on to do well in the long run.  If you individually or as a group deny the grace 
offered by business people, that is your own fault and never the fault of business people or business.  
Business people will always offer grace (opportunity) when they can.  They will not refuse or take back 
grace (opportunity) unless you deserve denial.  If you didn’t succeed well enough, you failed because 
you denied the grace of the business system as offered to you by business people; likely you have a bad 
character, and likely you belong to a bad group.  So again, it is your fault, yours alone, and you deserve 
all that you don’t get and all that you do get such as crime, disease, bad jobs, bad schools, young unwed 
mothers, powerlessness, and the cycle of poverty.  

As priests of business, business people solve all problems that need solving and they do it automa cally 
in the course of running business firms and ordering society.  If we need a problem solved, turn to a 
business person.  If a business person can’t solve a problem, then nobody else can really solve it either 
despite all kinds of plausible and silly schemes.  If you want to know how to solve a problem, then ask a 
business person.  If we need to solve problems collec vely through the state, then tax the people to get 
the funds that are needed, and give the money to business people.  Because business people are the 
focus of grace, they can organize other skills to get things done, skills such as engineering, cooking, 
electrical work, and policing.  Because business people are the focus of grace, nobody else, no other 
profession, not scien sts or poli cians, can organize other people‐and‐skills as well.  

If we want a rising de to float all boats, if we want business people automa cally to solve all problems 
and make everybody more graceful and be er off, then we should give our wealth to business people 
through taxes, and we should give control of all our wealth to business people.  Even poor people and 
working people should give their wealth to business people through taxes.  There is no be er way, and, 
really, there is no other way.  

(3) If we do not extol business, if we do not aid business, if we hinder business, then we deny the grace 
of business, and so the en re na on, all individual people in it, all families in it, and nature, will suffer.  If
we help people who do not succeed in the business system, as by giving them welfare, unemployment 
“comp”, disability, or health care, then we go against business, grace, the mix of grace with character, 
the role of business people, the founda on for good that business and business people offer, and the 
plan of the business system for us all.  We screw up the whole universe.  The people with business grace 
have to stay on top of things, and have to control the people without business grace.  Winners have to 
control losers.  Successes have to control failures.  The people with jobs have to guard their jobs against 
the people without.  

Business is the Republican Party way to have its cake and eat it too.  When things do work out:  give all 
praise to business, business people, and Republicans; and give no praise to anybody else.  When things 
don’t work out:  failure is en rely the fault of bad‐or‐incompetent people and groups, never of business.
Many people believe this vision, so it works well for them and for people like them; and, it works well 
for them and for people like them, so these people believe it.  Successful people want a ra onale for 
their own success even while they see other people fail, people who are about as adept as they are.  
Successful people want a way to blame losers.  Working class and middle class people need successes 



that they can admire and to which they can point children.  They need to see grace and hope literally 
embodied.  They need to believe their children might get there too; and, even if their children don’t 
reach the top, their children can be secure living in the protec on of the grace of business people.  In 
this business view of the economy, Republicans don’t have to consider the flaws and problems of the 
economy as in Part 1 of this essay, and they don’t have to think what to do about real problems in the 
economy and in poli cs due to the economy.  

This is an impressive poli cal strategy, and worth holding on to if this is all you care about.  

‐The business version is much like the religious version but not exactly like.  (A) Other areas of life such 
as art, pop art, culture, society, groups, organiza ons, schools, academic trends, gangs, Roman cism, 
rebellion, etc. have their versions of this trap.  (B) O en, part of the trap is crea ng a bad reflec on of 
the all‐good.  If business is all good, there must be something that is all bad, with its an ‐grace and an ‐
priests.  Don’t make that mistake.  Don’t demonize the “other”, as Republicans have done to Democrats 
since Reagan, and vice versa.  Socialism, gun control, gays, and nature are not the all‐evil twin to all‐
good business.  (C) People can work toward ge ng out of this trap by figuring out how versions are the 
same or different, and why.  (D) In trying to escape, don’t err by “going opposite” and so end in another 
version of the same trap, including new bad reflec ons.  Don’t wrongly think, because business and 
business people are not the source of all good and all grace, there must be another single source of all 
good and all grace, it has graceful priests, good and grace come from that source and its priests only, 
and business and business people are the opposite all‐evil to that all‐good.  Don’t make business the all‐
bad other to your mistaken new all‐good.  (E) Find good and bad in business and all systems, and don’t 
expect any system to save you or the na on.  (F) Don’t drown the baby in a different tub with the same 
dirty water. (G) God and his evolu on gave you a be er head than that.  

Linking business with religion brings up issues in theology and social science that I can’t go into here.  It 
is worth no ng that Chris an Churches that have a long history do know of issues around free will, doing
good on our own, Grace, Salva on, opening to Grace, not accep ng Grace, rejec ng Grace, losing Grace,
and collec ve reward and punishment.  They have solu ons that work for them.  The business version of
this thought pa ern (trap) likely is blasphemous but I gnaw that bone more elsewhere.  

The idea “business is the source of all good, only business can do good, and business can do only good” 
leads to puzzles.  In this essay, I note puzzles but I can’t go into their links to this idea of business.  I do 
not discuss fuzzy boundaries between business and non‐business such as between business and poli cs 
or business and communi es.  Two examples:  (1) Take pollu on and climate change.  “As all‐good, 
business could not cause such problems so those must not really be problems but must be mere ploys to
hurt business.  As such, they are evil an ‐business.  If they are true problems, then something else must 
cause them even if business is indirectly implicated.”  (2) China is rising due to learning business from 
the West and to unleashing its business character.  If China’s rise is due to business and its character 
goes well with business, then China must be good; in fact, China is offering itself as an alterna ve to 
Western capitalism, social life, and governing, a new model that works be er and that presents an all‐
around be er way of governing and life; but clearly China is not good enough by Western standards.  



The same is true of countries in the Middle East that see commerce is more effec ve than bullets, such 
as Saudi Arabia.  How can this be?  What are rela ons between business, morality, types of governing, 
and good governing?  

Republicans get upset at what I wrote and counter that they do not hold business to be all good and do 
not say people can do deep real las ng good only through business.  Republicans say the idea might be 
true of God but is not true of business and they are not so foolish as to think it is.  I have to go by what I 
see.  Republicans act as if they think this way.  Republicans judge Democrats by using outward evidence 
to infer inward thought.  Democrats deny they look down on business and that they wish to “fleece” the
rich so as to support the poor without making the poor take responsibility, but some mes Democrats do
act those ways, and ac on is what any sane cau ous Republican must go by.  We worship what we focus
our acts on.  Republicans act as if they hold business and business people dearer than God and morality, 
as if they worship business, wealth, and power; and that is what I have to say.  This is how we get films 
such as “Shooter” with Mark Wahlberg and get the other million TV shows and movies where a big firm 
is out to eat the world.  Even many Republicans know they think like this and know something is wrong.  
As a Republican, if you dislike that you “come off” this way, then do something about it.  Change how 
you think; and then act and speak in accord with deeper be er understanding.  You don’t have to betray
business.  A realis c view of business serves it be er in the long run than deifying it.  You might not 
remain the same style of Republican but that is a small price to pay.  

‐As the guiding worldview of Republicans, ideally business is how Republicans see a be er America, the 
world, and the role of America in the world.  This is much how the English saw themselves in the 1800s 
and what the Germans sought beginning in the middle 1800s.  This view is like the Chinese view now of 
China as eventually the biggest economy in the world and thereby righ ully leading the new Chinese‐
centered world.  Business means wealth which means power, and vice versa, which means we who are 
successful in business will say we are right when our hired scribes write the history books.  

Even if China does become the biggest economy in the world, that status will not be enough to lead the 
world properly.  It is not alone enough for America now.  Business alone is not enough for a vision of a 
be er America or be er China, a be er world, and the role of a be er America or a be er China in a 
be er world.  Republicans and business people know that business alone is not enough for a real world 
view but have li le to add to business that people can believe in.  

Republicans try to add a version of their morality‐and‐religion to business but that “pas ng on” does not
succeed and the two cobbled clumsily together are not enough for a good world view, good governing, 
or the enduring trust of the people.  It will be interes ng to see what kind of morality‐propaganda that 
China tries to cobble onto its business success to validate its self‐proclaimed leadership.  

Democrats like to cite domes c injus ce as evidence that the cobbling together of Republican business 
and morality fails.  To me, failure is evident in President Trump’s rela ons with authoritarian rulers such 
as Pu n of Russia and Xie of China because America is supposed to lead the world in democracy based in
morality but now does not.  Under Trump, America no longer led the world toward decency, morality, 



rule of law, and working democracy.  Instead, the stance is:  If your na on succeeds in business and in 
making wealth and power, no ma er what it does to its own people or to neighbors, then wealth and 
power is good enough for us business‐minded Republicans.  Your commercial success saves your na on 
regardless of your morality, religion, immorality, or irreligion.  

People sense the emp ness behind the Republican business world view, even if it can lead to success 
and power for some people, like the emp ness inside Ring Wraiths (board members of the biggest 
baddest firm in the world), bad bosses, former Communist regimes, church schisms, racist rallies White 
or Black, or universi es that pretends to promote knowledge but really sell job training and promote 
grant ge ng.  Most people want be er.  People have to put up with the Republican business view, and 
fool themselves, because Democrats have no coherent world view to offer.  People need a world view in
which they can be moral without sacrificing their family to pla tudes; can raise a family without killing 
too many neighbors; don’t have to use morality only as a tool to compete; states have ins tu ons for 
governing that actually work; people can par cipate in working ins tu ons; people can be useful; and so
a view that blends prac cality and morality.  Neither Party comes close.  In the modern market world of 
jobs‐and‐big‐business‐and‐that‐life, even a view that is flawed, inadequate, and morally suspect, but s ll
works a li le, is be er than nothing.  

Republicans do know that their world view is not enough and do know that their world view contradicts 
their own religion.  They do feel the contradic on between saying “business does all” versus their claims
of morality and decency.  They do feel the contradic on between saying “business does all” versus their 
desire to be good Chris ans or good believer in other religions.  They do know they worship false idols 
including business.  But they have nothing else be er to offer.  They know that other people know it.  
Democrats start empty if you discount views that cannot in themselves be enough such as “get more for
the downtrodden”, “get more for X group”, and “make the rich pay”.  A cry for “social jus ce” usually is 
only a cover for “us” and could not be enough even if it were more.  It is fairly easy to see through those.
Whether it is worse to begin by facing your emp ness – honest Democrats ‐ or to fool yourself behind a 
false idolatry – Republicans ‐ I do not know.  In the long run, likely the false idolatry is worse.  

Introduc on Con nued:  Self Decep on.  

‐People, including Republicans, hide from themselves what they do.  Hiding leads to guilt, bad feelings 
about your self and your groups, and bad rela ons with others.  It makes people nasty.  Democrats do 
this too in their own way, with the same results.  I am not sure which Party is worse.  

Introduc on Con nued:  A Bit More on Business, Religion, and the Sane Middle Ground.  

‐People want to believe in business partly (1) because they need wealth to compete compara vely with 
peers and with the people below them that (they fear) want to take their place.  

(2) People also want to believe in business as a way to feel righteous and save themselves, like they 
believe in causes such as an ‐abor on, cherish guns, save nature, save the middle class, women, LGBTQ 



people (gays), or ”Israel is evil”, as a way to feel righteous and save themselves.  It does not ma er if the
cause is intrinsically worthwhile or not, what ma ers is that people support the cause not primarily for 
its intrinsic value but to make themselves feel jus fied, righteous, and saved.  

(3) People also think, if they have enough stuff, including posi on, other people, connec ons, and 
favors, or have enough power that comes of stuff, then they have made it, they are alright in the eyes of 
society and God.  People save themselves through stuff, and business gives them stuff.  People believe in
power and in the transcendent power of stuff without admi ng it to themselves.  They do so even 
when they are quick to see this bad belief in others.  Business is the way to soul‐saving stuff.  

The second and third reasons are not only wrong but technically blasphemy.  They go against religion.  
They go against not only the major deis c religions of Judaism, Chris anity, and Islam, they go against 
the main trend of Dharma based religions of Buddhism and Hinduism, against the Heaven of Confucius, 
and against the Tao.  You worship what you strive for most.  If you strive most for wealth, power, and 
stuff, that is what you worship.  

Republicans make a big point of religion.  Religion includes modera on and includes denying the power 
of stuff.  Their stance is blatant hypocrisy, like Michael Corleone ordering the murder of his rivals at the 
same me that his child is being bap zed and that Mike publicly denies Satan.  Republicans turn a blind 
eye to their hypocrisy although they surely know of it.  

At the same me, we absolutely do need a base of wealth and security to live and to raise families.  If we
are to be effec vely poli cally and are not simply write essays like this one, we need a base in the power
of people and the power of wealth.  Poli cs and good causes rarely succeed on merit alone.  In the real 
world, we can get needed wealth and security only through having a job, through our own business, or 
through contacts with people that do have jobs and businesses.  

We need to find the sane middle ground.  We need to work in causes that we really believe in and not 
only to save ourselves.  We need to accept wealth and power, and to use the wealth and power in the 
causes that we really believe in.  We need to stop thinking that we have succeeded, and are saved, only 
because we are wealthy, powerful, have a good job, and‐or have supported a righteous cause whether 
we really believe in it or not.  Finding the good sane middle is hard, and nobody is perfect at it.  We can 
do be er.  

Likely you have not thought out what the sane middle ground is.  If you have thought about it, likely 
what you strive for is not what you have thought out.  More likely, you accidentally stumbled close to 
the sane middle ground because you are smart enough to succeed somewhat but the world is big and 
bad enough to keep you from succeeding so well that you cause much damage.  You are near the sane 
middle ground not because of your merit, the merit of your causes, of worldly success, or your poli cal 
party, but from the grace of God (Dharma, Heaven, and Tao) and grace of the world that God etc. built.  
It would be be er if you cooperated by using the abili es that God and nature gave you, including your 
brain and your heart.  



Here I don’t make much of religion because the topic gets conten ous fast.  

I also don’t make much of religion because Democrats dwell hard on this bit of Republican hypocrisy, 
somewhat unfairly if not en rely unfairly.  Republicans are urgent about religion but don’t come close to
living up to their religion.  As with Republican accusa ons of Democrats, this Democra c accusa on of 
religious hypocrisy in Republicans is more about diver ng a en on than about finding facts, truth, and 
good ideas.  Facts, truth, and good ideas are almost always the best an dote to religious hypocrisy and 
bad religion.  All the accusa on and counters make such a tangled mess that it takes too much space to 
sort it all out.  The accusa ons and counters make it hard to find the sane middle ground.  Democrats 
should tend to the giant plank of wood in their own eye first.  

It is worth you thinking about this on your own.  Why do you believe so much in stuff and in the power 
of stuff?  Can’t you get over that without becoming a third‐rate Saint Francis?  Why do you think that 
stereotypical Republican causes such as an ‐gay an ‐abor on an ‐health‐care will save you instead of 
thinking out what is really best to do?  What is the sane middle?  What is allowable within your religious 
beliefs?  Are you willing to break your beliefs to succeed enough to make sure your family is secure and 
successful?  Are you willing to break your beliefs enough to be moderately powerful in poli cs?  

Introduc on Con nued:  The Massive Shi  that began in the 1970s, Again. 

Please see the introduc on to Parts 3 and 4 at the beginning of Part 3.  

‐Maybe the greatest poli cal triumph of Republicans in the 1900s was, in the 1970s through 1990s, to 
convince working and middle class Americans, including the women in those classes, and including many
non‐Whites and non‐Chris ans, that their best interests rested with business, business firms, business 
people, business leaders, and the Chris an Republican Party, more than with anything in the Democra c
Party.  The shi  is both a move away from Democra c programs and Democra c clients such as Blacks 
and women, and is a move toward business and Republicans.  (Actually, the shi  began in the 1960s, no 
later than the elec on of Richard Nixon as President in 1968.  The shi  might have begun in the early 
1950s, as evident in the many working and middle class people who supported Barry Goldwater.  But 
the shi  didn’t get decisive un l the middle 1970s.  It even backed up a li le with the elec on of Jimmy 
Carter in 1976.  For me, to start the shi  in the middle 1970s is be er.)  

Republicans convinced the working and middle classes that business leaders were their leaders and their
saviors.  Republicans got those people to look on business leaders and Republican leaders as modern 
lords.  For the en re 1900s un l Ronald Reagan, the working and middle classes had seen business as 
the opposi on.  They shi ed not only due to Reagan’s rhetoric.  He gave people a ra onale for doing 
what they wished to do anyway.  You will see the reasons in all parts of this essay.  Belief in business and
its leaders is so strong that it easily overcomes cases when it seems that business is abusing the working 
and middle classes, as with sending jobs and factories overseas, tax cuts for the rich, the income gap, 
and stagna on of buying power.  The strength of the belief in business is due partly to what Republicans 



say they offer but also to what Democrats don’t offer, what Democrats portend (threaten) such as more 
support to non‐Whites non‐Asians.  The strength is due partly to despera on.  It is due partly to a kind of
irra onality that I am not much in touch with and so can’t comment much on.  

‐If you fear that the demands of other groups will undercut the country and the security of your family, 
then you fear, strongly dislike, and some mes hate, those people.  This is one reason why Blacks fear, 
strongly dislike, and o en hate Whites, and women some mes hate men.  It is a reason why Democrats 
and Republicans hate in general.  People make ugly what they fear so that they have an excuse to fear 
and hate.  It even happens to the group with economic power, business people.  They hate and see as 
ugly what is not them and what might threaten them.  All this is sad.  But it is also human, and it is hard 
to avoid.  

‐Of the people that shi ed, their general senses of overarching fear, anger, dislike, and some mes hate, 
were rooted in a specific fear for the economic and social security of their families.  I went into this topic
above, especially in the introduc on remarks to Parts 3 and 4, and so I only men on it here.  

The fear comes in the following components.  I do not discuss which components have a basis in fact, 
and to what extent.  For example, in component (5), society as a whole did get somewhat be er under 
some Democra c programs but it is not clear if the gains were worth the costs.  I do not discuss whether
the nega ve effects cause people to mis‐view programs and to see programs as worse than programs 
really are.  I do not discuss the extent to which prejudice comes before this view and causes people to 
see in this way, or the extent to which this view causes prejudice, or if this view is accurate and enough 
that it need have no effect on prejudice.  I do not discuss which components are strongest when for 
whom.  You should think about these issues, and don’t make up your mind in advance.  

(1) Democra c programs failed overall even if some programs did some good for some people.  The 
programs cost a lot of money in their failure.  The programs also severely distorted American character 
and ins tu ons, another kind of cost, perhaps more severe than money cost.  On each count separately,
and more so on both counts together, the failure makes the programs not worth any investment.  The 
failure is so bad that it threatens the en re country.  

I agree Democra c programs failed overall even if they did help in many ways.  Not all programs need to
be junked en rely.  Some programs could be remade and saved, and some were remade and improved. 
Here is not the place to go into this issue.  Regardless of changes, the following points s ll apply. 

(2) The working and middle class people that shi ed Par es have rivals in the socio‐economic system.  
Mostly their rivals are Democra c clients such as Blacks and Hispanics, and include some middle class 
and upper middle class women that can be rivals.  As a result of Democra c programs and a shi  in the 
world economy, their rivals gained on them and threatened the security of their families.  They had to 
pay for their rivals to gain on them, and so they suffered a double “whammy” or double disadvantage.  



(3) Their own families actually fell as good jobs became scarcer for them.  Even so, they had to con nue 
to pay for their rivals and for bad programs as their families fell. This is a triple whammy.  

(4) While some of their rivals gained on them, most of their rivals s ll required unending state aid.  Even 
though programs failed, there was no end to the programs and the paying.  There was no end to the 
danger to their families, to the poten al success of some of their rivals, and to the fact that they had to 
pay for it.  

(5) Society as a whole did not get be er.  Society as a whole seemed to get worse.  Their pain was all for 
nothing.  

(6) People did not change.  The beneficiaries of programs did not change.  People and beneficiaries did 
not develop good a tudes.  People and beneficiaries con nued in violence and crime.  People went on 
having babies as teenagers and demanding the state serve as surrogate parent.  People con nued on 
welfare.  People s ll used drugs.  People s ll were violent.  Children con nued to do badly in school.  
Communi es did not develop good schools or good a tudes towards educa on and learning.  People 
con nued to have racist sexist a tudes.  People went on chea ng.  

(7) People developed bad a tudes or worse a tudes.  Even formerly good people developed bad 
a tudes.  People discovered and developed the cultures of vic m, rights with no responsibili es, and 
privilege.  They cul vated PC as a tool to use against working and middle class White and Asian people, 
and against men, and not as a tool to make life fairer and society be er.  These bad a tudes are more 
responsible for social groups not ge ng along than any prejudice, racism, sexism, gender bias, etc. 

(8) The people who feel disenfranchised are mostly White and Asian, and mostly Chris an with a dab of 
Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism.  The people who benefit from the programs are mostly Blacks, 
many Hispanics, some immigrants, and a fair number of women.  

(9) Increasingly a er the middle 1970s, immigrants, especially Hispanics from Mexico and Central 
America, entered the United States in large numbers.  By working under condi ons that most Americans
consider sub‐standard, they get jobs at the same me Americans are losing jobs.  Illegal immigrants 
benefit from the same programs that benefit Blacks and poor people, programs for which the mostly 
White Chris an working and middle class people pay.  Whether illegal immigrants take jobs unfairly and 
unfairly benefit from programs designed to help legal Americans is not as important as that many 
Americans feel illegal immigrants do so.  

(10) White and Asian working and middle class people direct anger toward the recipients of programs 
and toward people who got jobs.  They got angry at non‐Whites non‐Asians non‐Chris ans, Blacks born 
in America, Blacks born elsewhere, Hispanics whether legal or illegal, some South Asians (Indians, 
Pakistanis, Bangladeshis), Muslims, immigrants whether legal or illegal, and women.  



(11) People lower in the hierarchy than White and Asian working and middle class people direct anger 
toward people above them, beside them, and below them but in different ways.  For example, Black 
people are angry at Whites for con nuing racism and angry at Hispanics, legal and illegal, for taking their
jobs and benefits.  Hispanics are angry at Whites for con nued discrimina on and angry at Blacks for 
taking their jobs and benefits.  Men are angry at women and women angry at men.  Black women are 
angry at White and Asian women.  Poor White women are angry at Black women. 

(12) Groups that feel vic mized also direct anger at groups that might not directly receive funding and 
services but that symbolize the Le  a tude and programs, and symbolize changes in society that 
vic mized groups feel hurt them.  For example, working and middle class Whites, Blacks of many socio‐
economic rungs but especially toward the bo om, many Hispanics in situa ons similar to Blacks, and 
many Black women of all levels, all are angry at LGBTQ (gay) people.  Non LGBTQ people o en see non‐
tradi onal gender, especially homosexual ac vity, as a disease of upper middle class and upper class 
White people, much as former Communist countries officially s ll say non‐tradi onal gender ac vity is a 
disease of the decadent Western bourgeoisie.  Non‐White women are angry at middle class and upper 
middle class women for using an ‐discrimina on and “Title 9” rules to advance in educa on, sports, and
careers, and “just because”.  

‐Because of the failure of social programs and the automa c Republican dislike of them, I (Mike) find it 
hard to tell Republicans what is going on, tell them about deeper reali es of the economy, history of the
economy, history of a tudes, history of their religion, and what might be more reasonable than simply 
to deny all programs and to push business like crazy.  They think I try to excuse the failures and to find 
another ra onale for con nuing the failures or to begin new failures.  It is hard to tell Republicans they 
know the economy and human nature be er than Democrats but s ll they misuse their knowledge and 
that their selec ve use amounts to willful ignorance and willful badness.  It is hard to tell Republicans 
that the flaws and problems are real.  It is hard to show them that business does not by itself solve all 
problems, that a rising de does not float all boats.  They take any alterna ve to “gung ho business” as 
going right away to full blown old‐style Russian‐like socialism, with Republicans paying, their Republican 
families all ruined, and them living under the thumb of Democra c an ‐White an ‐Chris an and gender‐
weird Commissars.  Even when Republicans do know be er, they have to reject a fully realis c view of 
the economy including its flaws and problems because they don’t think a full understanding will lead to 
anything good and they think it must lead to something bad.  They have to reject truth that they know is
truth.  All this is sad too.  

‐Reminder:  I use “tradi onal Republicans” for Republicans in the Party before 1975, the thinking typical 
of them, and Republicans who have the same background and‐or general world view.  I call the working 
class and middle class people who joined in the 1970s and a er, and people who share their world view,
“new Republicans”.  I know the subgroups overlap.  I know some tradi onal Republicans adopted the 
view, temperament, and vo ng habits of new Republicans and that many new Republicans adopted the 
view, temperament, and vo ng habits of tradi onal Republicans.  I can’t go into that much detail.  

(1) What Do Republicans, any Republicans, Wish to Conserve or to Change?  



If you have not already done so, please read Part 2 on the family.  

Reminder:  I use “Conserva ve” to mean original Conserva ves from about 1750 to 1850, their thought, 
and the people who follow their thought.  I use “conserva ve” to mean “Right Wing” as of 2019, what 
most Republicans call themselves, and the device that Republicans use to signal when they unite among 
themselves and when they unite to oppose Democrats and their clients.  

This sec on and the next four, five in all, form a series about the false Republican claim to be tradi onal 
Conserva ves.  These sec ons ask what it means to be a Republican and‐or a conserva ve now.  They 
ask how tradi onal Republicans, new Republicans, tradi onal Conserva ves, modern conserva ves, 
democracy, and populism, get along.  

True Conserva ves ‐ original Conserva ves ‐ should have some things that they wish to conserve, wish 
not to change.  They also should have some things that they will change.  They need to tell one from the 
other and give good reasons.  They do not have to make sense in the same way as Liberals do but they 
have to make sense in Conserva ve ways.  In later parts of this essay, I expand on original Conserva ve 
thought.  Conserva ves in the spirit of original Conserva ves give the benefit of the doubt to tradi on 
but they are not slaves to tradi on, real tradi on or made up tradi on.  

Republicans now are not Conserva ves in this sense, at all.  Instead, Republicans use the term to signal 
about “tribes”, about us versus them.  The policies, ideas, programs, and people that Republicans now 
call “conserva ve” do not hang together because of the deep thought of original Conserva ves but as a 
cluster that Republicans use to get what they need and to keep rivals, Democra c clients, from ge ng 
anything that might hurt Republicans, directly or by comparison.  

(a) Republicans do have things that they wish to keep, o en mostly symbolic such as Confederate War 
statues and plaques of the Ten Commandments; (b) they have ins tu ons that they wish to keep in 
name if not substance because the ins tu ons unite Republicans, help Republicans, and hurt Republican
rivals, ins tu ons such as the idealized nuclear families, outlawing abor on, and anger at gays; and (c) 
they embrace some change, usually change that benefits them in wealth and power such as monopolies 
on Internet and media; (d) but they cannot give coherent good reasons, not the same reasons that an 
old tradi onal Conserva ve would give.  

Republicans are not Conserva ves in that they wish to keep ins tu ons from the past because those old
ins tu ons have proven themselves good or because old ins tu ons have endured and so likely are at 
least as good as modern alterna ves.  

(A) Republicans wish to keep old ins tu ons when those help Republican wealth and power.



(B) Republicans invent ins tu ons and pretend the new is old so they can get the new adopted and can 
use the new as they wish, as with the idealized free market, free consumer choice, execu ve privilege, 
and with their ideas of states’ rights and gun rights.  

(C) Old Conserva ves opposed changed without direc on, opposed change that did not lead to the good
of the whole, and opposed glamorous but dangerous “Le y” change, because most such changes create 
more harm than good, o en by destabilizing society needlessly.  Republicans do not oppose a change as 
part of an assessment of overall good and social stability but because the change erodes their power 
and wealth.  

(D) Old Conserva ves adopted change when it built on the old, did not cause too much damage too fast,
caused at least some obvious good, and when the old did not give what society needs now.  Republicans
do not wish to keep the old, discard the old, avoid the new, or adopt the new, for those good tradi onal 
Conserva ve reasons.  

(E) There is li le that Republicans wish to conserve in the original sense of the term “Conserva ve”.  To 
the extent that they see themselves as the current manifesta on of the old aristocracy, they do wish to 
conserve that upper hand and deference.  

(F) Republicans make a show of keeping some ins tu ons but the ins tu ons are not as they were in 
the past.  Usually the ins tu ons are idealized and not realis c, are symbols, such as many Chris an 
churches and the mythological American nuclear family.  Usually the idealized form helps clients of the 
Republican Party and it hurts Democrats and their clients, such as the idealized nuclear family living in 
an idealized single‐family house with a big yard, the woman staying home, and the man going out to 
bring home the bacon.  

(G) Republicans extol their image of ideal tradi onal religion that never was without knowing the history
of their religion, what is really old in it, and what changed 2000 years ago, 1600, 1300, 400, 200, or 50 
years ago.  They want to “conserve” their form of Chris anity although likely it is less than 500 years old 
and likely dates only to the early 1800s.  They don’t know about, or they ac vely deny, the Chris anity 
that predated their par cular denomina on or sect.  They want to “conserve” business even if business 
as we know it is only about 250 years old and corpora ons only 150 years old.  Original Conserva ves 
were deeply suspicious of all the Protestant sects that sprang up including even now‐established groups 
such as Methodists.  Original Conserva ves wanted the official Church, in alliance with aristocrats, to 
protect common people from misleading seduc ve Protestant sects.  Republicans want to “conserve” 
their idea of an autonomous free individual even though that idea was originally a Liberal idea, is only 
about 100 years older than America, and Republicans know it is not fully true and cannot serve as the 
basis for social life and governing.  Original Conserva ves detested capitalist business with its shops and 
factories, and would detest most business and business prac ces now.  Original Conserva ves were sure
people could not self‐govern and that most people could not get along well in a free market, compe ng 
with slick lying conniving business people.  Original Conserva ves wanted aristocrats and the Church to 
protect common people from the “city slicker” businessmen.  Republicans want to keep their idealized 



unrealis c ins tu ons although those ins tu ons go against God‐given nature such as mono‐cropping 
and heavy use of chemicals on the land, in the home, and in our bodies.  

Some Republicans wish to dance on Nature’s grave like a coven of cackling demons; yet Nature is the 
first, original, and likely the best, gi  that God ever gave us.  It is the original ins tu on that needs to be 
conserved under the stewardship of godly people.  God did not give it to us only to use, use up, pollute, 
kill, discard, and then choke on the ash, but to be good to, as God admonished the people of Israel to be 
kind to animals and strangers.  Is get‐rich‐quick how we carry out our duty as stewards?  

Why did the Republican idea of conserva ve change from the original Conserva ve ideas to modern 
par san ideas of Conserva ve?  How did it change?  Why did it change in those direc ons and not 
others?  

Reminder:  A lot of social change did happen fast star ng in the 1950s, most of the change that the 
media play up was silly, and some change was hur ul such as indiscriminate sex and, later racism and 
xenophobia or the Internet.  But, contrary to Right Wing scare stories, not many people got lost in the 
changes.  The changes of the “wild 60s” are no longer a threat and no longer an excuse to hold on to 
unrealis c families and unrealis c beliefs.  Most people now are not afraid of LGBTQ people (gays) and 
of marijuana.  Most people welcome guidance about what was original, old, and good, what to keep, the
new normal, what to change, what to change to, and how fast.  They won’t get guidance from 
Republicans as long as Republicans insist on saying they adhere strictly to old me family and old me 
religion, as a tac c to hold clients.  That is why Republicans lost “Millenials” in 2008 and why they will 
lose Millenials again when young people have a real choice.  Rather than Charles Manson, people now 
should fear people who devised the housing crisis of 2006, credit card charges, fake bank accounts, and 
the Wolf of Wall Street; but Republicans don’t warn us against them.  

Ask Republican children if they would like to live in a small house with four genera ons of kin, take care 
of the old people when they poop in their pants, have eight siblings, watch three of their siblings die, 
forego educa on to take care of younger siblings, forego marriage if you are among the young children, 
be a spinster at 19, marry at age thirty‐five if you are a man to a girl of fi een, marry only who your 
parents approve of, date only sparingly and only with a chaperone, go to church every Sunday if you are 
among the 17% of the popula on who are religious, not have an abor on if you get pregnant at 14, 
never get drunk in public or get publicly drunk every weekend, always do military service, not get an 
educa on beyond sixth grade especially if you are a girl, and spend seven years as an appren ce before 
opening your small shop.  Why don’t Republicans defend that family?  That is the real tradi onal family, 
not the Cleavers from TV.  
 
Republicans need to decide what they really want to keep and why.  They need to decide if that really is 
the tradi on, and, if not, why they s ll want it.  They need to decide what change to accept or reject and
why.  They need to decide what changes they look forward to and how to get there so that the new is 
s ll good.  They need to explain why all this is Conserva ve or is not Conserva ve, and why.  



It is not Conserva ve to believe in a sinister homosexual agenda, war on Christmas or Chris ans, or war 
on the idealized family.  It is not Conserva ve to see things in terms of cultural wars.  It is Conserva ve 
to see things in terms of the underlying causes, in terms of what holds society together, what changes 
with the mes but does not really threaten society, and what really does threaten society.  

What EXACTLY about homosexual pairs and about families based on homosexuals bothers you?  It is 
alright to say “it creeps me out” if you are old enough and you have had li le personal experience with 
LGBTQ (gay) people; but it is not alright to rest with that feeling if you are a true Conserva ve.  It is 
weakly alright to say “the Bible is against all homosexuality and homosexuals” but you had be er know 
the Bible really well and understand not only the very few parts that disparage male homosexuality but 
also the parts that call for seeing the common humanity of us all and for apprecia ng the good character
of most gay people.  If you use the Bible, then you should understand that other genuine people can use
the same book and come to different conclusions.  You should understand that other people from other 
religions can use their holy books and come to different conclusions.  

What EXACTLY is good about good families and bad about bad families?  Are all conserva ve families 
good in the good way and are all Le y families bad the bad way?  Are more conserva ve families good 
in the good way than Le y families? Are you sure?  Are conserva ve families be er in the good way 
than Le y families?  Why not promote what is good and fight what is bad in all kinds of families, of all 
poli cal persuasions?  Isn’t that the true Conserva ve response?  

Aside from the tendency of Democrats to spend like crazy where it won’t do much long term good, what
exactly is at stake in the culture wars?  Why don’t you fight for something deeper?  

Do you really think America will go to hell if it becomes more Le  wing, as, for example, if we legalize 
marijuana or gay marriage?  What is God really mad about, and are you avoiding that?  Are you doing 
what God really wants, wants even more than disparaging homosexuals?  Don’t you think God will be 
happy if we seek to respect people as Jesus respected people, ALL people?  

Here is the most important ques on:  What are the deep underling principles that you wish to promote 
or to fight?  Don’t se le for external markers such as clothing, sexuality, family type, gun ownership, or 
who a person voted for.  Don’t even se le for nominal religion such as Chris anity or Islam.  What is 
good in each religion that you wish to conserve as part of your religion and as a plan for your life based 
on religion?  How do you conserve what ma ers without distrac on by what is not important?  That is 
what a true Conserva ve does.  Do you really do that?  

When a candidate says “As a Conserva ve blah blah blah”, what he‐she really means is something like:  
“I will promote business.  I will take from the poor, working class, and middle class to give to business if I
think it will promote business.  I will help our working and middle class clients if I think to do so will not 
hurt business and if to do so will hurt Democrats, especially poor and working class Democrats.  Business
can save us.  I will support projects that help business but fight projects that do not help business.  I will 
fight projects that help Democra c clients such as Blacks and women and immigrants.  I will make sure 



the children of our clients all get a good enough educa on and make good enough connec ons to get 
good jobs.  I will make sure the children of our clients get good enough jobs even though I take wealth 
from them to support business.  I will make sure the children of our clients, White, some Asian, and 
some Hispanic, get the best first shot at good jobs and the children of Democrats get only le overs.  I 
will not support projects that give the children of others a chance to get good jobs first.  I will kill those 
projects.  This is my idea of family values, what I wish to conserve.  You can count on me for that.  I will 
support the symbolic crusades that iden fy us to ourselves and against others yet that make li le real 
difference in business, such as for guns but against abor on, against marijuana, and against non‐
tradi onal gender and sex.  I will make fun of a empts by women, gays, and non‐Whites to find self and 
purpose.  When I say ‘Washington and Liberals are bad’, I use them to stand for all that our clients fear, 
to stand for everything against what I support, so I can use them as a bad contrast to my good posi on.  
I will give you issues to ‘get off with’ such as welfare chea ng and abor on, so you can think you are 
jus fied, saved, and victorious.  I will give you people to fear and hate so you can generate energy, focus
that energy, and blow off steam.  I will give you people to fear and hate so you can keep your family and 
your group together by opposing common enemies.”  

This stance has li le to do with original Conserva ve ideas.  Don’t se le for this crap.  

(2) Democracy versus Stra fied Society.  

The issue of what Republicans wish to conserve and what change they will accept gets interes ng when 
we contrast ideas of original Conserva ves about democracy and about stra fied society with modern 
Republican prac ce.  The issue becomes serious with the rise of populism, especially among Republicans
a er Reagan, Bush 2, and Trump.  What governing do Republicans wish to conserve and why that style? 
What new styles of governing will they accept and why accept those styles but not others?  Do they wish
to conserve democracy or wish to conserve stra fied class society?  What kind of democracy?  Is it real 
democracy or fake democracy?  

Democracy was a Liberal idea.  Repeat that to yourself un l you fully understand what it means and you 
fully accept it.  Most original Conserva ves opposed democracy.  Mostly original conserva ves opposed 
capitalism, the merchant class, and manufacturers.  Original Conserva ves would have been appalled at 
the business class replacing the old true aristocracy and becoming the new aristocracy.  Repeat all those 
ideas un l you understand and accept them too.  

Original Conserva ves did understand democracy and did accept limited democracy in par cular ways.  
The details are not important here.  Original Conserva ves did NOT accept democracy on a pervasive 
large scale and did NOT accept all parts of democracy and all versions of it.  Some Conserva ves had 
sympathy for American style democracy but were skep cal.  I would guess that most thought it a heroic 
experiment, doomed to failure.  Original Conserva ves condemned democracy of the French Revolu on 
and similar movements.  Original Conserva ves supported hierarchical class society with aristocrats and 
churches on top.  Only in that way could society achieve stability, con nuity, and a strong posi ve future
direc on.  Some democracy could be absorbed into that bigger framework but only in that framework.  



Original Conserva ves would condemn Trump populism even in Republicans.  Trump populism is what 
original Conserva ves feared when they were wary of democracy.  Huey Long (look him up) said:  if 
fascism comes to America, it will come as mom, pop, apple pie, and the Fourth of July; it will come as 
populist hyper‐American hyper‐democracy.  

The American solu on to the strain between the con nuity and strength of stra fied class society versus
the fairness of democracy used to be limited representa ve democracy – not populist democracy.  The 
offices and office holders of American government took the place of European aristocracy.  The mass of 
people would not have direct power but would govern only indirectly through people of proven talent, 
experience, and character.  In the vision of Thomas Jefferson, talented people would rise to offices and 
to posi ons of influence, and would form a natural elite or aristocracy.  Unlike Europe, the aristocracy is 
elected in America, which is what makes America a democracy although run by an elite.  America is not 
a democracy because the mass rules directly.  The ruling elite of America was made of talented people; 
it was NOT made of business, rich, powerful people, or land owners.  These ideas are Liberal too and you
should also repeat these ideas un l you feel them and accept them.  If you are a strong populist, you will
feel uneasy because they are too eli st.  If you are a Republican, you will feel uneasy because they give 
too much power to the wrong kinds of people, the ones Republicans can’t control, and not enough 
power to business people and rich and powerful people.  

Republicans are in a bind.  

On the one hand, they wish to be Conserva ves, and so they should reject most democracy, including 
representa ve democracy, but especially populist democracy.  They should embrace structured class 
society aided by churches.  They should accept their place in that society however modest, and should 
gratefully acknowledge their subordina on to superiors.  They should openly embrace modern social 
class.  They should find a class of people that can control the business class, and can use the business 
class for the good of the na on.  If they personally are in the business class but not aristocra c, they 
should seek their posi on near the top but not at the top, they should pay due respect to the ruling 
class, and they should obey the ruling class.  If they are not aristocra c nor in the business class, they 
should gladly do as told.  They should be wary of all democracy, especially populism, and should be 
public and clear in their cri cisms of democracy.  

On the other hand, they want power, want to be seen as patrio c, and want the support of as many 
people as they can get.  They want to be their own boss.  They want to be able to earn the right to be 
the boss, that is, they want a good democra c level playing field where talent rises.  They must promote 
good democracy.  As promoters of democracy, and because they want the power, Republicans should 
eliminate any semblance of aristocracy including the business class as aristocracy, should be wary of any 
socio‐economic class structure in society, wary of organized religion, wary of overly emo onal religion, 
alert to social injus ce, support social jus ce, and offer concrete ways for how talented ambi ous folk 
can gain wealth and‐or rise to power regardless of birth.  They should provide ways for advancement for
people with talent regardless of wealth, business affilia on, race, religion, gender, age, etc.  If they 



follow the ideas of the founding fathers of America, they should be suspicious of populism and should 
support representa ve democracy instead.  

The alterna ves of “mostly reject democracy” versus “en rely embrace democracy” are not compa ble.
You shouldn’t be able to have aristocracy and real democracy at once.  You shouldn’t be able to be an 
old‐fashioned Conserva ve and support much real democracy at the same me.  

Both good tradi onal Conserva ve governing and good representa ve democracy are not compa ble 
with Trump populism, which deliberately abuses in a bad way both Conserva ve ideas and ideas about 
democracy.  

Republicans and American conserva ves have never really resolved this bind.  Unresolved binds can be 
sources of vigor as well as traps.  It depends on how they develop.  Un l about the 1970s, Republicans 
were able to live with the contradic on well enough.  Since then, the bind has pushed them into strange
usually bad territory that cannot be really Conserva ve or democra c.  

In the 1800s, Republicans replaced the old aristocracy with the new business class.  I explain more how 
this happened later in the essay.  Business people became the new aristocracy.  As the new aristocracy, 
they are supposed to guard old values and ins tu ons.  As aristocracy, they should protect the people as
much as they can, but from the top down, not as members of the people or with much sympathy for the
people.  They must be wary of democracy, especially populist democracy.  Part of their role is to control 
the masses and to make sure the masses do not mis‐guide the na on.  Yet as business people, they are 
supposed to champion the new including the successes of capitalism and of representa ve democracy.  
As self‐made business people in a democracy, they should be the champions of democracy, opportunity,
fairness, and rough equality through fairness and fair compe on.  These two ways are as incompa ble 
as old Conserva ve thinking and democracy were incompa ble in the 1700s.  

Un l the 1980s and Reagan, Republicans o en did have it both ways in name if not prac ce.  In prac ce,
they supported stra fied society with themselves at the top but they carried on with enough trappings 
of democracy so they could claim to be democra c and patrio c.  They got away with it partly because 
members‐and‐clients benefited from hypocrisy.  Republicans kept Democra c clients on the bo om.  
They controlled the masses.  They promoted “law and order”.  They made a public show of religiosity 
and going to church.  Some were genuinely religious.  They did not accept anybody as a real human who 
did not go to an approved church.  They could s ll claim to be American patriots and support American 
style representa ve democracy because they worked through the elec on system, they some mes lost 
elec ons, they usually took a militarist approach against other countries, and they sold “pro business” as
“pro America” and so as something that is magically pro people and magically pro democracy.  

Un l the mid‐1970s, most Americans did see through this Republican stance and saw that Republicans 
had chosen aristocracy over democracy.  Even so, un l the mid‐1970s, this stance was alright because 
Republicans could work with Democrats enough.  Together they could find compromises to benefit the 
whole country.  The Republicans were too aristocra c for America and the Democrats too populist for 



safety and for long‐term economic security.  But, at the same me, Republicans were just democra c 
enough, and educated Democrats just aristocra c enough, so that people could accept a compromise 
between the two.  

A er the mid‐1970s, when a large group of working and middle class Americans “went Republican”, all 
this had to change.  The new Republicans not only le  the Democra c Party, they rejected it and they 
rejected the idea that it could serve the interests of the country even in a compromise.  Democrats did 
not represent any kind of workable governing.  The new Republicans could not see compromise with 
Democrats as the balance between old aristocracy and new democracy.  

It was not clear if the new Republicans tried to find a compromise within the Party, a compromise that 
recreated the old compromise between aristocra c business Republicans with Democrats.  In any such 
compromise, the new Republicans would be carriers of (their version of) democracy.  I think, at first, 
they tried.  Eventually they gave up and shi ed strongly to simple populism.  They s ll wanted business 
people to guide the economy but they wanted control of poli cs.  This trend was clear enough in 1994 
with Newt Gingrich and this trend took over in 2016 with Trump.  

For me to go into this shi  would require explaining how old Republicans and new Republicans now see 
class society, business, capitalism, democracy, and representa ve democracy, and how they see what it 
is to be Conserva ve.  I can’t do that here.  I do a li le bit more in other places in this essay but the task 
is big, requires its own dedicated essay, and requires an expert.  It is worth here saying a few words, 
mostly about the role of business.  

Frankly, I don’t know the ideas‐and‐feelings of Republicans‐in‐general about democracy of whatever 
style and about business‐people‐and‐wealthy‐people as aristocrats.  I have tried to talk with Republicans
but I don’t get many coherent answers.  I think the lack of clarity is because they are confused and don’t 
know what to do themselves.  They are not stupid or deliberately ill‐informed, but the situa on is hard 
for anybody to understand and hard to know what to do.  

The issue is not only that there are cultural (religious) Republicans versus fiscal‐and‐policy Republicans.  
The two groups overlap.  Among new Republicans, both kinds of conserva sm seem less important in 
their own right than as means to signal who is who, who is with us, who is against us, how we can make 
sure that we‐all get along, and how we can make sure we can control people who might strive to take 
away what we need to get along – how we can control Democra c clients.  Individual new Republicans 
might care a lot about issues such as abor on but I s ll think that the real importance of these issues is 
as markers in the poli cal game.  See more below.  

Republicans of all backgrounds now look on business people and wealthy people as the new aristocracy 
and look to them to save the country through business, regardless of any effects on real democracy.  
Republicans want saviors from among the class of people that they know well enough even if they did 
not trust them in the past in the same way that they have to trust them now.  



New Republicans seem to have accepted that business people and wealthy people can save them and 
will save them if they offer loyalty.  This reac on seems common when working and middle class people 
confront insecurity and the real possibility of family failure, as with Germany and Italy in the 1920s and 
with Russia under Pu n a er about 2005. 

I am not sure how much Republicans of any kind understand tradi onal Conserva ve skep cism about 
democracy.  It seems fairly li le.  

I am not sure new Republicans understand how much tradi onal Conserva ves would have doubted 
their creden als as Conserva ves.  Simply going to church and opposing abor on does not make a 
person a Conserva ve.  Looking on the new aristocrats, business people and wealthy people, as the only
proper class to guide the na on’s economy and so the na on does not alone make you a Conserva ve.  
Simply ha ng Democrats and their clients does not make you a Conserva ve.  Believing that business 
can solve all America’s problems does not alone make you a Conserva ve.  I don’t know now what it 
takes to make you a Republican.  I am not sure how much the new Republicans see that business people
care more about fiscal policy than about “cultural” issues such as abor on, or care about the security of 
the new Republicans.  I am not sure how much new Republicans see that tradi onal Republicans are not
sure that new Republicans are really Republicans, Republican conserva ves, or Conserva ves.  

I am not sure how much new Republicans understand that what they do is not democra c, or at least 
not the kind of democracy that is des ned to last, or the kind of which the founding fathers (they were 
men) would have approved.  

In the view of both tradi onal and new Republicans, the Democra c Party is not democra c and o en is
an ‐democra c.  They rightly see Democra c populism as an ‐democra c.  Moreover, they are sure, 
the more power that Democra c clients get, the less likely they are to preserve the sense of personal 
autonomy and responsibility, and the ins tu ons, that real democracy needs.  At the least, Democra c 
programs have failed, will con nue to fail, and will drive America into quasi‐bankruptcy, into not being 
prosperous and powerful.  When America is near bankruptcy and cannot prevail in the world arena, 
then democracy in America will fail.  Because Democra c programs drive America to fail, Democra c 
programs are necessarily an ‐democra c in result if not directly.  In opposing Democrats, they oppose 
the enemies of American democracy, and so, in their minds, simply by opposing Democrats, Republicans
also support democracy.  They don’t have to understand democracy, different types of democracy, the 
danger of populism, or the skep cism of original Conserva ves about democracy.  

Neither tradi onal nor new Republicans recognize their ac ons as an ‐democra c.  New Republicans do
not see their populism as an ‐democra c.  They do not see it as similar to the populism of Democra c 
Party clients reflected in the mirror of socio‐economic class.  

In the view of both tradi onal and new Republicans, successful democracy needs a strong economic 
base.  Democra c Party programs are destroying the economic base of American democracy.  The only 
way to save American democracy is to save the economic founda on of America, and the only way to do



that is through business.  Not only for their own security and compe ve ability, Republicans look to 
business to save the economy, save American democracy, and save democracy for the world.  Business 
now is America, so whoever supports business must be American and democra c.  All Republicans, but 
especially new Republicans, accept business people as the new aristocrats who are also interested in the
welfare of common Republicans and so are democra c enough.  Whoever opposes business at all in any 
way is an ‐American and an ‐democra c.  Whoever opposes the new aristocracy of business people in 
any way is an ‐American and an ‐democra c.  Whoever opposes the supporters (followers) of the new 
aristocracy and business, whoever opposes populist Republicans, is an ‐American and an ‐democra c.  

A precise point is useful here:  Tradi onal Republicans look to business to save America, although not all 
look to business alone.  Business is a vital component.  New Republicans look to the new aristocracy, 
business people, rich people, and powerful people, to save America by using their property, business, to 
do so.  As long as the business class gets proper backing with enough fervor, it alone is enough.  

The new Republicans have paid for their blind faith in a business world that they don’t understand with 
stagna ng wages and broken families.  They might need something more to believe in.  

Part of what perpetuates the wrong stereotype of business people as crazy people out to take over the 
world is a backlash against the idea that business people are the new aristocracy and are the sole saviors
of America, American democracy, and any democracy.  People who resent business do not resent real 
business and real business people because they do not know them.  They do correctly resent deifica on 
of American business and do righ ully resent deifica on of American business combined with the new 
Republican religious populism.  

Since the rise of populism in the Republican Party a er 1975, drama cally with Gingrich in 1994, again 
with George W. Bush, and now “big me” with Donald Trump, the old compromise between Democrats 
and Republicans won’t work at all anymore.  Hoping it will is like pretending that the Communist Party 
of China supports democracy and religious freedom or the party of Vladimir Pu n in Russia supports 
democracy and religious freedom.  Because the old compromise does not work now, Republicans must 
dominate the en re country without Democrats.  The only Republicanism that can dominate in that way
is populist religious Republicanism.  Republican neo‐populism has to win out completely and has to win 
on its own terms.  Even if, in winning it ceases to be Conserva ve or Republican, it must win.  

In 2018, Republican populism is not really populism of the kind that reduces class differences and gives 
everyone a reasonably fair chance and reasonably equal poli cal power.  It asserts a new class society in 
which some working and middle class people help the upper class, and the helpers gets paid through tax
breaks, feeling power, having hope for jobs and security for them and people like them, and having its 
rivals in the lower classes and in “bad” ethnic groups repressed.  To the working and middle class people
who think they benefit, this is now modern democracy.  This is the right mix of tradi onal Conserva ve 
and democracy.  This is how Republicans now have their cake and eat it too.  This self‐induced silliness 
frightens me.  



Think about the contradic on in the stance of original Conserva ves in favor of stra fied class society 
versus democracy and the ideals of America.  As an American, you already know about the dangers of 
simplis c aristocracy.  To round out your picture, see and accept that simplis c populist democracy does
not work and is a real danger.  Republican populism does not work and is a real danger.  Decide how to 
make real life democracy work so it is s ll democracy.  Decide how to blend the stability and con nuity 
of tradi onal society with the fairness of representa ve democracy.  Decide if the ideals of 
representa ve democracy and Jefferson s ll work.  Decide what to keep and what to change, and why.  
Then look at the Par es in light of what you have decided about what to conserve and what to change.  

Republicans can’t have it both ways, populism and aristocracy, unless we let them.  When a Republican 
says “As a Conserva ve, blah blah blah”, ask him‐her if he‐she is skep cal about democracy and he‐she 
supports old‐style hierarchical structured class society aided by a na onal church, OR if he‐she supports 
the ideals of the American Revolu on and representa ve democracy, OR if he‐she supports radical 
populist democracy of simple majority rule, OR if he‐she supports class society with the White and Asian
working and middle class allied with the wealthy aristocracy, in return for which the leaders keep down 
the poor and keep down bad ethnics.  Ask Republicans if they are like the original Conserva ves who 
supported aristocracy, feared democracy, and despised business capitalism.  Ask how Trump populism 
could be Conserva ve.  Bring up that the majority want the right to choose abor on, wage equality for 
women, acceptance of all families that teach good values, gay couples, and legalized marijuana.  If the 
majority want those, then how can Republican populism that denies those really be populism and really 
represent America?  Ask what price we pay to keep down welfare cheaters.  Ask what price we pay to 
keep down corporate welfare.  When Republicans now call themselves Conserva ves, they think they 
are like the original Conserva ves without seeing that original Conserva ves could not support their way
of governing.  

Think about the oddness of the following idea, held in their own ways by Republicans and Democrats:  
The only way to save democracy is to adopt a populism that hurts democracy.  Think about the oddness 
of the following idea held by new Republicans and some tradi onal Republicans:  The only way to save 
democracy is to accept as the new aristocracy a class of business people, wealthy people, and powerful 
people, a class that o en does not understand real democracy and does not care.  

Ask Republicans if they see the new style of populist Republicanism as Conserva ve, democra c, both, 
or neither.  Ask how they see it as Conserva ve or democra c.  If they see it as both, ask how they see it 
as both.  To ask these ques ons, you should first think them through for yourself.   

As a Conserva ve, what do you wish to keep, and why?  What do you wish to change, and why?  What 
change will you accept, and why?  What change must you reject, and why?  

If Republicans are true Conserva ves, can they s ll support democracy?  What kind of democracy can 
Republicans support?  What kind of democracy must they reject?  Is populism, especially Trump style 
populism, an acceptable kind of democracy?  



Is suppor ng the business class (suppor ng business so as to keep American wealth and provide jobs for
all of us) the same as a founding‐father‐like compromise between tradi onal Conserva ve life with 
limited representa ve democracy?  If you support the business class and you support populism, is that a
kind of democracy?  

If you support Trump style populism, can you s ll be a Republican or a Conserva ve?  

What style of democracy do you wish for and what style of democracy do you think would work?  

How do you insure fiscal responsibility without abusing the tools of fiscal responsibility to bludgeon 
Democra c clients, the poor, single mothers, poor children, old people, non‐Whites, and Chris ans, and 
to make the playing field never level?  

(3) Why is this Idea Conserva ve and Republican while that other Idea is not?  

The comments in this sec on apply to Democrats as well but with the ques on reversed to “Why is that 
idea liberal while this idea is not?  Why is that idea liberal while this idea is conserva ve?”  

Above I asked what deep principles Republicans wish to conserve.  Why do Republicans stand on these 
points but not those points?  What makes the Republican stance cohere?  What is the Conserva ve logic
behind the Republican stance, if any?  What makes the stance conserva ve in the sense that the term is 
used now, given that the term does not refer to what I consider original Conserva ve thought?  

There is no coherent tradi onal original Conserva ve logic behind Republicans, though there is a vague 
conserva ve tone.  The Republican stance coheres as part of the ba le of blocs in America, and mostly 
only that way.  The Republican stance helps Republicans and their clients get wealth and power, and 
stop Democrats and their clients.  The Republican stance helps Republicans feel good about themselves. 
The stance uses issues to signal:  “Look, here we are, people like you.  Come join with us to get what we 
want, to prevent others from ge ng what we want, and to prevent others from finding a foothold”.  
While originally the Republican stance had some roots in Conserva ve thinking, the thinking of original 
Conserva ves is not important now.  The Democra c stance bears about the same rela on to original 
Liberal thinking, and it coheres mostly in the same way but in reverse.  

Republicans do not cleave to ideas, values, ins tu ons, or tradi ons because they are tradi onal or 
because they worked in the past and were good in the past, so they are likely to be good now and to 
work now.  Republicans say they do this but they do not. Republicans select from tradi onal ideas etc. 
what is poli cally and economically useful now, not what is good from the point of view of tradi onal 
Conserva ves.  

There is enough overlap between what Republicans select and what was good in the past and worked in 
the past to make it seem as if Republicans select on that basis even when they do not.  There is enough 
overlap to fool people, usually because people wish to be fooled.  People wish to think they are doing 



one thing – being a Conserva ve – when really they are doing another.  Just because this use of overlap 
fools people who wish to be fooled, does not mean you should be fooled.  If you wish to conserve what 
is good and what worked, then think it out for yourself.  

This sec on does not rely on my view of par cular issues.  I use issues to show what is going on, not to 
take a posi on on the issue.  

I return to abor on some mes, so be pa ent when you see the issue again.  Originally, the English and 
Americans did not like abor on ‐ nobody does ‐ and they did pass laws against abor on, but they did not
strictly enforce the laws any more than they usually enforced laws against fornica on or adultery.  
When a woman (girl) got pregnant “out of wedlock”, she might disappear for a while.  Some mes she 
came back with a baby but some mes not.  Neighbors did not ask.  They gossiped, but nobody sent the 
police to make sure she did not have an abor on.  Nobody arrested her for extra‐marital sex.  
Some mes the woman had go en an abor on and some mes she had the baby and gave it up.  

Note the assumed right to privacy.  Privacy was a part of original English and American life.  It is one 
thing that Americans wished to conserve and should wish to conserve.  It is not something Americans 
want the state to take away without good reasons.  Americans don’t want the state to s ck its nose in 
our business without good cause.  

A good Republican, as a good Conserva ve, should respect the tradi onal right‐and‐expecta on of 
privacy and should respect the tradi on of a woman solving her problems herself, with help from friends
and family, without much interest on the part of nosy neighbors or the state.  But Republicans don’t do 
this now.  They are not Conserva ve about privacy or abor on.  They are Conserva ve about their 
personal affairs and business affairs but not about the privacy of poor people and Democra c clients.  

Why the change?  It helps to see what Republicans really do.  Among themselves, they do what most 
Americans used to do.  If a Republican woman (girl) gets “knocked up” and doesn’t want the baby, she 
quietly goes off somewhere to have an abor on or to have the baby and give it up.  Nobody asks many 
ques ons.  Usually the state does not have to pay for the abor on or provide doctors.  Republicans pay 
for it privately, with private health insurance, or health insurance through work.  There is no unusual 
entry‐way for the state, and that is what Republicans want.  

But when a poor person, a Democra c client, gets “knocked up”, she can’t afford the same privacy as a 
Republican woman.  O en she needs help, which now means a state clinic, state funds, state doctors, or
state health insurance.  Her problem is more the business of the state.  But just because she has to use 
state ins tu ons does not mean she gives up her rights to privacy and self‐determina on, and does not 
mean neighbors have a right to know, neighbors have a right to control her, and she should be stopped 
from having an abor on or prosecuted for having an abor on.  Yet Republicans now do take it that way. 
In fact, if a poor woman has an abor on but does not use the state, she only uses insurance through her 
work, Republicans s ll take that as giving up her right to privacy and invi ng the state to s ck in its nose.
Yes, there is a contradic on in using state ins tu ons to break laws against abor on even when the laws



were more o en honored in the breech than in the observance.  The obvious answer is to change the 
laws to conform to tradi onal Conserva ve prac ce, which is what people tried to do in the 1970s and 
a erwards.  Roe v. Wade legalizing was a Conserva ve decision.  

Why do Republicans reserve the right to privacy for themselves, and yet insist that a poor person has no 
right to privacy but is subject to the once‐mostly‐symbolic laws of the state against abor on?  Simply 
using state funds or ins tu ons should not be enough to shi  the view this way.  To rigidly enforce laws 
against abor on is not the answer because Republicans don’t enforce the laws on their own daughters.  
I gave the answer at the start of this sec on.  This is NOT the Conserva ve thing to do.  It is a good 
strategic move if your goal is to unite Republicans and to keep Democrats off balance.  You can dress up 
the move in right wing words and can ally it with “Right to Life” but your prac ce shows your hypocrisy. 

On the one hand, Republicans claim they support “Right to Life” not just in abor ons but supposedly in 
all life.  On the other hand, Republicans do many things that are hard to see in terms of promo ng life.  
Which is the real Conserva ve view?  

For example, Republicans do not adopt more poor babies than do other people.  Republicans don’t give 
to food banks much although I have no ced that White Republican working and middle class people give
to food banks.  I have not no ced many Republican business people helping at shelters although I have 
seen White Republican working and middle class people helping there.  

The English and Americans have been pre y good about helping poor people even with our stress on 
individualism, autonomy, and responsibility.  In England un l the early 1800s, help came from individual 
people, families, and from local ins tu ons such as churches, cra  associa ons, worker associa ons, 
and the county (shire).   That is, the local state did give help.  The local state and the other sources of 
help were not as sharply separated then as we would like to separate them now.  America con nued 
this English tradi on when it had the right situa ons to do so (for example, cra  associa ons did not 
develop in most places in America un l later).  If we must see giving help as a Liberal way or as an old 
tradi onal Conserva ve way, then giving help through the local state was the tradi onal Conserva ve 
thing to do un l the early 1800s.  

Actually, it is not accurate to force giving help into our way of seeing things, into Conserva ve versus 
Liberal.  It is be er to see things as they are than to force them into our current poli cal molds.  When 
we are careful not to force ourselves to think in our modern terms of Liberal or Conserva ve, we can see
our own a tudes be er.  But, if we have to decide, then giving help through the state originally was 
Conserva ve.  

The English a tude of giving help is the basis for the current American a tude of ge ng out and giving 
as much help as we can a er a disaster.  It is the a tude behind the original desire to set up welfare and
community programs beginning in the late 1800s and going through the 1970s.  The roots of social 
programs are Conserva ve.   



Giving help worked fairly well in England un l society began to break down star ng in the 1600s due to 
capitalism and industrializa on.  What happened then is a long story that I cut by saying the system of 
help was overwhelmed because changes in society and economy forced people off the land, the system 
of help was abused, then in the early 1800s the system was dras cally reduced, and then a new system 
was built up in the 1900s.  The flow of cheap labor from the country to the ci es and factories was key 
to the rise of England as a capitalist, industrial, and military power.  How much help that the state gave 
or did not give was important in the flow of laborers.  Reducing help insured a steady flow.  Contrary to 
today, the factory owners then were likely to be Liberal.  It was they who reduced state support for the 
poor, and regulated state support, largely so as to regulate the supply of labor for their needs.  Reducing
help and regula ng help was originally a Liberal idea.  

When capitalists became Republicans and became Conserva ves‐in‐name in the middle 1800s, and 
when they needed a steady supply of cheap labor, they made do‐not‐give‐support‐through‐the‐state 
into the old tradi onal Conserva ve way.  They re‐wrote the past.  

So, whether state support is Republican or Democra c depends not really on what happened in the 
past, on tradi on, on how our elders saw society and family, but more on what rich people, middle class 
people, working people, poor people, and poli cal Par es need now.  Helping through the state is not 
necessarily Conserva ve, an ‐Conserva ve, or Liberal.  Not helping is not necessarily Conserva ve.  It 
makes sense to think about how to help, who to help, who not to help, and how much to help, but that 
argument is not necessarily about Liberal versus Conserva ve.  It is more about moral versus prac cal.  
It does not make sense to think in terms of Liberal and Conserva ve as we use the terms now.  The 
argument could not be framed in terms of “the defini ve Conserva ve view” unless Republicans were 
much clearer about what the old tradi onal Conserva ve view was, and Republicans are not clear.  

Despite their claim to be pro‐Life, Republicans refuse to spend state money on care for pregnant women
and on young children even though America has the worst rate of infant mortality and infant sickness in 
the developed world.  I can see why Republicans would want to reduce help because people so o en 
abuse state help but I find it hard to see why that view is a Conserva ve view.  Again, asking in terms of 
Liberal or Conserva ve helps only if your goal is to understand the past and clear up confusion to be er 
understand the present and think be er about the present.  

The tradi onal Conserva ve European (English) view was not that every person has a right to own a gun.
Aristocrats did not want people to own a gun.  A good gun was the successor to a horse, spear, sword, 
shield, and armor, the signs of aristocracy, and the means to maintain superiority.  The idea that every 
common person has a right to own a gun was a Liberal view.  The idea was not based on any no on of a 
God‐given right but on the no on of prac cal considera ons for an American in his‐her life near the 
fron er, and for his‐her rela ons with neighbors, local poli cal en es, neighboring poli cal en es 
that might be hos le, and with the central state whether England or the US.  One big reason that 
Americans have a right to own a gun is so Americans and their guns could be drawn into service of the 
local (city, county, or state) mili a under control of poli cians.  Read the Cons tu on.  The right to own 
and bear arms was not absolute but depended on prac cal and poli cal concerns.  Presumably the 



“right” could change if prac cal and poli cal situa ons changed.  Now that we have go en used to guns 
for over 250 years, is having a gun the old tradi onal Conserva ve way of thinking instead of an old 
Liberal way of thinking?  It is hard to say.  

It is clear that, despite the Republican stress on prac cality in other situa ons, Republicans do not talk 
about gun owning in the above prac cal context but as if it were an absolute God‐given right.  Why that 
switch?  Despite the clear role of guns in acts against life, despite the fact that guns no longer could play 
the roles that they did in colonial mes, and despite the fact that Jesus did not own a gun and probably 
would not own a gun, why did Republicans raise gun ownership to a God‐given right?  I leave out guns 
for hun ng and sport.  Guns do have some real role in self defense and home defense, a strong prac cal 
considera on.  But that is not why.  Republicans promote guns as a symbol of our a tude toward “us 
the good guys” and our a tude against “them the bad guys”.  

Although Republicans say they wish to balance the budget, their acts since Reagan show that statement 
to be a lie.  Republicans indulge in deficit spending as much as Democrats.  Par es spend the borrowed 
money in different ways, each to help its clients and to deprive clients of the other Party.  Originally a 
balanced budget likely was not a Conserva ve idea.  The aristocrats and kings from which Conserva ve 
and Republican ideology descended were notorious for not controlling either the spending of the state 
or their own spending.  Aristocrats were chronically in debt, like the large land owners of the American 
ante‐bellum South.  Louis XIV spent France into bankruptcy.  Several King Georges seemed to be on the 
same road with England and might have been saved only by colonies and pirates.  The idea of a balanced
budget likely owes more to the Liberal (free market) business people of the 1700s and 1800s, the same 
people that original Conserva ves did not like.  Because the idea of a balanced budget has been around 
since about 1800, does that make it now Conserva ve and make it the righ ul property of Republicans? 
The modern idea of deficit spending did originate with sort‐of Liberals in economics, those who followed
the ideas of John Maynard Keynes a er the Great Depression of the 1930s.  That idea of deficit spending
was much more limited than the excess we see now.  Since the 1950s, Republicans also have adopted 
Keynes; so Republicans cannot blame Liberals ideas alone for abuse.  Republicans have been able to sell 
the idea of a balanced budget as a Conserva ve idea, and so a Republican, idea, because they have been
able to use their version of a small budget as a tool against social programs and Democra c clients.  
They have been able to sell the idea of a balanced budget as a ruse, and have been able to claim it is an 
old Conserva ve idea as part of the ruse.  Their claim of fiscal responsibility is false.  The real ques on is 
why people believe it in the face of massive evidence otherwise.  

Above, I men oned that the modern Republican idea of the family is not what an original Conserva ve 
thought of the family.  Original Conserva ves likely would intensely dislike modern welfare families but 
that does not mean original Conserva ves would support modern Republican nuclear family ideology.  I 
suspect original Conserva ves would understand and support modern ideas about families being based 
on mutual affec on and support more than on nuclear kin.  That is how original Conserva ves saw their 
own extended families and how they o en included servants and indentured help as semi‐family.  In our

mes, what about the family would original Conserva ves wish to conserve?  Is that what Republicans 
also wish to conserve?  



Just as I sympathize with people who wish to recognize the religious roots of Western democracy, I also 
sympathize with people who wish to keep American Civil War Memorial statues although I know that 
they were put up for reasons in addi on to commemora ng history, and that many reasons were racist 
and bad.  The issue is not if the statues are good or bad but why they are Conserva ve.  Mostly they 
were put up a er 1920, o en not un l a er 1950.  If they do commemorate a tradi onal way of life, it 
can’t be a way that any sane person really wishes to return to.  The families of rich White people, and 
even of White people of middle wealth, were not families that modern Republicans would return to.  
Even pu ng aside slavery, life then had flaws that modern Republicans should not abide such as chronic
debt, chronic bad tempers, and chronic dueling.  If the statues are not really about Conserva ve values, 
then they have to be rallying points for Republican solidarity and resistance to Democrats.  That does 
not mean the statues have to come down, I s ll like remembering history, but it does mean I would like 
more truth and less propaganda in discussing them.  We need to think about the good and bad of the 
statues apart from ideas of Conserva ve or Liberal, and we need to decide on that basis.  

With every Republican claim that an idea, program, ins tu on, or policy is Conserva ve, is on the side of
Life, and so is Republican, be wary.  Try to find the original roots of the idea in tradi on, old prac ce, or 
in the ideas of old Conserva ves or Liberals.  Ask Republicans if they know the roots of their own ideas 
about the family, church, state, Life, privacy, guns, state aid, abor on, deficit spending, public roads, etc.
Ask Republicans if they know the real roots of any Republican idea.  Ask what life was like during the 

me of the original Conserva ves.  Ask Republicans what original Conserva ve ideas really were.  Ask 
why Republicans claim an idea is a Conserva ve idea or a Liberal idea other than thereby to call it good 
or bad for their needs now.  

To really grasp this issue, you would have to do a lot of reading, which even a compulsive reader such as 
me does not have me for.  You can s ll get a sense if you do some reading and if you pay a en on to 
how Republicans and Democrats use ideas, what they do rather than what they say.  Think for yourself 
what Conserva ve, Liberal, Republican, and Democrat mean.  Read some of what the founders of the 
United States wrote such as the Federalist Papers.  Read de Tocqueville on America.  The language is a 
bit odd, but not that odd, and is o en funny.  Read the history of ideas about the market.  Think if saying
“Republicans are all‐and‐only‐Conserva ve, and everything Conserva ve carried over into the Party”, 
makes much sense in any terms.  Then on what terms should we discuss?  

(4) Conserving Important Ideas, Values, and A tudes.  

This sec on con nues the same query into what makes an idea Conserva ve and‐or conserva ve, what 
deep principles that Republicans wish to conserve.  

Likely more important than conserving specific programs, family types, ins tu ons, or even religions, is 
conserving ideas, values, and a tudes.  If we have the right ideas, values, and a tudes, then we will act
correctly (most of the me) and create good programs and ins tu ons (most of the me).  See above. 



“The best ideas, values, and a tudes are the oldest.  We know what they are.  We need to conserve 
those.  We need to accept their importance and to act on the basis of that honesty.  We need to get 
over too much infatua on with what is new, supposedly hip, and supposedly makes sense.   Make sure 
you have a big core of classic ou its in the center of your wardrobe, and then you can afford to put on 
glamour and fun once in a while without undermining how the whole thing works out.  If you give up the
classics at the core, then you just look and act stupid and slu y.  

We know not all people can have the best ideas, values, and a tudes but we can make sure enough 
people have them so the country as a whole follows those best people.  It would be good if the majority 
held these values truly‐and‐firmly but we don’t need a majority if we have enough to guide the country. 
We can make sure our leaders have the right ideas.  We can make sure people without the right ideas 
don’t get much power.  

The right ideas, values, and a tudes include:  responsibility; duty; integrity; decency; dignity; family; 
honor; belief in more than mere humanity such as in God, the Dharma, or the Tao; knowing society is 
bigger than you; knowing a good society is bigger than your group; personal self‐determina on and 
autonomy; choice; privacy; country; strength at all levels including family and country; individual rights 
some mes even above those of the country (yes, that is a Republican value too); the good of the many 
outweighs the good of the few; business; you keep what you earn or inherit; not all people have the 
same abili es and a tudes; some social differen a on and hierarchy is inevitable but we can work with 
it well enough; and some social differences in fact serve greater good.  These ideas are not all mutually 
compa ble in all situa ons and at all mes but we can work out problems well enough.”   

This all sounds terrific.  Republican values, ideas, and a tudes capture most of what we need to run a 
na on well.  These ideas would be great if they were put into prac ce correctly.  So what exactly goes 
wrong when it does go wrong?  

To begin, Republicans do not interpret ideas for the greater good of the whole na on but interpret ideas
only to support people of the same ethnicity, religion, na onal origin, socio‐economic class, and o en 
gender; keep Democra c clients off balance; and keep ci zens and voters in general off balance and so 
accept Republican leadership; Republicans allow only their interpreta ons; and Republicans vilify any 
alterna ves.  Using the ideas that way betrays the ideas even when the interpreta on makes half‐sense.
If we followed only the Republican interpreta on we would never have had the American Revolu on, 
Jefferson, Washington, Lincoln, or core Republican ideas.  The charge of tac cal biased interpreta on is 
true, and the prac ce is bad.  Democrats and Republicans see through the prac ce, yet Republicans 
persist anyway, and that is worse.  But that is not where the problem ends.  

Take personal autonomy and choice.  Republicans understand people be er than Democrats in that 
Republicans know not all people are alike, some people make good ci zens and some do not, some get 
the idea of democracy and some do not, some are smart and others not smart, some make adept bosses
while some make adept workers but are bad as bosses, some are not even good workers, some play by 
the rules, and some cheat.  



Republicans also offer an idea of the free autonomous individual perfectly able to self‐govern and able 
to always make the best choices in a free market.  They tell us we are all like this even when they know 
we are not.  Telling us that we are all like this appeals to our vanity, so people that hear this from the 
Republican Party are likely to follow the Republican Party – it is a way to get votes through fla ery.  
Telling us we are like this when we are not also leaves a large share of the people in a democracy and a 
free market economy open to being led around to the advantage of poli cians and business firms.  The 
idea that all people are always fully adept in commerce and poli cs, when as a ma er of empirical fact 
we are not, especially not in the modern world, makes people confused.  The confusion allows people 
be er to be led around.    When people think they are more adept than they really are, they are easily 
led.  Sexist remark alert:  Women use this tac c with men to control men.  Women do it partly because 
weakness is forced on them and they have to use what they can while Republicans do it from a posi on 
of strength to maintain power and wealth.  

In passing, it is worth saying that the idea of the autonomous free individual fully capable of making all 
his‐her (originally the idea was about men) choices was NOT a Conserva ve idea but a Liberal idea that 
began to spread in Europe in the 1500s and 1600s.  It was not fully correct even then but it served the 
good purposes of suppor ng the spread of more democra c governing and a freer market.  How this 
idea got made over into the Republican version, and why it was poorly preserved among Democrats, is 
another story that I touch on in later parts of the essay but don’t go into here.  

An cipa ng this result, original Conserva ves did not expect people to be fully capable of self governing 
and to be in control on the market.  Original Conserva ves wished the aristocracy to protect people 
from bad fantasies about self‐governing and about being in charge in the world of commerce.  Original 
Conserva ves sought an empirically accurate view (a view validated in experience) of people in which 
there are different types of people, the proper type for each socio‐economic class leads the class in its 
righ ul role in a whole society, and improper types do not lead the na on or a class.  Conserva ves 
expected all people to accept that kind of leadership, in par cular to accept that good adept aristocrats, 
and only them, would lead the country for the good of the country, and common people would go 
along; and good adept clerics, and only them, would lead the na on in good religion, and that common 
people, aristocrats, poli cians, church officials, and intellectuals all would go along.  That is NOT what 
Republicans say although it is the silent basis that some tradi onal Republicans acted on.  

An obvious case in which the Republican interpreta on is a bit strained is abor on, especially as the 
result of premarital sex among young people.  I have used the case of abor on so o en that I don’t 
dwell on it here.  Why do Republicans insist on privacy for their family and business but do not allow 
privacy to be the key in women’s choice about their bodies?  Simply the fact that another person, the 
fetus, is involved cannot be the one‐and‐only deciding factor in the case of abor on.  You think out for 
yourself what the deciding factors are.  

Leaving aside Jews, Greeks, and Romans, the modern idea of personal autonomy and choice comes from
something like “every house is a castle and every man is the king of his castle”.  I deliberately phrase in 



terms of men.  The idea predates the Magna Carta (Charta) in 1215 in England but came to a head in 
that crisis and its document, and the resolu on colored all rela ons in governance that followed among 
na ons that take ideas of governing from England.  (“Magna Carta” means “big charter, big agreement, 
by which we will act in the future”.)  People think the Magna Carta applied to all English men but it did 
not.  It applied only to rela ons between the nobles and the king.  The Magna Carta guaranteed nobles 
autonomy, choice, privacy, and much freedom in dealing with the king.  Specifically, it prohibited the 
king from collec ng much in taxes without permission from the nobles to be taxed.  Nobles knew the 
power to tax was the basis for other powers, and could be abused to disenfranchise, so they began by 
limi ng that key power.  In those mes in that place, their ideas made sense.  Nobles knew how to run 
their demesnes be er than the king did, nobles knew how to run a country about as well as the king, 
problems were not hard to see, and solu ons, if any, were not hard to see.  Somebody had to resolve 
differences between nobles, and differences between nobles and the country as a whole, and the king 
was a good candidate for mediator as long as he did not go crazy.  Eventually other op ons arose to help
run the country and to keep the right rela ons between nobles and between nobles and the king, such 
as the House of Lords, Parliament, and Ministries.  (The se ng for the Magna Carta is the same as in 
Robin Hood books and movies in which King John is collec ng exorbitant taxes to fuel silly schemes and 
to bolster his own power.  My favorite telling is s ll the novel “Ivanhoe” by Walter Sco  but it is hard to 
beat the movie “Robin Hood” starring Errol Flynn.  The “Ivanhoe” movie starring young Elizabeth Taylor 
is a classic too, and it gives a be er idea of class, ethnic, and religious rela ons, as does the novel.)  

Peasants, cra s people, merchants, most soldiers, and most women of any sta on, had almost none of 
the lordly autonomy, choice, privacy, and freedom in their rela on to nobles or the king.  They were the 
ruled.  They did not par cipate in ruling.  They did their hereditary job, went to church, accepted the 
word of the lord at court and in general, and shut up.  Our modern judge is modeled a er the medieval 
situa on where our judge is like the lord and has strong powers over supplicants (suitors) and all people.
The Church was between noble and commoner in official status, but, in prac ce, high church officials 
were treated like nobles and their buildings, grounds, and territories like noble demesnes.  Then, in that 
place, un l the 1600s or 1700s, excluding non‐nobles from governing and limi ng their autonomy and 
choice made sense although it raises the hackles of modern people.  

Slowly rela ons between the nobles, and between nobles and the king, were extended to rela ons 
between non‐nobles, between non‐nobles and nobles including the king, and between people and 
poli cians.  Evan so, before modern mes, common people never had rights as full as nobles did.  The 
general trend toward extending dignity, autonomy, rights, and du es, is the basis for American modern 
legal guarantees of freedom, autonomy, choice, and privacy.  Before about 1970, extension the status of
lords to most of the people made overall sense even if it did not make full sense.  Especially in American 
before and around the me of the Revolu on, it made sense.  Self‐sufficient farmers living on their own 
large tracts of land in America, and successful business people, were about in the same situa on as lords
were in England at the me of the Magna Carta.  When a person in America felt he did not have enough 
choice and autonomy in his town, he could go to the fron er and make his own small kingdom – again I 
say “he” on purpose.  Extending the rights of the nobility to common people did not include all power to
common people, did not include all arenas, and should never undermine representa ve democracy.  



Original Conserva ves never expected the extension to proceed all the way, so that every individual was
equivalent to a lord in all ways.  Original Conserva ves expected the idea of free autonomous individual 
to be tempered by the need for security and con nuity in society, reali es of governing, and the facts 
about differing human abili es.  

In our mes, it is not clear what makes sense about personal autonomy and choice, and what does not.  
Pretending that we are all lords in a world in which old‐fashioned lordly autonomy makes sense actually 
hurts our freedom, our financial success, and the na on.  We need to decide how to deal with the facts 
of differing abili es and experiences, so as to keep as much freedom and democracy as we can.  We will 
not do this, and our poli cal Par es don’t us to do this, so we help to erode our autonomy, choice, 
freedom, and democracy. 

It makes sense that a lord, with an estate, land to hunt on, non‐land wealth such as in gold, and no big 
par cular reliance on other nobles or on the state as a whole, should insist on personal autonomy and 
choice.  When decisions were about which crops to plant, where, and how much; about what to charge 
peasants for rent; which lands to hunt today; who to get appointed bishop and parish priest; to which 
noble son to marry off my daughter tomorrow; with whom are we allied today; and with whom are we 
figh ng today; then it made sense to say a man in that posi on was autonomous, had choice, and he 
should choose.  For a view from the more lowly side but not from the bo om, you can read about the 
struggle of a good man to become a rural priest in “Sense and Sensibility” by Jane Austen.  

Modern people are not like lords and not like men who could run off to the fron er in pioneer America.  
The world all over has become much like original Americans ran from.  Now, all over the world, people 
in general, including Americans, live in the kind of places that original Americans ran from ‐ but we have 
more gadgets, drugs, fashion choices, pop culture, bad food, and mortgages.  People who depend on 
having a job in a business firm to make a living for themselves and their families, that is, “employees”, 
however exalted the tle, do not have the autonomy of a lord.  People that depend on other employees 
in the capitalist market system, for their daily water, daily bread, and the security of their neighborhood,
simply do not have the same autonomy and choice.  We cannot run away to make our own Bonanza 
because there are no Ponderosas le  and because everybody needs everybody else in a way that Ben 
Cartwright never did.  Since corporate capitalism took over, and employees became by far the biggest 
group on the planet, people have not had the autonomy that Republicans claim – ask any person in a 
non‐union shop.  Ask former employees in a town where most business moved out.  Ask a teacher in a 
district where silly conserva ves control textbooks and won’t allow evolu on, rela vity, cosmology, or 
climate change to be taught properly, and where more space is given to Donald Trump than to Hillary 
Clinton or John McCain.  Ask even a high execu ve in a big corpora on.  Ever since most people all over 
the world became employees, or they wished they were lucky enough to have even a bad job, it has not 
made sense to talk of autonomy and choice in the way that Republicans do.  We are not lords of the free
market.  People like to think of themselves as like lords but they are not.  Watch people prepare for job 
interviews.  Listen to young people talk about jobs.  Read the novel “Brave New World” by Aldus Huxley.



Read Libertarian wri ng, in par cular Ludwig von Mises and the early works by Friedrich Hayek, but 
subs tute “big business” for the state and for socialism.  

Mortgages are too hard to understand and are s ll in peril from finance firms; not much really changed 
a er the Great Recession of 2007.  Can you really tell the difference, as a good buy, between a Toyota 
Camry and Honda Accord, without “Consumer Reports” to help?  Do you know how to file a suit in a 
court of law?  Do you trust the court to be fair if you don’t have a lawyer?  How much do you pay every 
year for various kinds of insurance?  Why do you need an a orney if your neighbor trips on your garden 
hose or your kid sneezes in the presence of other kids without properly covering his‐her nose?  Police 
officers have to carry body cams to protect them from ci zens who recollect events bizarrely.  Why were
eggs bad for us for forty years but now are good for us?  Will you be shunned by the neighborhood if 
your lawn is not green and free of weeds, or if the neighbor kids see your kids with a phone that is not 
by Apple or Samsung?  Can you tell apart fake news and real news?  Are the media and entertainment 
industry totally Liberal slaves?  Can you choose the best breakfast cereal?  Can you tell if your kids are 
ge ng all of the right nutri on?  Can you really make the best use of your dollars, and thus of your life, 
by shopping on the free market?  Is the Internet truly an extension of the ideal free market?  Are you a 
good consumer and good employee?  Should you get a 30 year mortgage?  Do you know that, with a 30 
year mortgage, you will spend more on interest than on the original cost of the house (a $300,000 house
really costs $650,000)?  Did you know that federal programs to help people buy houses actually help the
banks more than people?  Why does a house that cost $15,000 in 1960 now cost $700,000 – infla on is 
not mostly to blame?  If an appointment with a doctor cost $15 in 1960 why does it now cost $300?  If 
you can’t afford to visit a doctor when you are ill, should you not go to the doctor at all?  Should your 
children s ll go?  Do you take care of granny at her old house, bring her to live with you in your house, 
or put her in a home?  If life is so good, why do men and women s ll have middle age crises?  No ce I 
haven’t even offered any poli cal issues that you need to decide.  

The supposedly free market now is more like a store that sells a variety of addic ng drugs than like the 
ideal free market of Republican propaganda.  There is a big difference between (a) deciding to raise 
chickens or ducks versus (b) deciding to run up a big bill at a high end bar schmoozing with coworkers or 
going home to your family and accep ng a slower career.  The Republican view of a free autonomous 
person choosing is essen ally of the perfect consumer patsy.  

People don’t understand all the bewildering detail in the market and don’t understand poli cal ideology 
well enough to decide as if they are autonomous and free, and to choose as if they were autonomous 
and could always make the best choice.  Life is too mixed up for people to be autonomous and to have 
choice in the Republicans sense.  

Think how the owners of corpora ons, adver sers, pop culture mongers, (not necessarily the ar sts but 
too o en the ar sts too), and controllers of poli cs would like you to choose.  Think if they would like 
you to feel autonomous but not really be so.  Don’t you act like that?  Rebellion and opposite‐ness is not
the answer either but is another pseudo choice, another level of control.  



A person in a hospital a ached to tubes is not autonomous with free choice, especially if the person is 
“brain dead”, no ma er what some churches and some poli cians say.  

Parents and churches fear that a young person going to a typical dogma cally liberal American college 
where he‐she hears nothing but doctrinaire liberalism is not free and autonomous, never really has a 
choice.  If these young people are brainwashed, then why aren’t other people brainwashed including 
everyday consumers and voters, church members who hear nothing but dogma brainwashed, and 
people who believe in Republican ideas of autonomy and freedom, brainwashed?  Most people are not 
really totally brainwashed but neither are they fully autonomous, always able to make the best choices, 
and always able to protect themselves from modern wolves.  

The Republican idea of the totally free autonomous fully adept consumer ul mately led to a Supreme 
Court decision that business corpora ons are so much like human beings that corpora ons have the 
RIGHT to give to poli cal campaigns as if they were equivalent to every though ul self‐educated voter.  
This view of corpora ons denigrates real people to the point where we are not real people anymore. 

Yes, we do muddle through.  Thanks to the diversity of the market and the facts that (a) most people do 
their jobs well and (b) our lives are more abundant than at any me in human history.  But we are not 
autonomous and we do not have choice in the way Republicans say.  Mostly corpora ons, adver sers, 
poli cians, religious dogma sts, pop stars, producers of pop culture, and celebri es decide for us.  

If we cannot decide for ourselves, then we have a duty as ci zens and humans to seek good guidance 
from other people that we trust, living or dead (in books), and we have a duty to follow what they say to
the best we can understand.  We have a duty not to accept guidance only from poli cians, business 
people, adver sers, preachers or priests, the free market, and pop stars.  In the end, of course, we do 
have to make up our own minds.  But we should do so free from illusions of our personal power.  This 
tempered freedom is not what Republicans want.  

We need to think what it means to be autonomous and to have real choice.  We need to think how we 
can make ins tu ons so we can be as autonomous as possible and so we have the right amount of real 
choices, choices that we can understand and manage.  We need to think how we can help each other 
with, and how the state can help us with, the bewildering prolifera on of false choices and bad goods 
on the supposedly free market.  We need to think how to find authori es that we can trust.  We need to
think what freedoms and how much of our freedoms, we need to let go for the good of us, our families, 
and the social whole.  We need to think what we can hold and how best to hold it.  We need to find that 
elusive middle again.  

As long as Republicans interpret autonomy and choice as they do, they block us from making correct 
assessments and building helpful ins tu ons.  We do not find the best version of autonomous persons 
making real choices.  Too o en, we react against the modern pseudo‐free market by becoming easy to 
buzz words such as “organic”, we react against real democracy by embracing populist demagogues, and 



we jump to hyper‐regula on, the nanny state, demagogues, and corpora ons making all choices for us.  
We need the good middle but neither the Republican nor Democra c view of humans gives us this.  

It gets worse.  Soon what it means to be human will come into ques on.  I don’t go into details because 
science fic on and fantasy movies do it more drama cally even if not accurately.   The a tude toward 
autonomy and choice urged on us by Republicans blocks us from thinking out what we need to think out
to make the best future humans that we can make.  

(1) For a case right now, take the Internet.  How do we balance privacy, security, and choice?  Should we
allocate resources on the Net en rely by ability to pay or by ability to manipulate state officials, or 
should we insure more general access?  

For a case in the near future, take human cloning.  See “The Island” with Ewan McGregor and Scarle  
Johansson.  We cannot stop cloning altogether.  We wish to allow special cases as with parents who 
wish to clone a child that died young.  Those special cases will inevitably grow to include more cases 
un l the prac ce is widespread, as happened with the rights of nobles that eventually were extended to 
the commoners.  Rich people who wish to clone themselves always will be able to find illegal labs.  As 
long as a person can pay, a person will find a way to clone, and it will not take that much money.  Rich 
people will do it a lot and poor people hardly at all.  In a parody of natural selec on, gradually the world 
will fill up with the clone‐scendants (clones + descendants) of rich people.  Is that what being a free 
autonomous person making choices has to lead to?  

Soon, any cell in the body will be clone‐able and able to provide the blueprints for a complete organ and
a complete person.  Each cell is about as big as a fer lized egg.  Caring for a cell from start to birth will 
be no harder , actually easier, than for a woman to carry a baby for nine months.  In that case, every cell 
is like a fetus.  Killing any living cell in any living human body will be tantamount to abor on.  It will be 
another kind of abor on.  Every human is poten ally the source for trillions of other humans.  Is this 
something about which we can trust autonomy and choice on the free market?  How could we possibly 
make this into a situa on of free choice by autonomous persons?  

To keep our humanity, we have to rethink autonomy and choice.  The Republican view of autonomy and 
choice blocks us from doing that.  

(2) We need clear ideas of decency so that we can live correctly in the modern world but we don’t have 
clear ideas of decency now, and we cannot get those as long as we rely on Party ideas of what people 
are like.  

Republicans claim to be the Party of Decency and claim that all Democrats are indecent.  Republicans 
are correct to say we have come to extol indecency as a mistaken way to extol freedom, autonomy, and 
righteous rebellion.  They are correct that many people who live off the state are indecent in their hearts
if not in all their acts, and are indecent in some of their acts as well.  Republicans don’t say if business 
firms and business people that accept corporate welfare also are indecent.  Republicans don’t take the 



next step into teaching people what decency is in the real modern world.  Screaming against Democrats,
welfare cheaters, and over‐regulators is not enough to give us sense of what decency will be needed in 
the future.  Nobody believes that Republican religions teach us what we need to know.  Not every 
welfare recipient is an indecent cheater and only a few Democra c voters are welfare recipients or 
welfare cheaters.  Not every Democrat is an indecent parasite.  Not everyone is irretrievably indecent 
who has sex before marriage (did you wait?) or who has ever smoked pot (you did, didn’t you?).  It takes
more to be decent than to rail against obvious si ng ducks of indecency.  To be the Party of Decency, 
you must have clear ideas about decency in the real modern world, you must show how you are decent 
in the real modern world, and you must show how the other Party and its members are indecent when 
they are indecent.  Republicans have been far more the Party of dirty tricks and evil low indecency, since
Reagan, than they have been the Party of decency.  Republicans interpret decency not with one eye on 
God and their hand over their hearts but with both eyes and their whole heart on votes and power.  To 
recover decency, we need ideas of decency that are based on more than Republican ideas of autonomy 
and choice.  We cannot get that from Republicans.  

We need to get over the idea that all people who can mimic a rebel pose are more decent than people 
who work hard, take care of their families, follow the law, preserve order, and help out neighbors in a 
pinch.  We need to get over the idea that everyone is decent if he‐she condemns en tlement programs 
and en tlement recipients.  We need to get over the idea that every business person and professional 
person is decent.  We need to know what it will mean to be decent when clones and robots begin to 
dominate.  The Republican claim to decency and their misuse of decency block us from what we need.   
It tempts us to over compensate in backward looking ways and‐or bad ways.  

Democrats also have silly ideas about being human, human character, autonomy, choice, and decency, 
and they interpret their ideas to use as tools in par san warfare such as glamorizing the rebel pose or 
picturing all minori es as imbeciles in need of never ending state care.  Democra c ideas also block a 
be er understanding of what it means to be human in the real world now and what it will mean in the 
future.  Democra c ideas lead to abusing the idea of rights while at the same me overlooking du es 
and responsibili es.  Democra c ideas lead to the nanny state.  But this part of the essay is not about 
Democrats, and, anyway, Republican ideas about the self have been more successful than Democra c 
ideas.  

(5) Big State or Small State or Both? 

Le  to their own devices, people are not naturally conserva ve enough for Republicans and not in the 
ways that Republicans wish.  Maybe as people grow older they become more like the conserva ves that 
Republicans extol in imagina on but for most of their lives people are too variable in what they do, their
ideas, the families that they make, and ins tu ons that they make.  Le  to their own devices, people are
too likely to worship the Golden Calf and too likely to try to lust a er a neighbor’s spouse.  Especially in 
the modern world, on its own, society would not be conserva ve enough.  



Times do change.  People have to adapt to changing mes or their families do poorly compared to other 
families that do adapt.  For families to remain intact in the sense that Republicans wish, people and 
families have to change with the mes.  Yet when families change, they do not always se le into styles 
that Republicans call conserva ve.  What is called conserva ve now o en is what worked the previous 
era or two eras ago, and might not work best now.  What works now o en does not seem conserva ve 
in the present.  It does not seem conserva ve now even though Republicans in two genera ons will look
back on what works now as conserva ve and will condemn what works then as deviant and Liberal.  A 
Conserva ve in 1840 would see today’s ideal nuclear family not as flexible and as conserving sacred 
rela ons between man, woman, and children but as abhorrent because adult siblings do not live all near
each other, and nobody takes old people into their homes to care for them but instead they send old 
people to death factories ruled by death panels.  Modern families are insane because they spend family 
wealth on silly high medical bills trying to save one obviously sickly and doomed child, or to prolong the 
miserable life of a sickly old person, instead of using scarce wealth to have more children and to invest 
in the more likely success of those children.  Maybe in 2070, Republicans will look on 2020’s blended 
mixed families as what God had in mind all along.  Certainly that will be so if we take seriously the boom 
on TV of those families.  

Are there any moral, social, poli cal, and religious constants that run through all the changes and that 
Republicans can claim as resurgent conserva ve values, values that Democrats cannot share?  This is a 
conten ous issue and I don’t go into it much here.  See above.  Republicans would say “yes” and then 
list the ideas that they wish to promote now rather than ideas that have lasted a long me across many 
genera ons in many condi ons.  I have not seen any Republican list that I would take as universal and 
undeniably good, or even undeniably Conserva ve.  Maybe the best source on this issue is philosophy 
and religious thought over the past 3000 years.  I suggest that you start with the Golden Rule, with when
it does apply, and when it does not apply strictly.  If you wish to be a conserva ve or liberal, Republican 
or Democrat, you must consider this issue, be prepared to give a good answer, and prepared to back it 
up.  If you insist on staying within the limited framework of a Party or ideology, then I wish you luck.  

How do we promote such constants in real life?  How do we get people to act well enough and to build 
good enough ins tu ons in accord with such constants?  How do we support any moral, social, poli cal, 
or religious ideals other than by preaching on street corners or wri ng essays such as this one?  Can we, 
or should we, use the state to support them?  How?  Does using the state to support them lead us into 
the danger of betraying them?  

Regardless of whether Republicans have hit on just the correct set, how do Republicans support their set
of morals, society, poli cs, and religion?  Do they use the state vigorously to support their constants?  
Should they use the state?  

For original Conserva ves, both where to see constants and how to promote them was straigh orward. 
Look back a couple of decades to the state, the Church, and society then.  Take from that me what you 
think God intended.  You don’t have to accept all that the Church says about values but the Church is 
one valid firm source.  What you get from the past is the proper set of constants and ins tu ons.  Look 



for the con nua on of those values and ins tu ons today.  Promote that and a ack alterna ves that 
exclude these values and ins tu ons.  Accept the unfortunate fact that, by natural inclina on, people do
not always do what is best for them and society, do not always do what Conserva ve ideals would wish. 
That is alright.  Use the full power of the state, the church, and all ins tu ons, to make people do what 
is right.  Use the full power of the state, church, and all ins tu ons, to defend con nuity from the past 
and to resist any change that might hurt con nuity.  Accept some changes but only as they fit in with 
what is good and holy from the old.  A big strong state not only is acceptable but it is a fine tool to work 
with and likely it is the main tool that God had in mind, as long as the state is in the right hands, that is, 
the aristocracy.  Be Conserva ve through the big strong state.  

For today’s Republicans, this plan cannot be the answer, although they wish it could, and, o en enough, 
they do offer it as the answer.  This plan cannot be the answer because the modern Republican Party is 
commi ed to a small weak state.  How Republicans came to commit to a small weak state is a story in 
itself that I cannot go into here.  I do go into the topic in later parts of this essay.  

Republicans face another contradic on.  On the one hand, they want a big strong state so as to hold 
what they wish to keep, shape what they wish to have in the future, bludgeon their enemies with, and 
serve as their general tool.  They want a strong big state to support business and then get out of the way
of business.  This is the state of “law and order”, “tough guy of the big bad world”, and “export the right 
values, Western values, to the world”.  On the other hand, Republicans want a small weak state so their 
enemies cannot use the state against them, enemies cannot use the state to promote the programs of 
their enemies, and so Republicans can do as they wish without worrying about the state.  They want a 
state that can be used to promote business and then can be kept out of the way of business.  I leave out 
of considera on such issues as how to reconcile freedom of speech with a big strong state or reconcile it
with a small weak state that does not defend freedom of speech. 

However Republicans resolve this conflict, whatever size and scope Republicans se le on, in theory, it 
must be in maximum accord with deep long constants.  If a par cular size and scope of the state might 
promote some par cular interests, such as business, full employment, and world asser on, s ll, if that 
size and scope of state does not accord well enough with the constants (deep values), then Republicans 
must reject that state merely because it does not accord with (God given) constants.  If the small weak 
state does not accord with deep long constants and with tradi onal use of a large state to promote deep
long constants, then Republicans must reject the small weak state.  If the big strong state that does 
promote business does not also promote the right constants and‐or if the big strong state contradicts 
constants, then that state must be rejected.  If the weak small state that gets out of the way of business 
does not promote the right constants and‐or contradicts constants, then that state must be rejected.  
Anything else would be ungodly and would be punished by God and by secular failure.  Look at Israel at 
the height of its powers before God used the Assyrians to chas se Israel.  

There is no complete resolu on to this conflict.  A er decades of debate over the proper size, scope, 
du es, privileges, and forbidden zones, for the state, there is no consensus.  There is no consensus 
about the set of constants (values) and there is no consensus about which size and type of state might 



accord best with the best constants.  There cannot be a resolu on to this issue un l we can reliably 
iden fy the good constants of human life and figure out how to make those good constants dominant in
each era in its own way.  I repeat that no Party has done this, none has come close, and none will come 
close as long as they are as they are now.  

Republicans have to figure out how to be conserva ve through the state, be conserva ve through the 
state through all the regular changes of life, and be conserva ve through the state despite human 
nature.  They must figure out how to run a state that seems to accord with a set of constants even if it 
does not really accord with the constants.  They must appear consistent.  All this is hard.  

Republicans do in prac ce what you would expect any poli cal party to do.  When it suits their need for 
power and wealth, they invoke the small weak state and the values that go along with it.  When it suits 
their need for power and wealth, they invoke the big strong state and the values that go along with it.  
Party members seem happy to go along.  Party members know this stance is a hypocri cal contradic on 
but people don’t expect much more and it does not strike them as bizarre.  We have grown numb and 
self‐serving.  

For a Republican, this prac ce might be fine but for a Conserva ve it cannot be fine.  A Conserva ve 
cannot accept the Republican prac ce.  A Conserva ve has to seek a general resolu on to this conflict 
that also can apply to par cular mes such as ours, he‐she has to give reasons, and he‐she has to s ck to
the reasons.  The reasons need not be Liberal ideas of “make sense” but they must be reasons that any 
decent human can understand.  Tradi on that worked in the past is an acceptable reason as long as that
tradi on does not lead to failure now.  If you don’t do all this, then you are not a Conserva ve.  

Republicans don’t do this and cannot do this.  This gap is one reason why Republicans really are not 
Conserva ves.  This is one reason why Republicans have trouble with various branches of conserva ves 
within the Party.  Some branches insist on their resolu on to this dilemma and insist the Republican 
Party accept their resolu on.  Yet any such resolu on always limits the power of the greater Party even 
if it is useful for a brief me.  The resolu on offered by the Tea Party might have been useful in 2012, 
2014, and 2016 but if taken as the general resolu on it would destroy the Party, as it almost did when 
Republicans shut down the federal government to try to force their budget on the na on.  Republicans 
as a big Party have to find ways to appease and put off such self‐proclaimed strict‐but‐ul mately‐limited 
conserva ves so the big Party can keep using whichever state works best for power in various situa ons.

If you are a Republican or Conserva ve, or try to be both, you must think through this issue and come to
some resolu on.  What are your constants and why?  How do you promote them without betraying 
them?  When do you want a big state and when a small state?  Likely your resolu on will not be the 
same as the Party.  Then you have to think about your rela on to the Party.  You have to think about the
implica ons of your resolu on for the Party.  Some mes your own ideas will lead you to side with 
Democrats, Libertarians, Tea Party, Fascists, or other par es.  



Democrats don’t face the contradic on between big state versus small state.  In theory they build the 
proper size state to insure greatest social jus ce and greatest overall wealth and power.  The state can 
be big or small, can have par cular ins tu ons or not, and ins tu ons can be of par cular sizes and 
scopes, according to proper need.  

Democrats do face the need to iden fy deep constants (values), over me, and to relate those constants
to programs, ins tu ons, size of the state, and the state in general.  This task they do not do, and cannot
do, for reasons that I covered in the part on Democrats.  

In prac ce, in catering to as many clients as they can, as much as they can, Democrats naturally push for 
a big state and then an even bigger state.  This tendency to a big state might not reflect deep constants, 
might go against deep constants, might not be Party policy, and might not be what individual Democrats
wish for, but it is what happens.  Republicans have made much gain out of this tendency.  They use it as 
the most common lash by which to whip the Democra c dead horse.  It has helped Republicans obscure 
their own problems with deep constants, size of the state, and role of the state.  Republicans can always 
say “Well, maybe some mes we do urge for a strong big state, even one not based on morality, but our 
strong big state is li le compared to the hell that the Democrats bring up on us, so, by comparison, we 
really do urge a small weak state.  Get it?”  Thus Republicans get away with having their cake and ea ng 
it too.  You need to look through both Par es.  

Republicans dri  into a big amoral state when they promote business and‐or the military.  This dri  has 
not been much of an issue lately, despite contradic ng the dogma of a small state and despite not being 
the moral ideal.  Democrats have not been able to make much out of Republican dri  because people 
desperately need security through jobs and the military.  

In other essays, I described the bad effects of living with a contradic on.  One of the nas est effects is 
that a person or party can use a contradic on to jus fy almost any nonsense.  Republican inability to 
agree on constants that real people can live by, inability to agree on constants even with the Party, and 
contradic on between a big state and a small state, are enough easily to produce bad effects.  This 
situa on should cause problems within the Republican Party, and it should lead to Republican nonsense.
It does both.  

A group can live with internal contradic ons and their bad effects if it can export the contradic ons and 
bad effects to others.  If it can blame others for its problems, then it can live with its contradic ons and 
problems.  This is the familiar idea of using an external enemy to unite us; read the graphic novel “The 
Watchmen”, see the movie, or find the original “Outer Limits” episode on which it is based.  More than 
Democrats, Republicans have been able to do this, and so have been able to cover up contradic ons and
to live with contradic ons.  Republicans get away with contradic ons by blaming Democrats and thus 
diver ng a en on away from themselves.  It is one reason why Republicans hate Democrats more than 
Democrats seem to hate Republicans.  It is one reason that Republicans hate Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Bill Clinton.  It is a reason why the working and middle class people that moved to the Republican Party 
in the 1970s and a er hate Democrats and Democra c clients so much.  Republican hate is like the hate 



that a reformed drunk, addict, gambler, or religious person has toward the life that he‐she le  but which
s ll channels so much of his‐her mind.  Here I should explain why Republicans are so adept at managing 
these contradic ons and at ha ng opponents but I found that it takes too much space and requires too 
much guessing.  

Maybe the worst effect is we can’t tell the difference between the sense that Republicans some mes 
make versus the nonsense that they spout using contradic ons as a cover.  You have to think long and 
hard, and o en the effort is not worth the reward.  

Two Common Charges against Republicans that I Don’t Go Into.  

I don’t go much into the following charges.  The charges are true but they have been “done to death”.  

First, Republicans defend the system because they benefit from the system and because the system 
keeps their opponents down, chiefly poor people, non‐Whites non‐Asians, and Democrats.  Republicans 
stress how well the system works, how anybody with talent or drive can succeed.  Republicans overlook 
how the system works against people, how the deck is stacked against people.  Republicans, in theory, 
can use some aspects of free market theory to bolster their arguments.  In fact, Republicans don’t really 
care much about free market theory or know much about it but they refer to it because it serves their 
needs.  Republicans stress how well the system works because they are on top.  They want to feel they 
deserve what they have.  They want to feel that people who suffer deserve it.  When Republicans fall, 
they sing another song, but nobody listens then.  

This situa on blinds us to how the system does work well and to how it does not.  Instead of assessing 
the good and bad, what we ought to do, and what prac cality allows us to do or stops us from doing, we
feel we have to defend or condemn “whole hog”.  As good ci zens of a democracy, we have to get over 
the propaganda for and against to make up our own minds.  

Second, Republicans are hypocrites.  Apart from the bits I say some mes, as I said before, going into 
hypocrisy is not worth the effort.  Instead, think out what lies beneath hypocrisy.  Decide which Party is 
more hypocri cal, how, and why in those ways.  Good luck. 

Rights and Responsibili es (Du es) 2.

See Rights and Responsibili es 1 on Democrats.  The contrast between “tradi onal Conserva ve” versus
“supporter of democracy” shows up in Republican ideas of rights and responsibili es.  Republican ideas 
support their style of class‐based governing and allow them to call their style of governing democra c 
when it is not.  This sec on shows how Republicans interpret seemingly neutral ideas such as “inves ng”
to bolster ideas about themselves as lords of the system, to control their clients, and to use as tools in 
par sanship.  This sec on shows how wrong interpreta ons, by any party, get into the heads of people 
and can live there for a long me.  



The Republican view of rights and du es is how they use to two ideas from economics.  I give a brief 
version without much jus fica on.  

The two economic ideas are labeled A and B.  Here, “rich” and “wealthy” include the upper class and 
most of the upper middle class.  “Non‐rich” is everyone else, and, includes some people of the upper 
middle class.  Le y professionals such as college professors like to think they are not allied with the rich 
but in this case, as in most cases, they are.  I subsume “income” under “wealth”.  

(A) Investment, Economic Health, Growth, and Rich People 

(A1) Ideas in the Republican View:  

(A1a1) Despite being the greatest economy ever and robust in most ways, our American economy is 
always in trouble.  This is a puzzle but s ll true.  Our economy is hurt by Democra c programs but not 
only those.  It has its own problems.  What these problems are remains vague.  They are not the flaws 
and problems that Mike wrote about.  

(A1a2) While the root of disease is obscure, the cure is crystal clear.  The economy can always gain from 
more investment.  More investment of any kind never hurts but always helps.  More investment always 
causes the economy to increase more than the amount of the investment.  Investment never suffers 
from diminishing returns enough to worry about.  Because the economy always needs help and because 
investment always helps, the economy always needs more investment.  

(A1a3) More investment and more expansion automa cally cure all problems.  There is no problem that 
cannot be done away with by more wealth.  There are no systemic problems that persist despite more 
wealth.  There is no systemic bias that cannot be done away with by more wealth.  

(A1a4) Some people are poor.  We do not yet have enough wealth in total and some people have bad 
a tudes.  Also, some people with some wealth s ll feel they do not have enough wealth even though 
the American economy is the richest in world history.  We s ll do not have enough wealth to overcome 
nagging compara ve compe on.  If we had more wealth, almost all poverty would disappear because 
poor people would feel that they could make it by working hard and would work hard.  People who feel 
they do not have enough now would feel they could have enough and so would not feel in a bind due to 
compara ve compe on.  Everybody would have enough and everybody would feel as if he‐she had 
enough.  

(A1a5) There is no difference between forced economic expansion due to forced investment versus 
natural economic growth from natural economic investment.  We can and should use forced economic 
expansion due to forced investment to cure all ills.  

(A1a6) Nothing does away with problems like more wealth.  Nothing works be er or nearly as well.  No 
Democra c programs, social programs, an ‐racist laws, an ‐sexist laws, etc. work be er than simply 



more wealth.  Nothing brings more wealth like more investment.  No government schemes to manage 
the economy, money supply, interest rate, unemployment, infla on, etc. work be er than simply more 
investment for more wealth.  

Other programs might work as stop gap measures for short term problems such as when cartels reduce 
the oil supply or other na ons impose tariffs.  S ll, ul mately, nearly all state effort has to go into more 
investment for more wealth.  We don’t need Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, unemployment 
insurance, IMF, WTO, World Bank, NAFTA, Trans‐Pacific Partnership, trade agreement between Canada, 
the US, and Mexico, etc. except when we can bend them to our benefit.  We can get the most benefit 
and can reduce all other problems simply by using the state to promote investment for wealth, and the 
more investment the be er.  

(A1a7) Other state efforts only create more problems than they cure, and especially more problems 
than a comparable state expenditure on investment.  Most problems from programs come because of 
state involvement while some come because programs invite personal and business dependence on the 
state.  Other programs invite state interference, and state interference always causes more harm than 
good in the long run.  State help to induce more investment for economic expansion for more wealth to 
cure all problems does not suffer from the same problems as do other state programs.  We can reduce 
state interference and do the most good by avoiding all state programs other than more investment for 
more wealth.  That is the one state program to keep.  

(A1a8) We should eliminate all Democra c programs totally as soon as possible.  Then we can focus 
en rely on more investment for more wealth.  People will be unhappy in the short run as we eliminate 
so‐called “en tlement” and “benefits” programs but they will be happy in the long run, and we can say 
“we told you so” then. 

Republicans convey the points of A1a in the slogan “a rising de floats all boats” (see below) although 
most Republicans would not be able to say what all is entailed in that slogan.  

(Reminder:  If A1a is taken seriously, and Republicans do take it seriously, then this stance depends far 
too much on the power of things, and so this stance is blasphemy.  Wealth alone does not and cannot 
save us; it cannot save even the economy.  We certainly do need a minimum of wealth to be secure and 
happy, both as a na on and as individuals.  More wealth o en does help, especially at the start of a just 
na on’s history.  But likely we already have enough wealth to work with.  Adding more wealth does not 
by itself make problems go away.  We need do something else too.  Stop worshipping wealth.  Because 
Democrats see Republicans as demons who have sold their souls for more wealth and power, I don’t 
dwell on this point.  

If you are a Republican, you should dwell on this point.  You need to think why you trust wealth and its 
power, and trust wealth and its power alone.  What does the Bible sat about that?  You should dwell on 
why you put all your faith in economic expansion, investment that creates economic expansion, and the 



business class that invests.  You need to think what you are avoiding by trus ng wealth, power, and 
business so much.  You need to think about what more we need.  You need to broaden your mind.  

The dependence on wealth (stuff) causes more damage, including spiritual damage, than Liberal ideas 
about moral rela vity, the self‐sufficient individual, and rights over responsibili es.  Dependence on 
wealth and its power is a much more corrosive doctrine than any current Liberal idea.)  

(A1 b) (b1) Rich people always invest a greater ra o of their income and wealth than non‐rich people.  
The more income and wealth that rich people have, the more they invest.  (b2) The more income that 
non‐rich people have, they do NOT invest but instead mostly waste.  

(A1 c) The state can help by giving rich people advantages to give them more wealth.  Rich people use 
the added wealth to invest.  Advantages include tax breaks, tax shelters, funds for research, covering 
business losses, covering business expenses, reducing risk, reducing uncertainty, and more.  

(A1 d) (Repeat from a1)  The extra investment always helps the economy and so helps all people and the
whole na on.  There is no limit to extra investment from rich people from state advantages.  ALL added 
investment from added wealth to rich people from state‐given advantages, is GOOD.  

(A1 e) (e1) As I say many mes in this essay, giving advantages to one group makes other groups pay for 
the advantages, not just when the White working class pays for Blacks or the Black working class pays 
for the White upper middle class, but in all cases.  Giving the rich advantages moves (transfers) wealth 
from the non‐rich to the rich.  A big way to effec vely force the non‐rich to pay for the rich is with sales 
taxes.  (e2) in addi on to moving wealth from the non‐rich indirectly through advantages for the rich, 
the state can move wealth directly by taxing the non‐rich at a higher rate, and then giving advantages to 
the rich such as with grants for research and by covering business losses.  The state does both.  

(A1 f) However much the non‐rich give to the rich, the non‐rich s ll benefit overall because the economy
grows and the non‐rich benefit from growth.  Economic growth leads to more benefit for all, including 
more benefit gained by the non‐rich than the non‐rich lost when they subsidized the rich.  

Rich people have developed a tudes that go along with these ideas about the economy.  I go into the 
a tudes a er I assess the truth. 

(A2) Except for b1 and e, and my comments, all the ideas are nearly completely false.  They can be true 
only under specific and unusual condi ons.  There is no point here going into those specific condi ons 
because they do not prevail o en enough to base general long‐term policy on.  

(A3) Some Truth:  There is a difference between natural good growth versus forced expansion.  Forced 
expansion is almost always bad.  



The first issues that we need to deal with are the flaws and problems noted in Part 1.  We cannot, and 
should not, deal with vague unspecified problems that supposedly can be cured by forced investment 
and forced expansion, no ma er how unsa sfied we feel, un l a er we have dealt  with the flaws and 
problems that I wrote about.  

Investment is subject to diminishing returns like all other economic forces.  Especially, good investment 
for good growth is subject do diminishing returns.  When we can do nothing else with our money, we 
can always throw it at bad investments like more strip malls and expect the state to cover us with tax 
“write offs” but that is not investment that leads to real growth.  Almost certainly, we are at or past the 
point of diminishing returns for investment most of the me in the United States.  More investment 
does not always yield be er life.  State help to induce investment only pushes us definitely past the 
point of diminishing returns, and so wastes wealth on bad investment.  

The free market in America, under nearly all condi ons including most devia ons from calm normal, 
automa cally makes enough capital (wealth) for investment, especially for good investment.  The free 
market, under most condi ons, automa cally leads most people to invest the right ra o of their wealth 
(incomes) given their income and their financial posi ons.  The state does not need to make sure there 
is enough wealth for investment.  The state does not need to insure rich people have more wealth for 
more investment.  The state does not need to move wealth from non‐rich people to rich people.  More 
and more investment does not lead to good growth and usually leads to bad expansion that looks like 
growth but is not.  Investment forced by the state moves investment past the point of diminishing 
returns.  We err to help rich people to invest ever more.  We should stop state‐forced investment and 
we should stop state‐forced investment done by making sure rich people have more income.  

In unusual condi ons where it can help to give rich people more wealth to invest, those condi ons are 
almost always over in less than four years, and advantages to the rich should be taken back.  And those 
condi ons do not recur every ten years but recur only about once ever fi y years as with the Great 
Depression of the 1930s and the Great Recession of 2007.  Of course, as with nearly all state programs, 
the advantages are never taken back, and recipients, the rich, always agitate for more of the present 
advantages and for addi onal other advantages.  

The state should treat rich people and ordinary people the same.  Tax both on a single graduated mildly 
progressive scale (tax rate increases slightly with income).  End all sales taxes at all levels.  Do not move 
wealth from the non‐rich to the rich.  The economy does not always need more help, and does not need 
more help through playing around with taxes and advantages.  

The ideas that the state should promote investment and the state should do so by making sure the rich 
have ample incomes and wealth, are an en tlement.  They are an en tlement just as much as Social 
Security, Obama Care, Medicare, and welfare.  They predate those other en tlements.  They are a bad 
example of en tlements though the state.  They give people the wrong ideas.  If you wish to get rid of 
other en tlements, you should get rid of this en tlement, both ideas of it.  If you  do not get rid of this 
en tlement, there is no real reason to get rid of any others.  



(A4) A tudes, Rights, and Responsibili es:  The a tudes here apply not only to rich people but to all 
members of the Republican Party including working class and middle class members, although the ideas 
do not apply in the same way.  The ideas apply to the working and middle classes much as the a tudes 
about “being Bri sh” that prevail among the Bri sh aristocracy apply to the masses although the masses
do not have the same posi on.  For this material, take “investment” also to include owning big business 
firms, the normal conduct of big business firms, and managing big business firms.  The term might also 
apply to mid‐size business firms but here is not the place to quibble. 

Primarily for selfish reasons, rich people, business firms, the Republican Party, and its clients, all tend to 
believe the above false ideas (A1) although they know the ideas are false.  Most people repress knowing 
the ideas are false but s ll know at a deep level that the ideas are false.  

It is important to get cause correct.  Republicans do not start by believing false ideas about the economy
and then get wrong, bad, and self‐serving a tudes from false economic theories.  Rather, Republicans 
start with wrong, bad, self‐serving a tudes and then grab ideas from economics that jus fy a tudes.  
People do this with religion and academic ideologies. “En tlement” recipients do the same.  Poor people
don’t really believe all the crap about bad rich people.  They don’t know enough about rich people to 
believe much either way.  Poor people wish support from the state so they seek ideas that jus fy what 
they wish.  Poor people need to explain their situa on to themselves, and it is psychologically easier to 
blame others and to give ourselves a heroic role.  Whoever does it, it is wrong.  

Republicans believe bad ideas for bad reasons, invert the real order of cause, repress it all, and this self‐
delusion allows them to act for their advantage and to jus fy how they act.  You can ponder what such 
“self psyching out” does to people and to their rela ons with others.  If it happens to Republicans, then 
a version also happens to Democrats, as described in various places in this essay.  

The material that follows is mostly the point of view of rich people.  Un l about the 1960s, rich people 
would say out loud ideas such as follow, but, since then, they have learned to keep quiet.  In the novel 
“Brave New World” by Aldus Huxley, the world had consolidated under one government.  World society 
was divided into four large socio‐economic classes, largely modeled on Hindu society and with parallels 
to ideal society as laid out by Plato in “The Republic”.  Each class had a dis nct view of the world.  Each 
class saw itself as the real base on which society rested, and gave reasons why it was the base.  Groups 
in American society can see the same thing differently and each group sees itself as the base of the 
whole na on.  The novel is short, easy to read, fun, and sad.  It is a classic of its kind.  

When rich people invest, they help themselves but they also help the economy, the state, and all people
individually and collec vely.  Rich people perform a public service.  Their public service is the basis for a 
complex of rights, du es, and privileges.  

In assessing the role of rich people in society and the state, we should see that the public service that 
rich people do more than outweighs any gain for them personally.  Gain for them should play no part in 



how we see their public service and in what rights and du es their service entails.  To see their service in
terms of their gain blinds us to the greater good that they do, blinds us to the general good, and leads us
to err in how the public and the state act toward rich people.  Think in terms of their public service and 
only in terms of their public service.  Deliberately avoid thinking in terms of their gain.  

When rich people invest, because they benefit all of the people, they should be protected.  They have a 
right to be protected beyond the normal rights as human beings and ci zens.  We have a duty to protect
them beyond our du es to protect human beings and ci zens in general.  

A public service o en is a duty, especially when people recognize that they perform a public service and 
have it within their power to perform the public service regularly.  Investment is a duty for Republicans.  
It is their major duty, and about their only major duty, as we will see.  

Investment is always risky and uncertain.  Risk and uncertainty are dangerous.  In carrying out their duty 
to invest, rich people face danger for their country, o en great danger, and they face it all their lives.  By
inves ng, they are patriots, like life me soldiers, sailors, and airmen (air people) in ba le.  We rightly 
see that military people have greater status than most others, including some greater rights.  We tend to
their health their whole lives, and they are en tled to a pension.  In the same way, rich people have 
greater rights.  We should look out for them.  The service of veterans ends when they leave the military 
but the service of rich people never ends.  So they deserve respect and considera on their en re lives.  
Rich people don’t need the kinds of considera on that veterans need.  They need considera on that 
goes along with the service that they give by inves ng and being rich, and goes along with their social 
role and social class.  Exactly what more rich people deserve will emerge presently.  

Even if you are not swayed by the argument that rich people face danger like soldiers, rich people s ll 
perform a service that no other people can perform, a real service with real general good.  Rich people 
see their service as their duty, and carry out their duty.  For those reasons alone, rich people deserve 
extra considera on based on their wealth and social status.  

Wealth serves the country by guiding investment so that the country grows in the right ways and grows 
ever more.  Wealth makes more wealth and makes ever be er guidance.  People who already are rich 
have a right to stay rich and to get ever richer.  The state has a duty to make sure rich people stay rich.  
Rich people have a right to make sure the state makes sure they stay rich and get richer.  

Wealth is power and power is wealth.  Republicans have a right to power and to ever more power.  Their
power is always jus fied while the power of Democrats is always a kind of usurpa on.  

Simply by being wealthy and powerful, and by running business firms and offices, Republicans get more 
experience of the real world than other people do.  So, Republicans have a right to run the state and the 
right to power.  



The way that Republicans run the state is not directly hands‐on but by making sure that the right people 
get into offices and stay.  In inves ng, and in owning and running business firms, Republicans don’t go 
down onto the factory floor and weld car frames.  Republicans pick the right people to do the right jobs. 
As the investors and leaders, Republicans have the right and duty to do this.  Republicans are be er able
to do this because they have experience.  Pu ng the right people into state offices is much like pu ng 
wealth into the right places and pu ng the right people into jobs in business firms.  Republicans have a 
right to put people into state offices and a duty to do this.  That is how they govern well.  

Non‐rich people have a duty to accept the leadership of Republicans and their officers.  Non‐rich people 
have a duty to go along with Republicans holding wealth and power.  Non‐rich people ought to feel 
honored that they can help the Republicans manage the economy and the state by allowing the state to 
move wealth from non‐rich people to rich people.  

Non‐rich people have a duty not to grumble about unequal wealth and power, and Republicans have a 
right to make sure their officials know that non‐rich people ought not to grumble.  Rich people have a 
right to be protected from unrest by the masses, and the state has a duty to protect rich people from 
the masses.  

Republicans do not have to learn the details of ci zenship as long as the people that they get into office 
do the job for them.  Republicans don’t have to learn the details of a school district bond measure or of 
a highway plan.  Republicans don’t have to learn about flaws and problems in the economy, if there are 
any, which there are not.  Republicans don’t have to learn how to deal with problems in the economy, 
even if problems are caused by flaws.  That is what their state officers are for, like business managers of 
firms.  If Republicans spend their me and effort learning details, they can’t learn how to invest and how
to get the right people into offices.  

Republicans don’t need to pay much in taxes, and should not pay much in taxes because taxes only take 
away from what they have to give to the country through inves ng.  Even merely filing taxes and paying 
what the state forces them to pay makes them be er ci zens than other people because they give more
than others.  Merely managing their wealth for the benefit of the country is much be er service than 
any taxes they could ever pay.  

The state, the people, and officers of the state, should do nothing to hinder Republicans in carrying out 
their du es and rights by using wealth to invest and by making more wealth by which to invest more.  
Rich investors and business people should not be hindered by regula ons and by so‐called “watchdogs”.
To a very great extent, good investment and good management coincide with the greater welfare of the 
na on, and so the greater welfare of the na on can be best promoted by le ng good investment and 
good management act unhindered.  Get out of the way.  

Republicans have the duty and right to invest, run their firms, and put the right people into state offices. 
That is how they guide the na on and serve it.  That is a lot of duty and right already.  That is enough.  
We should not ask for any more.  We should be grateful that rich people (Republicans) do their duty so 



well and ask so li le through their rights.  We should acknowledge their rights to hold their wealth, 
invest their wealth, get people into state offices, be secure in their wealth and persons, and make more 
wealth.  

INTERLUDE:  Note the contradic on between (A1) the American economy is the greatest ever, it solves 
all problems, it solves them automa cally, it work for everybody, works for everybody automa cally, 
and the state should stay completely away from the economy such as by not using regula ons and not 
suppor ng unions, versus (B1) the economy is always in trouble and always needs state help such as 
protec on, tariffs, and tax breaks.  Only state help to business can solve economic problems, state help 
to business will solve all economic problems, and any other state help in any other way such as welfare 
only makes problems worse and makes sure that business cannot get healthy again and so solve all 
problems.  

This contradic on appears in another form:  (A2) The economy is not a zero sum game but a posi ve 
sum game in which everyone benefits, and everyone benefits more the more we let the economy loose. 
A capitalist economy always generates more and more wealth and always does so automa cally.  The 
wealth is always more‐than‐enough for nearly all people.  With the wealth made by a capitalist economy
we can solve all problems.  Only with wealth made by a capitalist economy can we solve all problems.  
Otherwise we are doomed to poverty and failure.  (B2) The economy is a zero sum game (what one 
player wins the other players must lose and vice versa), at the levels of America versus the world, one 
socio‐economic class figh ng with other classes, one neighbor pi ed against other neighbors of nearly 
the same situa on, men versus women, compe ng ethnici es, compe ng religious groups, compe ng 
for government support (“rent”), us with people just below us who want our jobs and sta ons, and us 
versus poor people who will do anything to get jobs including poli cal manipula on.  Only with massive 
government aid to business can we get above the zero sum game back into a posi ve sum game and so 
make everybody happy, wealthy enough, and get along.  Even if I personally am doing well, I know that 
my groups are locked in a zero sum struggle, and the economy as a whole is locked in a zero sum war.  
State aid to business can get us out of this strife and only state aid to business can get us out of this.  
Anything that takes away from state aid to business, such as welfare, dooms us to fall back into the zero 
sum game and to stay locked there.  

I can get all the same points from this contradic on as I do out of major themes (A above) and (B below) 
in the main argument.  

I don’t know which version is easiest to communicate.  I don’t dwell on the idea of posi ve versus zero 
because I got sick of abuse of the ideas.  I got sick of people using contradictory ideas at the same me.  
I have studied game theory and economics, I have some idea how the ideas should be used, how the 
ideas should not be used, how the economy really is posi ve sum, zero sum, neither, or both, and how 
rela ons between groups really are posi ve, zero, neither, or both.  Nearly all poli cians who use the 
terms cannot set them in proper context and so they abuse the ideas.  People in general know they 
themselves try to have it both ways to suit themselves best, and so they deceive themselves, know it at 



some level, and live with it.  I don’t need to annoy the reader with the game version of this story on top 
of what I give here.  Have fun with it.  Be alert for abuse.  

(Briefly:  Over the long run and in general, the economy is posi ve sum but it does not solve all problems
and it definitely does not solve them automa cally.  In the short run, between adjacent socio‐economic 
classes such as between the poor and working class, and between social groups that are ed to class 
such as between Blacks and Hispanics or between men and women, the economy feels and acts like a 
zero sum game.  Compara ve compe on, where it is not enough to do well but you have to do at least 
as well as neighbors so that all others are threats, makes it more zero sum.  Compe ng to make sure 
your children do well and do not fall toward the bo om, makes it more zero sum.  We can get over the 
feeling of zero sum and feel more the overall posi ve sum if we feel that our children and the children of
all neighbors have a fair chance according to ability and effort, if we feel all schools give our children a 
fair chance even if not an equal chance.  We have to accept that not all children are equally talented and
have the right a tude to do well financially.  Pumping money into schools won’t do the job without 
some changes in a tude.  The economy needs rules and oversight, but not too much.  We need more 
oversight than we have now.  We should intervene to make the playing field more equal but not to 
make outcome almost equal.  We can get rid of programs such as Affirma ve Ac on.  We have to 
tolerate some differences and failures.  Different groups do differently overall due to their a tudes and 
their social organiza ons.  We have to protect nature.  Helping business will not solve all problems.  We 
should help business less than we do now.  We need some public support for people who can’t get jobs 
such as welfare.  We have to make public support work be er than we do now and here is not the place 
to elaborate.  We need to keep Social Security and we need to get limited sternly realis c single‐payer 
na onal healthcare – if you are old and get cancer, you die.)  

(B) Taking the Big Role  

People in a modern economy depend on each other and help each other although usually they don’t 
know they help and they underes mate the amount of help given and taken.  Simply by doing his‐her 
job, office, profession, or voca on, such as teaching, plumbing, programming computers, inves ng, and 
business, each person helps many other people and the whole economy.  Each person adds to total 
benefit.  Simply by each private person doing his‐her job etc., the total benefit to society is hundreds of 

mes more than from the state, non‐profit agencies, churches, poli cians, community ac vists, poli cal 
par es, ac vists, and commentators, all combined.  This result is a reason to feel good about yourself 
but not to feel heroic unless you are a police officer, firefighter, military person, or other person directly 
in harm’s way.  

Republicans twist this truth to make too much of it for them but too li le for Democrats, Democra c 
clients, and all working people including the middle class.  Republicans take their role in the economy to 
be heroic and to add greatly to total benefit, far more per Republican person than for other persons.  I 
don’t explain how they ra onalize this view.  Professional people, business people, and some officers 
feel they add much more to the total of benefit than do most other people who exert the same effort 
and more than do other people who might be just as smart and have similar educa on.  Simply by doing 



their voca on, or by inves ng, professional people, business people, and some officers automa cally do 
much more good than do other people.  

In addi on, simply by doing their voca on, or by inves ng, professional people, business people, and 
some officers automa cally know be er how to govern than do other people, and they have the right to
govern.  Mostly they exert their right‐and‐duty to govern by making sure the right people go into state 
offices.  Their duty to govern well, a duty that goes with their right, is met automa cally because their 
life leads them to know more about life and about governing than do other people.  

Through the benefit they bestow with their voca on, and they benefit they bestow by governing well, 
professionals, business people, and officers are lord‐like and help society much more than do other 
people simply by the professionals, business people, and officers carrying on with their lordly‐like status,
life, and voca on.  Common people accept this dimension in professionals, business people, and most 
officers.  We not only pay congress people, professors, doctors, den sts, lawyers, and business people 
but we say “thank you” as well when we would not say “thank you “ to the people who mow the lawn or
to a mechanic.  

All Republicans feel they belong to this class of lord‐like people and so have a right to all this.  If they are 
not a lord themselves, then they are in the class associated with lords.  They have done all their du es as
a ci zen, and have done more duty than others, simply in doing their voca on, inves ng, and installing 
people into offices.  Their only further duty is to scorn Democrats and Democra c clients.  This a tude 
is unwarranted arrogance.  Most professionals, business people, and officers know the danger and fight 
arrogance.  Republicans believe their false version of lordly charisma although they know it is false.  
Again, you can guess what this contradic on does to their psyches and their rela ons with other people.
One reason people in general wish to be Republican is so they can share this lordly stance, even if only 
as the equivalent of a squire.  One reason the poor, working class, and middle class go along with the 
rich is because Republicans are the lordly class of old extended into our mes.  

(A) and (B) 

The wrong a tudes from A and B combine.  It is the right of Republicans‐as‐Republicans to pay li le in 
taxes, get help from the state, have wealth shi ed to them, rule by pu ng people into state offices, be 
accepted as the ruling class, and get richer.  Republicans as Republicans have no more responsibili es 
other than to invest, carry out their voca on, and install the right people into state offices.  Republicans 
have done all their duty as a ci zen, and have no more responsibili es, when they do that.  Republicans 
think other people should recognize their status and recognize how much they have done for society 
simply by being Republicans, inves ng, carrying out their voca on, and installing the right people into 
government offices.  

Of course, not all Republicans think like this.  Many are true patriots, do a lot for their country, and make
real sacrifices for their country.  Many serve their communi es and other communi es far beyond their 
voca on and beyond inves ng.  Many Republicans see far beyond inves ng and token tax‐paying.  Many



Republicans such as (I assume) Warren Buffet, even wish to pay a fair share of taxes, at about the same 
rate as the middle class.  As noted, I think most long‐term military people are Republicans who actually 
do risk their own real lives.  I have li le personal experience, but I think Republicans, like Democrats, 
who really have seen much of the world and really do know people, do not rest on the presump ons of 
their status but choose to work hard to make the world deeply enduringly be er.  While, like everyone, 
Republicans might wish other people do the work of their du es for them, most Republicans don’t really
expect the masses to do that.  Republicans tend to see the big picture na onally and interna onally and 
tend to take their du es seriously as a result of seeing the big picture.  Do not tar all Republicans with 
the above selfish brush.  

Even so, the combined bad a tude from A and B is pervasive enough to cause a bias in the Republican 
Party, and a bias among Republicans and self‐styled “Conserva ves”.  The twisted facts, lordly a tude, 
claim of status, right to govern, claim of having fulfilled all du es, and evasion of responsibili es, are all 
much too juicy to pass up.  The a tude affects poli cs and fiscal policy.  It creates tax programs at all 
levels of government.  This a tude is fully as bad as the wrong idea of Democra c clients that they have
big rights, their rights should always prevail, other groups are always trying to kill their rights, and they 
don’t have to think about their du es at all.  If Republicans have done their full duty when they deposit a
dividend check, deliver a dental crown to a paying pa ent, or get richer thanks to biased treatment by 
the state, then welfare loafers also have done their full duty when they spend welfare money on booze 
and drugs and they agitate the Democrats to raise welfare s pends by exploi ng the plight of poor kids. 
The parallel bad a tudes by Republicans and Democrats is why both need a stern course in the idea 
that all rights entail responsibili es, and in the whole system of rights and du es of a good adept ci zen 
in a modern democracy.  

Trump Populism. 

I wrote this sec on in 2018 when the fate of Trump populism was not clear.  If Trump populism wanes, a
related form of populism likely will rise, from either Party, so it is s ll useful to point out some features 
that likely we will face.  

In theory, in populist democracy, all the people have a direct say on most issues, and usually a simple 
majority decides.  On some issues, some mes more than a majority must favor “yes”, such as 55% or 
two‐thirds.  

Populism is a poli cal movement in which a big group of people in a democracy believe they are the 
majority, or believe they represent the majority and the na on as a whole, or believe they have the one‐
and‐only right to represent the majority, or they have the one‐and‐only right to represent the na on as 
a whole.  They believe they represent the general will, social will, the spirit of the na on, or the general 
good.  They believe they can see clearly when others cannot.  They believe they cannot fail, at least in 
the main issues that concern them and so concern the na on as a whole.  They believe they have the 
one‐and‐only right to decide all major issues and they will automa cally necessarily decide major issues 
correctly.  They believe they decide en masse as one big group.  They believe they are not swayed by 



special interests, rich and powerful people, lobbyists, ideologies, dogma, rhetoric, powerful cliques, or 
demagogues.  While there is a need for them, they are above poli cs as usual.  For a while, they are the 
divine “us”.  Usually they are none of these and they almost never are en tled to these beliefs.  They 
believe they are a kind of popular democracy when they almost never are.  

Some of the earliest lessons in Western poli cal experience were:  (1) popular democracy is very rare, 
and, when it happens, it endures for only a short me; (2) populism is rarely really popular democracy 
although populists thinks it is; (3a) so‐called popular democracy really almost always is populism, or (3b) 
popular democracy quickly degenerates into populism; (4) popular democracy and populism always fail; 
and, (5) when they do fail, they cause quite bad problems.  

Except in limited cases among small groups, popular democracy rarely lasts more than a short me.  I do
not know of any real na on that has run as a popular democracy.  Ancient Athens was not a popular 
democracy.  Even when the majority technically decides issues, in fact the majority does not know what 
it is doing, and does not have real control.  Some group within the majority really decides.  The United 
States is not a popular democracy.  It is a mixture of various kinds of governing working in, around, and 
some mes below, besides, and above, some ins tu ons of representa ve democracy.  

Because the people in a populist movement think they are really a popular democracy when they are 
not, I have to bring up popular democracy.  People use popular democracy as an excuse for what they 
do in the name of populism including many bad acts.  I must be clear that populism is not popular 
democracy so that I can deny them that excuse.  We need to get over popular democracy to focus on 
what really happens, populism and the decay of populism.  Stop thinking in terms of popular democracy 
at all and start thinking in terms of populism.  Assume all self‐claimed popular democracy is really 
populism seeking excuses.  Assume all populist claims to be popular democracy are really claims by one 
segment of the na on to represent everybody and to have the right to speak for us even when they do 
not and they have no right.  Don’t fool yourself that you are part of popular democracy when really you 
are part of a mere populist movement.  

The Silent Majority under Nixon in the 1970s was like this and the Tea Party a er 2000 is like this, a 
populist movement that thought it was bringing in popular democracy.  The Le  and the Conserva ve 
movement in America are really populist movements that think they represent the na on as a whole. 

The decay of populism is a common story, so common that it is almost an intrinsic part of populism.  The
story is well known in churches, schools, and communi es.  Power increasingly concentrates in the 
hands of a small group.  Then the small group cares more about defending, con nuing, and increasing its
power than about the goals of the movement.  The mass of people go along hoping to catch a bone now
and then, because they fear to backtrack, or because they are afraid of their new leaders.  Listen to the 
Who song “Won’t Get Fooled Again”.  

The decay usually begins when one smaller group leads the movement, as Bolsheviks led the Revolu on 
in Russia a er 1918; or when the (remains of) the Silent Majority, the Religious Right, and the Tea Party 



led the Republican Party a er 1992 and more so a er 2000.  Then the small group gains control of the 
whole movement, as with the same examples.  Then, a small group of strong leaders, o en focused on a
single demagogue, arises within the controlling group, as the circle around Lenin controlled Bolsheviks, 
the Revolu on, and the Communist movement; Stalin got total control a er Lenin; the Nazis and Hitler 
got control of Germany; and the Trump clique got control of the right wing within the Republican Party 
and then the Republican Party.  Populist movements are amazingly suscep ble to control by a clique or 
by a demagogue.  Populist movements o en form around a clique or leader to begin with, and then lose
all the popular control that they once had.  Then the small‐clique‐with‐its‐leader focuses on gaining and 
holding power regardless of the original goals and regardless of the good of the populist segment or the 
na on.  This is the story of “Star Wars”.  See the film “The Inner Circle”.  Again, read “Animal Farm”.  

Typically, the small group is suffused with moral fervor.  It thinks it has a direct link to God, history, the 
Spirit, the Universe, Rightness, the Kingdom, decency, social jus ce, non‐discrimina on, Life, Progress, 
Restored Greatness and Glory, Our Righ ul Place as leader on the World Stage, righ ul rebellion, etc.  It 
uses its moral fervor to excuse whatever it does.  It uses moral fervor to excuse imposing its desires on 
the populist movement and on the na on as a whole even when it knows that to do so is to betray its 
movement in par cular and populism in general.  This a tude showed up in the Bolsheviks in Russia 
and shows up clearly in the Religious Right and Tea Party in America.  The a tude appears in the fervor 
of Trump backers and in their willingness to lie and to demonize.  

Some mes populism arises because the leaders of a country have done a bad job for a long me, the 
people have grown jus fiably frustrated with economic and social injus ce, and angry at entrenched 
poli cians who always get re‐elected by serving the narrow interests of some small group.  This situa on
is what Americans now call “the swamp”.  It is easy to see the frustra on, despera on, and the reaching 
out to hope, offered by a populist movement and the ruling clique.  But the a empted populist solu on 
is actually worse than the original bad problem.  

Populism usually fails because, even when the populist leaders govern be er than the people that they 
displaced, the populist leaders can’t govern as well as they think they can and can’t govern as well as is 
needed.  Whoever gains control under populism very likely does not know how to govern the country as 
well as the natural aristocracy would have governed if they had been in place.  

For the brief me that it exists, popular democracy fails for the same reason.  It simply does not govern 
well enough.  It fails at governing.  It is not up to the task.  Even if it does some things be er than the 
poli cians that it replaced, s ll it is not up to the whole task.  Popular democracy certainly does not 
govern as well as the natural aristocracy that Jefferson envisioned.  When popular democracy fails, then 
we get the populism that thinks it is the correct successor to popular democracy.  Then in turn that fails, 
and we get par es, cliques, ruling groups, false moral fervor, and a tyrant, as above.  I need to point out 
the failure of popular democracy because of the wrong belief populists have that their movement is a 
kind of popular democracy.  Even if by some wild chance it were, it would s ll fail, and fail in much the 
same way.  



What the tyranny is like, and how bad the tyranny becomes, depends on the situa on and on par cular 
events.  Vladimir Pu n is a populist tyrant.  He does not need to win elec ons to maintain power but he 
does win elec ons because he is enormously popular.  His supporters think he represents popular 
democracy, the Will of Russia, and the Will of the Slavic people.  They think he will bring back the former
deserved glory of the Slavic people as led by Russia.  They think the popular democracy he represents is 
infallible.  Make Russia Great Again.  

Trump populism is not popular democracy.  It is not democra c.  It does not represent the majority of 
Americans even if it represents a large minority who are jus fiably fed up.  It does not represent what 
Americans think and it does not represent Americans or America.  We should not think of it as a kind of 
democracy even if it arose within democra c ins tu ons and uses democra c ins tu ons.  It represents
some jus fiable grievances and it acts against some programs and ideas that have failed.  But it does not
have a posi ve way to govern for the benefit of most of the people and for the na on as a whole.  There
are be er ways to govern.  We can and should enact those be er ways to govern.  

Trump populism is one reason why original Conserva ves opposed democracy and why they preferred 
aristocrats and churches.  I am amazed that Republicans do not recall this big Conserva ve root from the
past of the Republican Party and do not recall this simple lesson about the danger of populism.  I am not 
surprised that Trump populism arose from the right wing but am surprised Republicans gave in so easily 
to one of the dangers that their Party was dedicated to figh ng.  

Every once in a while, a dose of populism can be good for the na on, as we got in the late 1950s through
1960s, again with Nixon and Reagan in the 1970s and 1980s, and some with the Clintons and Obama.  I 
don’t go into how a dose can be good for us.  We are lucky in America because usually we don’t go too 
far.  As much as it annoys us, our two Par es; and our plethora of interest groups such as Blacks, Roman 
Catholics, and small business owners; helps keep us from going too far.  

But there is no guarantee even in America that we won’t go too far.  We almost did in the 1960s, and 
again with Nixon and Reagan.  I think already we have gone too far with Trump and the Religious Right 
although I think we will come back.  

The difference now is that America is not figh ng the ba les in a largely domes c arena but in a global 
arena.  In this arena, we MUST face problems of unemployment, bad jobs, bad a tudes, people who are
not smart enough, wealth and income distribu on, and the interac on of those problems with social 
groups; but we will not.  See Part One of this essay.  This is a recipe for bad populism and American style 
fascism, as it was for Russian style fascism when Communism ended there.  

Assume Trump populism will not work.  What do we do when we the swamp needs draining?  How do 
we get rid of entrenched interests?  The entrenched interests are as much on the right as on the le .  
How do we get a natural aristocracy back into governing well?  How do we get poli cians to work for the
na onal interest instead of Party interests or their narrow base?  Those are subjects for another essay.  
Here, all I do is point out problems with the Par es and urge you to think for yourself.  I doubt we can 



move forward un l you can see the Par es more clearly and you do think for yourself.  Stop suppor ng 
ridiculous ideas and movement such as Trump‐ism, the religious right, and the idea that all non‐White 
people are good and only non‐White people are good.  

The Main Course about Republicans (with much repe on):  

Originally this part of the essay, on Republicans, began here but I found readers had too many issues, so 
I wrote a brief version of the above as introduc on.  Then it took on a life of its own.  

Republican Membership.  

‐If we see Republican poli cians as dis nct from the business class, then the first and most important 
clients of the Republican Party are big business firms.  

If we see big business firms and their leaders as the heart of the Party and see Republican poli cians as 
an extension of big business interests, then the most important clients in 2018 are:  (a) working people 
with fairly steady jobs, o en with decent pay and benefits, who are not in some ethnic groups such as 
Blacks and Hispanics; (b) middle class people with steady jobs, usually with good pay and good benefits, 
usually White, and usually are not in some ethnic groups such as Blacks; (c) upper middle class people 
including academic and professional people; (d) some small business people; and (e) many medium 
sized business people.  The Republican Party includes few ethnic minori es such as Blacks, the poor, or 
people with insecure bad jobs.  It includes women who are in the client groups and women who are 
spouses of men in the client groups.  It includes recent immigrants who have done well such as some 
Asians, Muslim professional people, and Eastern Europeans.  It includes many recent immigrants who 
feel threatened by immigrants from long ago, such as some recent Asians and Muslim immigrants who 
feel threatened by Blacks and by White Chris ans.  

Again:  Working and middle class people who have half‐way good jobs but who fear falling into poverty, 
feel insecure, and fear compe on from the working and middle class people just below them, mostly 
moved to the Republican Party in the 1970s ‐ but they might vote either way depending on which Party‐
or‐candidate they think remembers them in this par cular elec on.  They feel forgo en by both Par es. 
Especially White people in this group feel forgo en.  People of all ethnici es in this category change 
votes and Party affilia on more according to local candidate than na onal policy, unless a charisma c 
wannabe minor demagogue emerges.  Un l wage stagna on and the income‐wealth gap became clear, 
costs of living rose, and they could see that their children were not ge ng ahead, they tended to vote 
Republican.  Now that they do not think Republicans will help, they do not automa cally support either 
Party.  I do not know which way their allegiance usually goes now.  I do not guess here.  If I were forced, 
I would say the older people of this group s ll tend to vote Republican but younger people are moving 
more Democra c.  Please use you own experience to make the division for yourself about this group as 
you read other points.  

Business.  



‐The Republican Party supports big business through:  direct legal protec on against problems such as 
liability and law suits, de‐regula on for themselves, selec ve regula on of enemies, selec ve increase or
reduc on of tariffs, tax breaks, research in schools, support for research in business firms, grants, and 
manipula on of markets.  The accurate term for all this support is “corporate welfare”.  A be er term is 
“wannabe business fascism” but that term is not likely to catch on.  The general approach is like China 
a er about 1990. 

‐The Republican Party pretends to support small business but supports small business only so as not to 
alienate small business and as a roundabout way to help big business.  

‐Republicans understand a real modern capitalist economy be er than Democrats but they do not use 
their knowledge wisely.  Despite knowing more about the economy, Republicans either do not know, or 
repress knowing:  the economy has an irreducible minimum of involuntary unemployment, bad jobs are 
pushing out good jobs, many people are now not smart enough to get much of any job, the problems 
with employment fall unequally on social groups, the problems fall harder on children, and there has 
been a big increasing gap in income and wealth since 1980.  Republicans do not know about, or repress 
knowing, the flaws and problems of the economy.  Republicans pretend the economy could be perfect 
with their help when they know it cannot.  

Republicans do not primarily figure what programs the economy can maintain, what programs are net 
gains, which net losses, which help the economy, which shrink it, which are morally needed regardless 
of modest cost, which are moral but too expensive, and which business ac vi es harm human character 
and nature (environment) over the long run.  Instead, Republicans interfere to gain wealth and power 
and to please clients.  They use what they know for that and mostly only that.  

Republicans are good at making the cri cisms implied above about the programs of Democrats but not 
for their programs or all programs.  So far, Republicans have convinced the public that they are be er at 
this figuring, but, if the public catches on that they will not figure out fully anymore than do Democrats, 
Republicans will be discredited too.  

Republicans know there is a difference between good economic growth based on natural choice and 
natural investment versus bad economic expansion due to forced investment through channeling wealth
to already‐wealthy people and firms.  They know good growth helps while bad expansion usually hurts.  
Republicans repress admi ng this difference so they can get state aid for their clients, aid that results in
more income and more wealth.  Republicans repress admi ng the difference so they can effec vely 
punish Democra c clients by making them pay, out of their lower incomes, for aid to Republican clients. 
Thus Democra c clients, o en the poor and the working class, are less able to compete with Republican 
clients, the working class and middle class.  

Republicans do not make a general ra onal reasonable assessment of all programs in the context of the 
real economy because, if they did, they would have to admit they know about the flaws of the economy 



and the results of the flaws.  They would have to admit that they deliberately repress some aspects of 
economic reality that they know are real.  They would have to take real unemployment, socio‐economic,
class, bad jobs, not‐smart people, different impact on social groups, and different impact on children, 
into account, and they wish not to.  They would rather pretend that we have full employment, have 
total social mobility based en rely on individual merit, and that anybody can fully make it, than to do a 
thorough good job for the sake of the na on.  

“More Jobs and Be er Jobs through Business” is a Ploy.  

‐Especially since Reagan and the influx of new Party members a er 1980, Republicans promote business 
not directly but indirectly by claiming to create jobs.  Republicans say they ask for tax breaks, zoning 
changes, grants, legal immunity, pollu on exemp ons, lax regula ons, protec on from compe on, 
tariffs, etc. not because it helps business but because it leads to factories, offices, distribu on centers, 
and, supposedly, jobs.  Republicans are all about jobs now, not about business.  In elec ons, Republican 
incumbents take credit for every job since the start of me, and Republican candidates promise to give 
business more benefits so as to get jobs, and only to get jobs.  

Of course, really, “more jobs, and be er jobs, through business” is merely a ploy.  It is a way to get many
people to support a candidate so he‐she can support business.  Whenever a Republican brags about jobs
or promises jobs you can be sure that is not what is really at stake.  The sight of Republicans promo ng 
themselves as “job creators” is deeply annoying.  Trump is an example.  

The ploy works mostly because voters can’t see what else to do.  Democrats don’t seem good at making 
jobs.  “Make work” from the state does not succeed in the long run and it costs more than it is worth.  
Simply ge ng more educa on doesn’t succeed now; jobs have to be there before your child can get a 
degree to compete for them; mom’s basement is a cliché.  Business might be good for the country or 
not; business people might be good people or not; business likely gains more than the people gain when
factories, offices, and distribu on centers come here instead of go there – but at least local people some
place get a few jobs for their children.  If “more business here” is the only way you can see to make jobs,
then you fool yourself into believing “whole hog” even if inside you worry.  Hard‐up people believe what
they have to believe and believe it all the more when they know it is not really true.  Republicans know 
all this and use it adeptly during campaigns and in office.  

The real ques ons are:  

(1) Whether jobs created under Republican condi ons lead to net gains for the whole country, the poor, 
working and middle classes, and all the people; OR 

(2) Whether simply le ng the economy take its natural course without much help for business would do
even be er for the na on as a whole; for the poor, working and middle classes; and for the people as a 
whole; if we were astute about how to manage, how to interfere and not interfere.  



Which is be er:  (1) state interference, OR (2) a mostly free market that is modestly well‐regulated so as 
to benefit the whole (2)?  Can we succeed if we merely play fair with business (2)?  These ques ons are 
hard.  The answers require numbers and deep thought about “might”.  We have to think if the jobs are 
good or bad, and how long the jobs likely will last.  We have to consider if benefits given to business are 
by a local area such as a state or county, or if benefits are in a na onal package.  We have to balance 
gains‐and‐losses to a local area against gains‐and‐losses to the whole na on.  In a na onal package, we 
have to balance gains‐and‐losses to business in general against gains‐and‐losses to all the people and 
the whole na on.  So I don’t go into the issues other than to offer my opinion.  I strongly favor (2).  

The strategy of giving to business can succeed in a limited way, for a limited me, in local areas, such as 
by leading to more jobs locally and to more revenue from payroll, property, and sales taxes.  It can gain 
enough so gains temporarily make up for concessions in land taxes, infrastructure costs, pollu on costs, 
security costs, etc.  Even if it works locally for a while, the strategy can fail locally as when pollu on costs
are more than expected, people re‐locate out of the area to be er new subdivisions, people buy their 
stuff in other shopping malls, or when business gets a be er deal elsewhere sooner than expected and 
moves to another local area or to India.  

Even if promo ng business locally succeeds for a while, and as temp ng as that temporary success is to 
a local area, local success is not the real issue to a ci zen of a whole democracy.  For good ci zens, even 
for good ci zens in local areas where giving concessions to business might succeed, the real ques on is 
whether local gain, and gain to the whole na on, outweighs loss to the whole na on in giving business 
firms benefits.  

(1A) Even if a local area does gain for a while, that does not mean the na on as a whole gained.  Jobs 
gained locally by serving business are like jobs gained through casinos.  They help some at one here‐and‐
now but they hurt at many there‐and‐later more than help one here‐and‐now.  They take resources 
from other areas to move here.  They take away what other areas would have made through business 
there, jobs there, and modest fair taxes there.  They pit one area against other areas, pit one area 
against the na on, to see who can go lower and give away more to business.  Any net gain for this local 
area likely does not make up for net loss all over.  And, any net gain here now likely will be offset by loss 
here later.  Business firms love to get local areas bidding against each other to see who can give away 
more to business regardless of fairness and regardless of overall gain or loss to the na on.  

It is true that a factory, store, office, or distribu on center has to be located somewhere, and so it might 
as well be located here so that here can benefit regardless of what happens there.  But, when here and 
there compete to “give away the farm” so as to get the so‐called boon here, then everywhere has lost 
even if here gains temporarily.  The concessions that any locality has to make to get the factory, office, 
etc. placed here instead of placed there almost wipe out the benefits of ge ng it here and they o en do
wipe out net benefit for the country as a whole.  

The whole can gain only if the deal with business at every loca on meets general minimum standards of 
fairness, standards that insure the whole benefits overall.  The whole can gain only if all local areas are 



stopped from giving away the farm.  There has to be a limit on what local areas can give away, and all 
local areas have to abide by that limit.  Concessions to business can be only moderate; they can never be
heavy.  For example, business should be expected to pay reasonable property taxes and to contribute to
infrastructure.  We might expect business to help pay for police, fire, and schools.  If old business pays 
taxes on profit, new business should as well.  That framework is rarely so.  People know in their gut but 
can’t do much about it.  

(1B) Any supposed gain by strongly promo ng general business in the whole country, including any 
supposed overall gain in jobs, in fact loses resources that business should have given to the whole, as by 
taxes on obvious profits and by fair jobs, and so results in a net loss to the whole.  The whole country 
loses rather than gains.  The whole country has fewer jobs rather than more, and has fewer good jobs 
rather than more good jobs.  When business gets benefits that normal human beings don’t get, when 
big business firms get benefits that small business firms doesn’t get, when farmers get benefits that 
other business firms don’t get, or when any industry gets benefits that other industries don’t get, the 
country as a whole loses.  The country as a whole loses good jobs.  The fact that this interference, even 
for some business, leads to a net loss rather than a gain is what it means to have a fair free enterprise 
economy that runs fairly well.  This is what it means to say fair trade is be er than state interference 
including be er than state aid to business.  State aid is not only bad when it goes to unions and poor 
people; state aid is bad when it goes to business.  Yes, really.  

Only if business suffered a clear strong disadvantage to begin with, such as by being over‐taxed, could 
general promo on of business lead to net gain for the whole and to more good jobs overall.  In the US, 
business does not usually suffer like that now, although it has suffered like that modestly in the past.  
A er the Reagan, Bush, and Trump tax cuts, business does NOT suffer from over‐taxa on or from much 
of anything else, so we cannot consider giving benefits to business as a way to get business back on a 
level playing field or as doing much overall good.  

(1 overall) No, the country as a whole and the people as a whole are not well served by unusual aid to 
business, either locally or as part of a na onal plan.  That is not a way to make good jobs or many bad 
jobs.  (1) is “no”, (1) is false.  

(2) If we were more astute about how to manage the economy, mostly by not interfering, we would get 
more jobs, and more good jobs, than by trying to make jobs happen by giving to business.  We should 
help the free market to work as it should.  If we really wish to help business, mostly we should do it not 
directly but indirectly through programs that help the whole country such as be er educa on, be er 
educa on for tech jobs, be er infrastructure, be er laws, and sensible laws about drugs that reduce jail 
costs and gather tax revenue.  When a business firm seeks a local area, usually even more important to 
the firm than local concessions are a good local educated work force, a reliable local work force, good 
local laws, good local schools, good local infrastructure, good local housing, good local security, good 
local police, and good local fire service.  Even a poor community can provide enough of this with the 
right a tude and coopera on.  Business firms should always expect to pay their fare share of all the 
taxes that other firms pay and that individual firms pay.  



(2) is “yes”, (2) is true.  Go with (2) instead of unending aid to business supposedly to get jobs (1).  We 
can succeed well if we merely play fair with business.  We should not cheat business, “fleece the rich”, 
or give business extra benefits.  It is not that hard to figure out fairness to business.  

In theory, all the above is what good market‐oriented “Conserva ve” Republican business people, office 
holders, and candidates should say too.  In prac ce, instead, they push for as much state aid to business 
as they can get, at every level, using “more jobs, be er jobs” as a ploy.  Desperate people go along, both
locally and na onally.  

It would be good if Democrats could come up with a simple clear believable analysis to show why more 
business promo on (1) is false and why well‐regulated free market fair play (2) is true; and it would be 
good if Democrats could come up with the proper modest management style that we need to help the 
whole country with (2).  That plan would serve the whole country and all Democra c clients rather than 
serve only some clients.  Not likely.  As long as it is not likely, Republicans will get away with promo ng 
business, and the country as a whole will suffer.  

(In a deeper work than this essay, two other cases would need considering.  Luckily for me here, these 
issues do not substan ally change what I said above.

First, some na ons, such as China, give business firms and industries considerable support.  How do we 
handle this situa on without distor ng our own economy so much that our support actually makes our 
economy worse than the unfair compe on does?  The tradi onal answer is to subsidize‐and‐protect 
our firms and industries, locally and na onally.  This response works a li le, but na ons, including the 
US, always take it too far.  Since the 1960s, we have not subsidized‐and‐protected as heavily as before 
and we have relied more on free trade.  This alterna ve worked fairly well un l China a er about 1995.  
India and other rising na ons likely will take the same path as China.  

Second, some local areas within the US are poor while others are rich.  The level of wealth affects how 
they can en ce business and how they deal with business once it is there.  It changes how na onal 
packages affect local areas.  Almost always, na onal plans hurt poor areas more than rich areas.)  

Not Admit Flaws and Problems; the Economy is both Robust and Sickly.  

Republicans repress admi ng flaws and problems of the economy because:  (a) to do so would interfere
with state aid for their clients including business, (b) the mere idea of flaws and problems frightens and 
alienates Republican clients, and (c) to admit flaws and problems would not prevent Republicans from 
repressing Democra c programs and their clients.  

Instead of the full truth, Republicans say:  (A) The economy is robust thanks to Republican businessmen; 
(B) yet the economy always woefully underperforms due to Democra c programs; C) despite being 
always solid, somehow, except for boom mes, the economy is always in trouble; (D) the economy must



have state aid of the kind that only Republicans promote, such as tax breaks; the economy cannot have 
state aid of the kind that Democrats promote, such as to increase consumer demand and help the poor, 
working class, and middle class; and (F) Republican style aid is needed not simply to counter Democra c 
damage but because the economy intrinsically must have Republican style state said.  

Republican style aid is needed not only to counter the harm done by Democrats but because, somehow, 
despite being robust, the economy never does what we want.  It intrinsically always needs aid, and it 
always needs aid of the Republican kind, and only that kind.  The fact that the economy never does all 
that we want and always needs Republican aid is not a flaw or problem as I describe above but is merely
an annoying fact that Republicans can turn into a golden opportunity for them.  

Of course, this view of the economy is self‐contradictory and false. Republicans say all this, including the 
contradic ons, so they can take all the credit for what good comes of the economy, blame Democrats 
for all the bad, and get more for their clients in any case.  

If Republicans admit flaws and problems, they would have to admit this view is false.  If they admit it is 
false, they could not ask for much of their kind of state aid.  If Republicans could not ask for their kind of 
state aid, they would anger clients who depend on it, not only business firms, rich people, and the upper
middle class but, lately more importantly, the working class and middle class.  If Republicans admit flaws
and problems, they have to admit the economy is not always robust in the ways that they say it is and 
that, when it is robust, economic health is not due mostly to Republican programs.  They would have to 
admit that not all Democra c clients are chiseling slackers, and not all problems come from Democra c 
clients.  They would have to admit that some programs, similar to Democra c programs, are needed to 
deal with flaws and problems.  They have to come up with be er versions of welfare, unemployment 
insurance, health care, aid to children, aid to schools, medical care for children and moms, and etc.  Such
reasonable programs would further anger their clients if only because such reasonable programs would 
help the rivals of Republican clients, the poor, insecure working class, and insecure middle class.  

Most Republican clients know the Republican view of the economy is false, and Republican clients sense 
what would happen if they admi ed the Republican view is false, although they might not be able to say
it.  They too believe not because it is true but because it is useful for them.  As long as Republican clients
buy this false view of the economy, Republicans can easily get away with promo ng it, and will promote 
it to get gains for Republicans and their clients and to hurt Democrats and their clients.  

I find all this confusion and denial a tragic waste of good knowledge, a tragedy of opportunity lost.  

More on State Aid to Business and on the Contradic on.  

‐The Republican contradic on over economic strength, economic weakness, and state aid to business is 
worth dwelling on.  Here the term “business” includes “rich people” as above, which includes much of 
the upper middle class.  



(A) Republicans say American capitalist business has built the greatest economy and best standard of 
living in human history.  It runs beau fully and provides wealth amazingly well for nearly all people.  

(B) (B1) Yet, at the same me, the economy does not run at op mum.  The economy is enough below 
op mum so we see problems such as poverty, unemployment, bad jobs, and overseas compe on.  If 
the economy ran at op mum, all problems would end automa cally and everyone would live well.  (B2) 
It will not run at op mum if the state does not aid business.  The state must aid business.  

This is a contradic on.  Why is the economy running so well but not running at op mum?  It helps to 
know in advance that the real aim of Republicans is to get‐and‐keep state aid to business and so all the 
other points are tools to that end.  

Republicans give two incompa ble answers.  (1) All the damn stupid Democra c programs, including 
regula ons, harm business, the economy, and the na on.  Despite some benefit to some few lucky 
people, no programs cause more good than harm overall.  All programs cause more harm than good.  
We must remove almost all programs and regula ons.  

In fact, Democra c insanity cannot be the only reason or major reason.  Programs date only from the 
1930s at the earliest, many from the 1960s and 70s, Jimmy Carter reduced regula ons in the 1970s, and 
Republicans have been reducing programs and regula ons since.  We have had unemployment and bad 
jobs since before the Civil War, and the Great Depression happened when the state served big business 
and so did almost nothing.  A er much de‐regula on, the economy s ll did not automa cally solve all 
problems.  Democra c programs do cause some problems but cannot be the main cause for con nuing 
poverty, unemployment, bad employment, and bad rela ons between social groups.  

It is not enough to say we need Republican programs, state aid to business, as a counter to Democra c 
programs while leaving Democra c programs in place.  To do that is to cure low chills with high fever.  If 
ge ng rid of all Democra c programs cured everything, it would be be er to use all our effort to get rid 
of Democra c programs.  It would not be a good use of effort to promote state aid to business on top of 
Democra c programs.  Only if ge ng rid of all Democra c programs did not cure all the problems, only 
if the economy s ll had problems apart from Democra c programs, would it make sense to say we need 
both to get rid of Democra c programs and to promote state aid for business.  

So (2) Republicans have to strongly imply there must be other reasons why the economy does not run at
op mum.  Republicans do not say what those other reasons are.  

Republicans insist that, even if we don’t specify the reasons for the sub‐op mal performance, state aid 
to business can cure the problems completely and only state aid to business can cure the problems at 
all.  We must have state aid to business and we must block state aid to Democrats and their clients.  To 
repeat:  The idea that we must have state aid to business is the real goal behind the Republican case.  
The other points are primarily for support even if they have some merit on their own and even if some 
people take them as the main points.  



Republicans avoid looking at the flaws and problems that I listed above in Part 1.  Republicans would 
deny those flaws and problems can be much of a reason the state does not run at op mum.  To accept 
those flaws and problems as a big cause would mean state aid to business could not alone cure the flaws
and problems, likely would not help much, and could make it worse.  We would need something more 
than state aid to business.  We would need something like Democra c programs but run much be er.  
We would have to actually govern well.  So we have to look elsewhere, and the elsewhere is state aid to 
business along with removing Democra c programs.  

With individuals and non‐poli cized social groups, an appeal for aid is more effec ve if the aid fills a 
deficit, fills a need that causes harm if not taken care of.  The Gulf States of America need a lot of help 
with water control in general but really need the help, and o en only get it, a er a hurricane causes a 
lot of damage.  The same is true of the economy.  Aid is urgent if it helps heal a real need, a need that 
causes harm.  Republicans say Democra c programs are not the only cause of sub‐op mal performance,
and the flaws that I described above are not the main cause.  So there is a real need that has to be taken
care of and there must be real causes for the need that only Republicans can see.  State aid to business 
fills a need that must be taken care of, and is the only way to fill that need.  

To say why state aid to business does the trick and only state aid to business does the trick, Republicans 
would have to specify exactly where problems come from.  But, if they did say exactly where problems 
come from, I am sure their case would be weak, and the situa on would require ac on other than state 
aid to business.  I cannot think of any deep reasons that could be fixed en rely by state aid to business 
and only by state aid to business.  As long as people will believe Republicans, it is be er for Republicans 
to be vague about causes, and for Republicans to claim they are the only people who can solve all the 
problems caused for unspecified reasons, and only state to business can do the job.  

Republicans say we should get rid of all Democra c programs even if we cannot specify other reasons 
for sub‐op mal performance.  Democra c programs cause so much damage, even if we do right things 
in the Republican way but do not get rid of Democra c programs, the economy s ll will run badly, and 
Republicans likely will get blamed.  Reducing Democra c programs is a useful step, a co‐first step, even 
if we must also do other things, Republican things, such as state aid to business.  

Although Republicans condemn Democra c programs as a knee‐jerk reflex, I think really they care much 
more about ge ng state aid for business than about Democra c programs one way or the other.  They 
use an ‐Democra c rhetoric as a way to get state aid for business and to make sure Democra c benefits
stay within limits that do not harm Republicans and their clients.  Republicans are be er off to keep 
modest Democra c programs around as a whipping boy to blame and as a way to get‐and‐keep state aid
to business, as long as Republicans can convince enough people that Democra c programs are bad and, 
and by doing so, Republicans can keep the upper hand in the ba le of state aid.  Having modest versions
of Democra c programs keeps the masses under control well enough but leaves them restless enough 
to draw concern to them and away from Republicans.  Having modest Democra c programs keeps the 
people from looking closely at the Republican claim of deep reasons for sub‐op mal performance by the



economy, reasons that require state aid to business.  It is an effec ve diversion.  People go along with 
this ploy, for various reasons that you should think about.  

(Insistence on state aid to business is why Republicans and true Libertarians can’t get along in the end.  
Libertarians would be happy to end Democra c programs and state aid to business while Republicans 
wish to reduce‐but‐not‐en rely‐end Democra c programs yet keep robust state aid to business.  I think 
Republicans would keep both if they had to choose between keeping both or losing both.  Libertarians 
can’t go along with that.)  

Republicans repress seeing that the economy had problems before Democra c programs and it would 
have worse problems if we removed all Democra c programs – even if Democra c programs do add 
problems of their own.  Republicans repress seeing any flaws and problems that don’t help their case for
state aid to business, as I described above.  Republicans repress the need to say what the problems are 
apart from Democra c programs and apart from the flaws that I described.  Of course, they insist there 
are such problems, state aid to business can fix them, and only state aid to business can fix them.  

This stance actually works among Republicans and their clients.  It works on the campaign trail and in 
closed mee ngs to raise funds.  It works because they want to believe in something that supports state 
aid for business and denies state aid for Democra c clients.  They believe although, in their hearts, they 
know it is false, and know that more needs to be done.  I am amazed at what people will believe when it 
serves their selfish interests even at a cost to the greater na on.  I am amazed at what works in poli cs 
and group dynamics.  

Republicans are so eager for state aid to business, and to hinder Democrats and their clients, that they 
happily let the economy carry on with real flaws that cause much harm to the na on as a whole.  They 
deliberately lie about the harm from Democra c programs.  They deliberately lie about other deep 
causes.  They deliberately overlook the recognized flaws and problems that I described above.  And they 
repress the lies.  This stance is not healthy and is quite selfish.  This craziness is what Republicans accuse 
Democra c clients of.  Almost all lying and repressing makes crazy zealot‐like people and makes for bad 
rela ons with everybody else.  

The Republican desire for state aid for business is a modern revival of what was called “Mercan lism”, in
which the state and business cooperate to get power for the state by ge ng wealth through business.  
This idea is what economists from Adam Smith onward, and the idea of the free market, were supposed 
to have overthrown.  It never stops recurring in various forms, including modern Republicanism.  It is 
what China is doing and Russia tries to do.  I think of it as a form of fascism, which Libertarians think of 
as a form of socialism.  

All this is not the best way to use Republican superior knowledge about economic reality and about a 
real capitalist economy.  



If you can find a willing Republican, ask the following.  If not, ask yourself.  Why does the economy work 
so well mostly but runs sub‐op mally?  What are the flaws and problems?  Are they the same as those I 
described above or different?  Can we blame all shortcomings on Democra c programs and clients?  I 
assume we can’t, so why not?  If something more than Democra c programs ails the economy, what?  
Why won’t Republicans tell us clearly what that is?  Can state aid to business solve all problems?  How?  
If state aid to business does not make the economy run well enough, why should we aid business at all?  
How do we deal with the real flaws and problems that I described above?  

The Democra c response to all this is as bad as the Republican response.  It uses as the root cause of 
sub‐op mal performance that Republicans steal from working people (of all classes) and use the state to
help steal.  This idea is largely false; unearned or unfair profit is not the same as stealing.  This idea does 
not explain the flaws and problems that I described above.  It does not lead to good sugges ons about 
to what to do.  We deserve be er from both Par es.  

‐Again:  An expanded economy only creates a bigger, o en worse, version of the same economy with 
the same flaws and problems.  Economic expansion alone cannot cure flaws and problems.  Induced 
expansion is not the same as good natural economic growth.  Even good economic growth cannot cure 
all flaws and problems.  Republicans know all this but repress it.  

(1) The Republican Party deliberately lies when it confuses economic expansion (usually bad) with good 
natural economic growth.  The Republican Party lies in saying an expanded economy automa cally:  (2a)
solves all social and economic problems; (2b) makes everyone prosperous and happy; and (2c) makes 
good jobs for all, without regard to race, religion, age, gender, area, class, or poli cal party.  Republicans
deliberately lie when they say that (2d) more economic expansion is more good economic growth and 
so more economic expansion automa cally cures all problems.  

This hypocrisy is a shame because an honest clear hard‐headed assessment of what the economy can 
support and cannot support, what really is good and bad for the economy and the na on, what is good 
growth versus bad expansion, and what good growth really can do or can’t do, would be a great benefit 
to good statecra  and to all the people; and Republicans deprive us of that boon.  

Tax Breaks.  

‐Republicans know that a tax break for one group puts a bigger burden on other groups, usually groups 
that are less able to bear the burden.  Republicans should fight so taxes fall more evenly.  This is a good 
use of knowledge about capitalism and governing.  But Republicans do not do this.  Instead, they fight 
for more tax breaks for clients and they enjoy when added burden falls on the shoulders of people who 
typically vote Democrat, even poor people.  This Republican stance contradicts their self‐view as great 
champions of morality, especially morality based in Chris anity.  

In 2018, Republicans did fight to expand the standard deduc on, cap the amount of mortgage interest 
that can be taken from federal taxes, and cap the amount of local taxes that can be taken from federal 



taxes; this ac on shows good use of knowledge about the economy and taxes.  I applaud them.  But it is 
rare, too li le, and too late. It is not only rare because Democrats opposed it but because middle and 
upper middle class Republicans opposed it as well, at least un l recently.  They supported it now only 
because, if they did not, they would lose support from the working class and middle class that they need
for their own tax breaks.  

Republicans support tax breaks because tax breaks heavily favor people who can actually take them, 
Republicans, even while tax breaks do li le good for the people who cannot take them, poor people and
working people, Democrats, and non‐White non‐Asian people.  The people who cannot take the tax 
breaks are at a double disadvantage against people who can take tax breaks – they have to pay for some
of the gain by richer people and they have to make up for all the lost revenue.  Tax breaks are a way to 
gain an advantage and indirectly to punish compe tors and keep them down.  How many poor people 
can afford IRAs or take advantage of deduc ons for health insurance?  Who pays for lost state revenue? 
I doubt many Republicans know consciously how this gimmick works and could explain it ‐ if they did, 
they’d have to admit what they are doing ‐ but they sense it and they approve.  This kind of policy is part
of promo ng business rather than programs and a way of s fling programs.  Republicans can sell tax 
breaks as a help to the middle class while glossing over how tax breaks hurt the poor and working class 
and do not usually help the middle class much.  Upper middle class Democrats benefit from tax breaks 
as much as do Republicans, and so they support tax breaks as part of the trade‐offs of poli cs.  So we 
have many confusing tax breaks and we don’t have to think about what programs really succeed, what 
programs really fail, why, and what be er to do.  

Free Trade. 

‐The Republican Party says it favors free trade but does not.  It favors free trade as long as the free trade
helps business and its other clients.  They overlook that state aid to business is not free trade, and, as far
as I can tell, some Republicans actually think state aid to business actually is part of free trade.  Usually 
the Party does not care if free trade hurt working people and middle class people.   In fact, over the long 
run, genuine free trade helps working people and middle class people but that is not why Republicans 
favor their version of free trade.  

Since working and middle class people joined the Party in large numbers a er the middle 1970s, the 
Republican Party also a acks free trade to protect them, even at the expense of other clients.  Donald 
Trump pulled out of accords on protec ng the environment not because accords harm business (they 
actually help) but because party hacks had convinced working and middle class people that protec ng 
the environment cost their children good jobs in the short run.  They do not talk about the long run.  
Trump pulled America out of the Trans‐Pacific Partnership although the agreement would have helped 
America, helped most business in America, and most working and middle class people.  The working and
middle class people who entered the Party wrongly fear free trade.  Rather than honestly explain free 
trade and the real world situa on, Trump and the Party “caved in” to them.  The biggest beneficiary of 
the American pullout was China, which took up the roles and the business that America vacated.  



Republican View of Human Nature.  

‐To assess the Republican view of human nature, I should first present the Republican view.  That takes 
too long.  Rather, the Republican view is much like the American common sense view of human nature, 
without PC, but supplemented with the ideas of Republicans as the new lords and everyone else as the 
new peasantry.  People are partly ra onal but also governed by hope, love, kindness, fear, greed, anger, 
hate, lust, and “us and them”.  Republican leaders have the best mix, almost ideal.  Republican members
have an overall good mix guided mostly by clear‐headed clear‐sighted Reason.  O en enough, nearly all 
Republicans can put country ahead of self.  Many Democrats have good hearts but are fools otherwise.  
Too many Democrats, especially the clients, are greedy, don’t care about other people, and can’t think 
well enough to put the country as a high priority even if they cared.  I count on readers to know enough 
about the Republican view so I don’t have to say much by way of introduc on.   More details come out 
in my comments.  

‐The Republican view of human nature is be er‐rounded than the Democra c view but Republicans 
don’t make good use of their knowledge.  Instead, they pick and choose what supports their ideas about
business, supports clients, makes the Democrats look bad, and makes clients of the Democra c Party 
look like immoral, degenerate, selfish, short‐sighted leeches.  

Republicans understand the feelings that develop in a zero sum game (what one person gains, another 
person loses).  They have no trouble understanding how American business people feel in a trade game 
with the Chinese, or how insurance companies feel compe ng with each other for Medicare funds.  But 
they can’t see how poor people, people with bad jobs, working class people who fear for their jobs, and 
middle class people who fear for their jobs, have the uneasy desperate feelings typical of a zero sum 
game, and how their feelings and acts hurt the na on.  Republicans are happy to use the fear and anger 
of working and middle class people to make them into useful clients but Republicans do not channel the 
fear and anger into making a be er economy and be er na on.  Republicans understand when fearful 
business firms seek to become clients of the state and so get security but they don’t understand when 
poor people seek to become clients of the state and so feed their families.  

Republicans know how a deal can make everyone benefit but also that all par es benefit equally only 
rarely.  Even if not everyone benefits absolutely equally, s ll the deal is worth making.  Republicans also 
understand that, when A and B deal o en, even if both benefit, if A always benefits clearly more than B, 
eventually the difference accumulates and the whole rela on goes bad.  Republicans also understand 
that compe on is more compara ve than absolute, more about ge ng ahead or behind the other guy 
than how much you actually have or don’t have.  So Republicans know why, if A always makes more 
than B even if both gain, the rela onship has to go bad.  If Republicans did not know all this dynamic, 
they could not be good business people or poli cians.  

But they don’t apply the ideas to make poli cs be er.  They don’t see how poor people and people with 
bad jobs have to benefit and have to benefit enough in rela on to everyone else.  They don’t see how 
working class and middle class people with good jobs have to benefit and benefit enough in rela on to 



upper middle class people, upper class people, and business firms.  They don’t see how both workers 
and owners have to benefit and how workers have to benefit enough in rela on to owners.  They don’t 
see how Blacks have to benefit and have to benefit enough in rela on to Whites.  They don’t see that, 
when we give up a li le directly to get more indirectly (we give so the whole benefits), poor people and 
working people with bad jobs have to give up less than people with good jobs.  And so on.  Republicans 
do see, actually, but they pretend not to see so they can use clients be er.  This is a shame because 
Democrats seem blind to these issues and so we need Republicans to explain and lead but they will not. 
They always only grab what they can get, and they usually get the most.  

Republicans know that people and business firms want support from the state, people and firms cheat 
and lie, people and firms get lazy, and people and firms can be “guilted” into doing what we wish.  They 
also know how to make an ins tu onal framework that minimizes chea ng etc. so we can get the most 
benefits with the least costs, and know how to use guilt to do it.  They don’t use the knowledge to make 
programs that address na onal problems.  They know welfare recipients and other Democra c clients 
cheat, so they design programs to expose chea ng but not minimize it, and then use the chea ng to try 
to close the programs.  They design business oversight so firms can easily avoid and so firms can benefit 
even if the country as a whole loses, as with oversight over the housing finance industry and the credit 
card industry.  They support aid to farmers knowing that big agribusiness firms benefit more than family 
farmers (by making up fake small firms through which to gain benefits).  They make middle and upper 
middle class people feel guilty enough to pay taxes even though business firms get out of many similar 
taxes.  They do not make business firms and managers feel guilty about not paying taxes, not suppor ng
the community, destroying nature, and pollu ng. 

‐Above, I said that core Democrats think of themselves as hip‐cool‐rebel Enlightenment good guys and 
expect their clients to change into ideal Enlightenment good guys a er a few days of state help through 
Democra c programs.  Neither core Democrats nor their clients are like this, and clients do not change 
into Enlightenment good guys even a er decades of help.  Both core Democrats and their clients know 
they are wrong about human nature, the character of groups, and what happens during help.  Both core 
Democrats and their clients hide all this from themselves.   They secretly think “We will all be hip‐cool‐
gangsta sweet rebel angels”.  Many of the people in most Democra c client groups, such as Blacks and 
women, feel the following about patrons and other groups but won’t say it:  “We are the real humans; 
they are not now and never can be; even though, right now, they have wealth and power”.  Rela ons 
between core and clients, and between groups of clients, are deeply flawed by hypocrisy, resentment, 
and anger.  Those bad feelings make for more bad feelings and bad acts.  All this adds to the feeling of 
creepiness among Democrats and their clients.  

In contrast, Republicans don’t expect state (Democra c) clients to change for the be er through help or 
otherwise.  Republicans think non‐successful groups start out with a bad character, and stay that way 
regardless of how much help for how long.  Republicans know, these days, not to express this view out 
loud because this view is clearly an ‐PC (Poli cally Correct) but they think it all the same.  They use as 
evidence:  the con nuing failure of state clients even a er decades of help, the violence of Blacks, the 



a tude of Blacks, and some groups do succeed, usually without much help, such as Jews, Hispanics, and
educated women.  Republicans are not hypocrites except when in a room full of PC.  

The Republican a tude amounts to prejudice.  How mild or how harsh the prejudice is depends on the 
person and his‐her experiences.  Prejudice adds to creepiness that hovers over Republicans, as decades 
of Le y cri cs have pointed out.  Just because it is prejudice does not mean some of it isn’t true.  

I disagree with much of the Republican assessment and I dislike the prejudice.  You can find out where I 
agree and disagree, and why, throughout this essay.  I feel the creepiness.  

S ll, I prefer the forthright looking down by Republicans on other people to the hypocrisy of Democrats 
and their clients.  I would rather know what people think and where they stand.  All Republican points 
and their a tude are out in the open.  I can argue with them plainly, without first wading through a lot 
of self‐serving hypocrisy.  I don’t blame them for suffering from the PC Thought Police and so having to 
offer public hypocrisy.  My a tude is like some Blacks in the 1960s when they preferred open racism of 
Whites in the South to hidden racism of Whites in the North.  In my situa on in the 2000s, I prefer the 
open a tude of “we are full humans while they are not and never will be” view of Republicans to the 
self‐deluding hypocrisy of Democrats and their clients.  I can be more honest about some things with 
Republicans than with Democrats, although I cannot be honest about enough things with either group.  

Because of my Liberal roots, this turn saddens me.  

More on Human Nature.  

‐Repeat:  Some unemployment is inevitable even among people with skill, good character, able bodies, 
and able minds.  So, we have to have something like welfare.  If welfare gives people enough money to 
feel good about themselves and to raise a family, even for limited periods of me, then a lot of people 
who could have go en jobs and should have go en jobs will not get a job but will go on welfare.  If we 
give so li le on welfare that people would rather have a bad job than welfare, then we treat a lot of 
good people and good children badly.  We are caught between a rock and a hard place.  Democrats can’t
see this dilemma at all, or, if they do see, they would rather put up with the chea ng so they can service 
their clients.  

Unlike Democrats, Republicans do see this situa on clearly.  But they would rather hurt decent people 
who want a job, and hurt children, than give anything to a “welfare cheater”, likely because that welfare
cheater is a Democra c client.  Republicans don’t put effort into making programs that really would 
work.  They go along with programs that lead to chea ng, expose the cheaters, and then feel moralis c 
and self‐righteous.  They would rather use chea ng and failed programs to incite White people against 
welfare recipients, incite people with good jobs, and make them Republican clients, than make a good 
program and maybe let Democrats have a share of the credit.  In public, Republicans don’t acknowledge 
the rock and the hard place because to do so would put them under the duty of using their insights into 



human nature for the public good rather than for Party power.  The truth is the truth.  Tell the people 
straight out, and ask the people what they would like to do.  

‐More than Democrats, Republicans know:   people see themselves in a zero sum game even when Right
Wing propaganda says we are in a big happy posi ve sum game (everybody wins through capitalism, 
and wins strictly according to what he‐she deserves); feel they each individually pay too much for the 
state while other people pay less and get more; want to feel they get as much as anyone and want to 
feel that other people don’t have an advantage;  and dislike the na onal debt and wish to pay taxes not 
for interest on the debt but for real services that improve life for all.  

But Republicans don’t make good honest tax plans and good honest budgets that take into account real 
needs and real ability to pay.  Instead, they make up unreal budgets that give big benefits to rich people 
although history has proven that such benefits do not pay back the na on by expanding the economy.  
Republicans give tax breaks as rewards mostly to upper middle class Whites.  Republicans finance it all 
by more na onal debt.  I s ll recall the tax “rebate” of the Bush tax cuts in which Republicans were able 
to buy loyalty with a few hundred dollars, as poli cians buy votes in the Third World.  Republicans do all 
this knowing it makes problems worse in the long run.  It makes people feel even more that we are in a 
zero sum game and makes people even more anxious about taxes, what they pay, what they get, and 
who pays and gets what.  Rather than assuage fears with good realis c plans, Republicans use fears to 
get power now and they fuel fears for more power later.  The Republican responses are a huge waste of 
knowing human nature.  

‐More than Democrats, Republicans know that people fear, and people buy guns to assuage fear even 
though guns are no real help against what people fear most – compe on so their children don’t get 
good jobs.  People clutch a gun as a security blanket against vague generalized fear.  Rather than use 
knowledge of human nature, government, and the economy to tell people what people really fear and 
help people stop fear, Republicans protect gun rights as if clutching a gun will make all the monsters go 
away.  Republicans sell guns as security blankets for the working and middle classes.  I own guns.  I like 
guns.  I like to shoot.  I know which guns are useful in home defense and which not.  I am glad people 
own guns.  I am far from an expert.  S ll, I know guns can’t put money in my re rement account; get my 
nephews and nieces a good job; buy a house for them; make sure every educa on leads to a good job; 
provide a decent role model to the kids of the single mom who lives downstairs and par es all the me; 
and my guns won’t stop violence among poor people.  Why don’t Republicans tell people what they 
really fear and tell them how to spend their money and minds be er?  Why don’t they give the people 
honest advice on which guns work for home defense and which don’t?  

‐Republicans are responsible for the big majority of bad nega ve campaigning and dirty tricks, star ng in
the Reagan era.  American poli cs was never clean but Republicans made it dirty in new ways.  No party 
that wishes to be the Party of Decency can use such evil.  Sadly, I blame modern Righ st Chris ans for 
much modern dirt.  That is not a good use of knowing human nature.  God would not approve.  Fear of 
Democrats and their clients such as Blacks, women, and gays does not excuse what the Republicans did 
and s ll do.  



‐Republicans more than Democrats know the importance of decency, know that decency can be learned 
and indecency can be learned.  They know that some groups are more decent than others.  They know 
that the indecency of some groups takes a heavy toll on both the groups and the na on.  They have a 
fairly good sense of how to teach decency and what ins tu ons are needed for decency.  They know the
state can do only so much to teach decency.  But they don’t put all this into prac ce by leading the state 
and private ins tu ons in the cul va on of real decency.  Instead, they use selected examples of bad 
behavior to “write off” non‐Republicans.  

Republicans recognize that human nature is not all good and some mes people, including groups of 
people, have sunk so far into bad habits and bad a tudes that there is li le hope of changing them for 
the be er or making them behave well enough not to ruin it for the rest of us.  The best we can do is to 
contain them so they do li le damage.  Once violence is learned as a child, violence is hard to unlearn.  
Once violence is part of the basic a tude of a group, that group will not get along with other groups and
will not be a good part of a good society.  

If good behavior is learned early enough, it s cks too.  When people learn good values, they can be good
ci zens and their groups can be good groups.  School helps teach good values but school is not even the 
second best place to learn.  The second best place is a religious ins tu on such as a church, temple, or 
mosque.  The best place is family, but the family can only serve this role if it is embedded in other good 
ins tu ons such as religion, school, and community.  The state has to make sure all good ins tu ons are
not eroded or a acked.  Rarely can the state build these good ins tu ons completely from scratch, so it 
has to defend what good is already here, and build on that base.  People and groups have to build good 
ins tu ons mostly through their own efforts or the decency will have only shallow roots.  Bad schooling 
can undo the good work otherwise done by church, family, and state. 

Contrary to Liberal beliefs, you cannot learn basic values well enough from pop music, TV, movies, the 
Net, or any media.  Decency has to be learned hands‐on when you are young.  This is why Republicans 
support ins tu ons such as churches and the Scouts.  This is why Chris an Republicans take their 
children with them to serve the poor and people in trouble.  There is nothing wrong with all this and 
much right with it.  Democrats have few parallel ins tu ons and try to make up for the lack through the 
media, especially pop music, movies, and TV.  

You can lose basic values by over‐exposure to bad music, TV, movie, the Net, and poli cal propaganda 
including Righ st propaganda.  

Think of good people and groups as decent and think of bad people and groups as indecent.  This shi  to
thinking in terms of decency is not crucial but it is important and useful.  Decency is real, and it makes a 
difference.  Indecency is real, and it makes a difference too.  The state needs decent people and it must 
control indecent people.  Especially a democracy must have enough decent people, enough decent 
groups, and not too many indecent people and indecent groups.  



Some people and groups never understand that decency is basic and we cannot have fairness, jus ce, 
progress, or any good things un l we first have decency.  

You can be a decent person even if you are poor.  You can be decent even if you have been hurt by 
discrimina on.  Groups can lose basic decency.  Once they lose decency, it is almost impossible to get 
decency going in the group again.  You and your group must keep a basic level of decency to enter into 
the social conversa on.  Even where some unfairness prevails, s ll your group can keep enough basic 
decency, and, through that decency and through other people seeing you as decent, you can overcome 
prejudice enough to get enough fairness for the good people in your group.  You cannot hope to enter 
into the social conversa on and to get enough fairness and success unless you do establish decency 
first.  If you will not establish decency first, then you must expect to be le  out and contained.  

Indecency by others can hurt you greatly.  A single crime against your family can ruin the family and 
echo for decades.  You have to be willing to suppress indecency both in your group and in other groups 
so that decency can thrive.  You have to nip indecency in the bud.  You have to stop it in individuals and 
in groups.  If you cannot stop it, you have to cordon it off so that it does not spread from one person to 
others or one group to others.  

While the ideal of judging everyone as an individual is good, it is not prac cal.  We have to judge the 
basic decency of groups according to the behavior that we see in a big chunk of their members.  If a big 
chunk, not even a majority but only a significant minority, of a group shows indecency, then we have to 
conclude the group as a whole is indecent enough so we have to treat them as an indecent group.  We 
have to contain them.  We have to assume every individual from the group is a threat.  We cannot let 
them into the social conversa on as we let in other groups.  This posi on applies to groups in the United
States and to groups and na ons outside the United States.  We cannot judge all Al Queda members as 
individuals but have to judge according to group affilia on.  We might err in judging according to group 
but those errors are less costly than assuming everybody in a group is decent just because a few people 
in the group complain about being treated badly. 

We know that, if we want to treat a group badly, we can first label them indecent and then use that as 
an excuse.  We know the idea of decency is misused.  We know it can be a tool for badness.  But the idea
of decency is more o en well‐used than misused.  People really can see decency and indecency just as 
they see fairness and unfairness.  Decency cannot be forgo en, and, when used, it must be used much 
as we use it.  We know our past mistakes and we try not to make them again.  We try not to succumb to 
prejudice alone.  But we will not make the mistake of laying our society open to indecency.  

Democra c programs can make people indecent.  Democrats and their programs might be well intended
but the end result too o en is indecency.  The indecency outweighs any good done by the programs.  
Even if some programs seem to do good in obvious ways such as the health of children, we have to be 
wary of unseen damage done by making people clients of the state, le ng people demand rights 
without any responsibili es, and making people accept indecency.  It is be er to oppose Democra c 
programs, even some poten ally good ones, than to allow enough programs so that people forget about



responsibili es and decency and begin to see indecency as an effec ve strategy.  People and groups will 
do that.  

Democrats think that bad people and groups can recover their decency if we only give them big chances.
This ideal has been proven wrong.  It works with some individuals but not with groups.  Einstein said the 
defini on of insanity is doing the same thing over again and expec ng a different result.  We are not 
insane.  We don’t want to recruit client groups by offering indecent groups support.  It undermines the 
basic decent fiber of society.  We are happy to give people a chance but if their groups does not become
decent and respond, then we have to stop.  

You hardly have to try the experiment.  In America, all groups have enough resources to achieve basic 
decency if they wish.  They can make their schools, churches, and families good enough.  We have seen 
many groups come to America and do just that.  If any group already is indecent, then that is because 
they choose to be indecent.  They already have had enough of a chance, and they have failed.  Giving 
them more of a chance is not likely to make them decent and successful.  It is only a waste of precious 
resources that could go to other decent children, people, and groups.  We do have to try help some of 
the children in indecent groups but that is about all we can do. 

Ac vist groups within the Le , such as feminists and Blacks, have the same a tude about decency and 
groups but they apply it differently.  They too judge by group.  They condemn us as indecent because we
don’t go along with everything they want to do and we won’t throw money at them.  The difference is 
we can see evidence for our decency and its results, and can see evidence for their indecency and its 
results.  Who has the greater levels of extra‐marital sex and abor ons?  Who has the greater levels of 
crime?  Who has the more dysfunc onal families?  Who abuses drugs?  Who gets an educa on and 
works for the good of the country?  Who accepts du es and responsibili es and does only demand one‐
way rights?  

Many Democrats start as good people, decent people, who wish well.  Before they adopt that horrible 
condescending Democra c a tude, they are s ll decent.  But once they adopt that a tude, and once 
they get used to manipula ng our desire for fairness so as to get clients and use clients, then they have 
lost their decency too.  Then they get creepy.  The Democra c Party, and its clients, have slid so far 
down toward indecency, and have such trouble ge ng back out, that we are frightened.   It is not good 
to think of a major poli cal party with a long history as the party of indecency but it sure seems that 
way.  

We know that some groups, such as (a) gays, (b) young people playing too much with sex, and (c) 30‐ish 
people cruising bars looking for something, don’t really do much harm to society.  Some of them (not 
gays because they are gay) do set a bad example.  They don’t physically seduce young people but do set 
the example that you can be borderline indecent and s ll get along.  See the movie “The Wolf of Wall 
Street”.  We know that young people go through phases of experimen ng but we don’t want the phases
to last long, and so we don’t want too many people around who live like that permanently.  Gays and 



liber nes might not be indecent but they do not promote the kind of decency that we need.  So it is 
be er to oppose the whole business than to try to sort it out. 

‐Mike says:  Sor ng out is as deep an issue as decency.  Decency is important and group character is 
important.  But so is sor ng out.  So is not pre‐judging unless you have to.  So is not making big mistakes 
about individuals and groups.  Republicans correctly see that not everyone and every group can be 
made saintly by good wishes, repeated chances, and state aid, and see that some people and groups are
so bad that we have to be careful.  But they reject too much.  They misuse the idea of decency so as to 
help them reject poli cal opponents and help them with their own clients.  They make sure their clients 
get labeled as decent and their opponents get labeled as indecent.  Their mistakes have caused damage.
So have the Democra c mistakes that come of not seeing people realis cally.  

Luckily, Americans in general can pick what is good and overlook what is bad.  “Millenials” now accept 
gays and they accept moderate sexual playing by young people, especially if it leads to enduring pairs.  
See the movie “Friends with Benefits” and many movies with similar premises.  That is good.  

Pause to think how you personally see people, groups, good a tudes, bad a tudes, ability to change 
when given a chance, or inability to change, and decency.  Think how your view affects your poli cs and 
poli cs in general.  Think how Democrats, in kind, might be able to say Republicans are indecent and the
Republican Party is a party of indecency.  

‐Democrats are like young teens who have learned to use “but that’s not fair” adeptly.  Republicans are 
like the older brother (or uncle) who wants to control his siblings and the family.  He uses the ideology 
of “family” really to help himself even if much of what he does also helps the family.  He will always look 
down on everyone else as “only sis” or “squirt”.  He thinks he deserves control because he somehow 
knows be er even if other siblings have more talent in general, have greater specific talents such as in 
making money, or are be er leaders.  His opinion has to prevail.  Usually, he is right, but that is not the 
point.  The point is that the family would be be er off to run more as a group or if other members were 
in charge, but he can’t allow that.  Republicans are like the other siblings, cousins, and nephews who go 
along because they get what they need and a big fight for be er leadership would tear apart the family. 
They let him fight for leadership because a personal fight for leadership would be too costly to their unit 
and they mostly get what they want if he is leader.  

Republicans think they are like Michael Corleone but really they are more like Fredo if Fredo had go en 
control.  They are like Sonny, the eldest Corleone brother, if Sonny had not been killed, who was a good 
hothead, and a good fighter under his father, but would have been a bad Don.  They think they are like 
Mike Corleone if Mike was in a legi mate business and had not turned evil.  But they are not.  

‐Clients of the Republican Party see Democrats and clients of Democrats as rivals and o en enemies.  
White (and now o en Asian and even Hispanic) working class and middle class people see the poor, 
working people with bad jobs, some non‐White middle class people, middle class Liberals, and upper 
middle class Liberals, as rivals and as people who support their rivals.  The children of the poor and of 



those working class people who have only bad jobs threaten to get enough educa on and connec ons 
to take the good jobs of children of the current working class and middle class.  Especially the children of
non‐Whites threaten to take the jobs of the children of White working class people.  The clients of the 
Republican Party need the Party to inhibit their rivals so the working class and middle class can be surer 
of good jobs for their children.  

The Republican Party a acks programs favored by Democrats regardless of the economic or moral 
merits of the programs.  

It a acks these programs as a way to suppress clients of the Democra c Party, that is, the poor, lower 
working class, etc.  It controls the clients of the Democra c Party so as to support its own clients, as part 
of its agreement with its own clients.  Its clients fear the poor, ethnic minori es, etc. so the Republican 
Party a acks programs that might help the poor etc. to compete.  

The Small State and Fiscal Ra onality.  

‐The Republican Party says it supports a small state but does not.  Its military and police programs have 
enlarged the state as much as have the social programs of Democrats.  Saying that it favors a small state 
is an indirect way to a ack programs that it dislikes such as unemployment insurance, welfare, Social 
Security, and health insurance.   Saying it favors a small state is an indirect way to a ack Democrats and 
their clients.   

‐The Republican Party prides itself on fiscal ra onality.  It says it supports only programs that are cost 
effec ve and does not support programs that are not cost effec ve.  Yet its analysis of programs is so 
biased that nobody can believe its report of cost effec ve or not cost effec ve.  So, nobody believes 
Republicans are fiscally ra onal except when supposed fiscal ra onality benefits them.  They rou nely 
“cherry pick” reports from agencies such as the CBO (Congressional Budget Office) to use only reports 
that might support them and to ignore reports that contradict them.  They ignore the fact that some 
benefits programs and other Democra c programs actually help the economy it be er than Republican 
programs such as tax breaks and military spending.  When the Republicans are not fiscally honest and 
ra onal, then people‐in‐general give up on the en re government being fiscally ra onal and fiscally 
responsible.  By not being honest in their fiscal analysis, Republicans threw out a great opportunity to 
make the en re state more fiscally responsible.  

‐Republicans a ack “tax and spend” by the Democrats but Republicans do something worse:  spend but 
use deficits to pay for spending.  Democrats largely learned this tac c from Republicans.  Using deficits 
to pay for current spending is a double tax.  Not only do we have to pay back the deficit but we have to 
pay interest on the deficit.  More exactly, our grandchildren have to pay it back, and, when creditors are 
smart, not in inflated dollars, but in the equivalent of real dollars.  The only explana on for “spend and 
deficit” is that Republicans are willing to mortgage the future of America to please their clients now.  



Since Ronald Reagan began massive deficits, the only President to bring down deficit spending and bring
the budget close to balance was Bill Clinton, a reviled Democrat.  Reagan and both Bushes added greatly
to the deficit and in 2018 the Trump‐Republican tax bill also added greatly to the deficit.  (Some points 
of the tax bill were good but not the trillion‐plus dollar deficit caused by reducing taxes but not reducing 
much spending.  In the long run, that debt will increase taxes more.)  What Republicans do explains their
real thinking more clearly than what they say.  

To spend but not tax, and then to claim to reduce taxes, while really increasing the burden on everybody
below the upper middle class, is a cruel and vicious betrayal.  It is not Conserva ve in any way.  

Opportunis c An ‐Science.  

‐Republicans should be deeply ashamed of their stance toward science.  Not only is it not Conserva ve, 
it is not humanly ra onal except at the level of the lowest poli cal conniving.  Republicans who support 
science and acknowledge global climate change should be deeply ashamed that they have not stood up 
to the crazies and the extremely selfish deniers of science and climate change.  History will treat both 
camps with disgust.  

Beforehand, I have to say it is possible to make sane ra onal models of the cosmos and of life that do 
not depend on modern cosmology and modern ideas of evolu on.  I sympathize with people who try to 
use their intellect to save their religious beliefs.  But their alterna ve models are wrong.  The facts are 
overwhelmingly for scien fic models.  Physics, modern biology, evolu on, and modern cosmology that 
includes the “Big Bang”, are all true.  Taken at face value, nearly all religious accounts, including in the 
Jewish, Chris an, and Muslim holy books, are simply wrong.  We worship God and his crea on, including
our brains and minds, more by using them to know his crea on than by clinging to old factually wrong 
ideas as if they were literally true.  Much truth about morality and human nature lives in the myths, and 
we also honor God if we see that truth and accept it for what it is.  

Global climate change is real, and we people did it.  The facts are overwhelming.  

There are only three reasons to deny the facts and cling to delusion.  The first is to discredit science in 
general, and I return to that below in this series of paragraphs.  The second is that to deny global climate
change serves the best interest of America, in par cular America compe ng with China and Russia.  I 
touch on this reason far below, but I discount it.  It is wrong.  I don’t have space to argue it here.  

The third reason, taken up in this paragraph:  By denying global climate change, you don’t have to do 
anything about it.  You may do as you wish without regard for nature or human genera ons to come.  
You may spew pollu on and kill off nature so as to make profit now.  A big group of Republicans wishes 
to do that.  They fight any incumbent office holder or candidate who does not disavow global climate 
change.  They have enough power and money to unseat any Righ st incumbent and prevent any new 
Righ st candidate from winning.  So, only the people who kiss the asses of despoilers loudly and long 
enough can hold office.  In league with business owners who wish to pollute are the Republican working 



class and middle class.  They think they can keep jobs, and get jobs for their children, only if business 
owners may do whatever they wish, and that includes pollute and kill nature.  They have enough votes 
to insure they can unseat any Righ st incumbent and prevent Righ st any candidate from winning.  
Power, wealth, and votes together get a lot done or not done.  Righ st poli cians don’t have to believe 
what they (the poli cians) say about global climate change.  But they do have to deny global climate 
change in public.  Most poli cians know global climate change is real but cannot say so or be banished 
from office.  As a result, we have in office only those people who have a huge moral weakness in the 
center of their poli cal lives.  We have in office only people who will be cowards in a big place that really
counts.  They might be great people otherwise, but this huge weakness at the center is certain to affect 
what they do in office generally.  

Some people do not wish to deny global climate change but do wish to be careful what we do about it.  
We have a history of over‐reac ng to over‐stated crises, and thus making big costly ineffec ve programs
that haunt us for years.  I have sympathy for people that wish to slow down.  We should be sure of what 
is best before we go off half cocked loaded for bear.  But reasonable concern is not the issue in debate in
America about global climate change.  Righ st Poli cians don’t say “be careful”.  They say “Oh, it isn’t 
real, and we can do whatever the hell we want”.  

Poli cians have an odd a tude toward science, shared by many other people.  On the one hand, it is a 
concern of geeks, and we get in trouble if we dive in to the deep end.  On the other hand, it helps with 
technology and engineering, makes great stuff, makes jobs, and protects the country.  Most people 
don’t hate science, but think it is only one of many forces, including magic, glamour, beauty, wealth, 
charisma, charm, power, “star power”, and “the Force”; and they are more comfortable with the other 
forces.  Science requires too much math.  Humans are the complicated result of a long history of natural 
selec on that did not include calculus tests.  Most people prefer science to stay in its own realm rather 
than confuse them when they try to use the other forces.  From the late 1800s to about 2000, there was
an ac ve an ‐science movement, and it tried to reduce science to mere supers on and a mere tool of 
the rulers.  Some people s ll disdain science that way but mostly people don’t hate science if it stays 
where it belongs.  Most people are like Penny on the show “Big Bang”.  To explain why some poli cians 
seem to be against science would be too much for here.  

Instead, I focus on people who are strongly religious in a so‐called tradi onal sense, and their rela on to 
Republicans.  Even here, we need a warning.  Most Chris an Churches accept science and its ideas about
the history of the cosmos and the evolu on of life.  The Roman Catholic Church is clear that it accepts 
modern science.  Its stance is admirable.  These Chris an Churches do a good job finding how science 
and belief fit together.  Buddhism has always been officially pro‐science.  From all I have seen, educated 
Jews, Muslims, Hindus, and Confucians are almost all pro‐science.  Thus, fundamentalists are not really 
fundamental if we take as fundamental what the old wise Churches say.  

I do not know why one school of American fundamentalists are so an ‐science.  They think there is an 
open nasty un‐resolvable conflict between science and the Bible, and the Bible MUST WIN in an exact 
literal way.  Usually people only care about such issues for other reasons than the obvious conflict and 



people are happy to ignore obvious conflicts when they can get by without facing conflicts.  For some 
reason, some American fundamentalists insist on holding to this conflict with jaws clenched and pointy 
teeth embedded.   Here is not the place to guess why.  

American so‐called fundamentalists have enough voice now in the Republican Party that they can “wag 
the dog”.  Like business people who hate the idea of global climate change, they have enough power 
and votes so they can unseat any Righ st incumbent and prevent any Righ st candidate from winning.  
So, any Righ st poli cian has to kiss their ideological asses hard enough and long enough.  Again, the 
poli cian likely does not believe literally in the Bible but he‐she has to say that he‐she does, and has to 
denounce science when science goes against the par cular interpreta on of the Bible offered by this 
branch of self‐styled fundamentalists.  Again, only people who will bend their minds and moral senses to
this extent are in office.  Again, this shows a big moral weakness as the center of their poli cal lives that 
is bound to affect all they do.  

If we support science, then we have to accept global climate change, and that gets in the way of short 
term profits and jobs.  We have to make sure nothing gets in the way of short term profit and jobs, not 
even science.  So, it is be er to deny science en rely.  If we are going to deny science, we might as well 
get in a boat with other people who deny science for their own reasons, religious fundamentalists, and 
who in turn will support us in our denial of climate change and our striving for short term profits and 
jobs.  It helps to embrace one American version of religious fundamentalism.  If we deny science in favor
of our version of religious fundamentalism, then we might as well get in a boat with people who deny 
science so they can deny climate change so they can make short term profit and provide their clients 
with short term jobs.  We have a match made in hell.  This is disgus ng.  

God is embarrassed that people use the minds that he gave them in this way.  I would love to see a big 
group of Republican poli cians stand up for the truth about global climate change and science, and stare
down the bad business people and religious extremists.  

Before the reader gets too huffy about Republican hypocrisy, Democrats are as bad in their own ways.  
Democrats are as big hypocrites as Republicans.  Any Democra c incumbent who did not kiss PC long 
and hard enough would be out of office and any new candidate could not win.  Democra c poli cians 
have to pay lip service to the idea that all hardship in America is caused only and en rely by oppression 
from White people (and now Asians), in par cular White men.  Democrats have to deny that any other 
group ever produces people with bad character.  No other group ever adds to its problems.  That is as 
hard to swallow as that science is magic and global warming is good for strawberries in Maine.  

We see deep mass hypocrisy among us as a li le price to get and keep good guys in office while we see 
modest hypocrisy in the other Party as the Grand Canyon of evil.  We should prac ce being more even 
handed.  Start by looking in the mirror for the giant plank of error that floats in our own eyes.  

I stress my disgust with the Republican stance because I believe denying science is a deeper fault even 
than pu ng up with the unreali es of PC and reverse bias.  It is one of the deepest faults, both because 



science rests so close to the truth and because of prac cal implica ons.  Other things depend on seeing 
the truth as clearly as humans can, and, in our mes, seeing the truth depends in large part (other forces
help) on knowing and accep ng science.  Only if we support science can we get at the truth in general 
and get at the truth in issues such as PC and global warning.  If we deny science, we lose it all, and are 
doomed to live in looking glass lands such as created by PC, magic, short term greed, and one American 
version of religious fundamentalism.  We have come too close too many mes.  

Republican Sense of Morality.  

‐Republicans like to say they have a be er sense of morality than Democrats and they know be er how 
to balance morality with prac cality.  They see that morality has to be balanced against prac cality, and 
they believe the fact that they can see this need automa cally gives them a be er sense of both.  They 
are wrong on all counts.  They do have a sense of morality but not necessarily a be er sense than other 
people and their morality is not the best morality for a modern democracy.  They use moral claims when
that suits their need for power, to support their clients, and a ack Democrats; and use prac cal claims 
when those do the job be er.  They are inconsistent in moral claims, and that makes their moral claims 
seem to be merely tools.  Democrats do the same but the charge goes more heavily against Republicans 
because Republicans make a point of claiming the moral high ground on every issue.  

For example, they say we must stop abor on and some mes say we should stop all birth control except 
abs nence.  Yet laws against abor on are highly imprac cal and ineffec ve.  Laws against abor on likely
create more immorality by forcing women to go against the law.  It is more prac cal, and more moral, 
not to say much legally about abor on and to let women choose.  Contrary to what Republicans think, 
few women choose abor on for fun but only under dire need.  Republicans are free to say abor on is 
immoral and women should not abort but they are wrong to say the state should support their view, 
that the state should be the instrument of their morality.  Republicans promote laws against abor on 
because laws hamper poor and working women more than middle class, upper middle, and upper class 
women, and so secretly an ‐abor on laws serve prac cality rather morality.  An ‐abor on laws allow 
Republican clients to feel good about themselves, to feel righteous and jus fied, without doing much 
good morally or prac cally, while promo ng an immoral use of the state to support the moral views of 
one group, and while suppor ng class conflict.  

The same can be said for laws about so  drugs and pros tu on.  The same can be said about sexual and 
roman c learning by young people.  

Fortunately, young Americans have be er sense than Republicans.  

Republican support of the military shows the same ugly oscilla ng back and forth between morality and 
prac cality.  Republicans always favor a strong military but it is not clear why.   The American military is 
stronger than it prac cally needs to be.  It carries on programs that don’t make a lot of sense in modern 
conflicts while not paying a en on to the needs of modern conflicts such as against guerillas.  Most of 
the Republican arguments cite the prac cal need for a dominant military all over the world but that goal



is impossible and trying to achieve it is highly imprac cal.  Republicans don’t promote the military with 
prac cal arguments but with moral fervor.  Un l World War 2, as far as I can tell, most Republicans were
closer to isola onism than to worldwide military domina on.  The moral fervor caught on as a reac on 
to the an ‐war movement in the 1960s and 1970s and because it is popular with the working class and 
middle class, whose children make up the military and who moved to the Republican Party in the 1970s 
and 1980s.  A big military does help America to protect some of its economic assets overseas but those 
assets are now likely be er protected by trade agreements.  What we need the military to hold for use 
we should probably learn to live without.  When militarism is promoted morally rather than prac cally, 
it becomes a big part of the official morality of the state.  Even when we need a strong military, and we 
definitely do, to make militarism a big part of state morality is a big mistake.  

Trump’s wall against immigra on is a clear example of an imprac cal burdensome symbol promoted 
with morally fervor in the name of prac cality. 

Republicans need to give a clear account of their morality and their prac cality.  They need to give us 
clear account of when morality trumps prac cality or when prac cality keeps us from carrying out all 
that we feel moral.  Yet Republicans won’t and can’t give such an account.  As long as they won’t and 
can’t, then we must conclude that they are mere opportunists and use their holier‐than‐thou stance as a
mere tool.  That is too bad.  Such an account would do everybody a lot of good.  Republicans can’t give 
this account because it would undermine the pact between the old Republican upper middle class and 
upper class with the new Republican working class and middle class.  

‐In a good democracy, no group should try to make its morality the official morality of the state.  All 
groups should be willing to listen to the moral claims of other groups.  All groups should work toward a 
general morality.  All groups should accept that the state cannot support their morality alone as the 
official morality of the whole state.  All groups should know that they have to be “more moral” on some 
points, such as abor on and drugs, than the state, and the “morality gap” should not bother them as 
long as they are not prevented from living out their morality in their private lives, and their morality 
does not hurt other people or the state.  

Despite all their shou ng about patrio sm, democracy, freedom, and duty, Republicans don’t seem to 
see any of this.  They feel one group alone should dictate what is the morality of the state, the state 
should support all the points of morality of that one group, and all people must live up to the morality of
that one group.  They argue over which Republican fac on is to be the one group.  They don’t seem to 
see the danger in this view.  They use the idea of one state morality as a tool to control others.   They 
don’t understand that the state does not have to be immoral, and people in it don’t have to be immoral,
if the morality of the state does not coincide with the morality of one group of Republicans.  

Republicans Won’t Share.  

‐Republicans deliberately wrongly claim that ALL a empts to take a bit more from the rich amount to 
unfairly fleecing the rich (soaking the rich), amount to class warfare, reduce incen ve to gain wealth and



so hurt economic growth, hurt the overall welfare of the na on and so hurt even the poor and middle 
class, and destroy the chances of the middle class to build wealth and to rise in socio‐economic status.  
All taxes are bad, especially all income taxes.  

Republicans can convince clients of their view because their policy does not hurt working and middle 
class people with steady jobs and benefits but Republican policy does hurt working people with bad jobs
and no benefits.  Republican policy keeps the poor and poor working class from rising and so benefits 
the working class and middle class by suppressing their compe on.  If you help us with this, then we 
will help you with that.  

Also, while opposing all taxes that might directly impact rich people such as income tax, and might even 
redistribute wealth a bit, such as a graduated income tax, Republicans favor taxes that impact the poor 
much more than the rich, and impact the poor badly, such as a sales tax (they favor “regressive taxes”).  
These bad taxes also hurt and “keep down” the poor more than they hurt the secure working class and 
secure middle class, and so help clients of the Republican Party in their struggle with immediate 
compe tors.  The help the secure working and middle class stay secure in the face of bright ambi ous 
poor kids.  

Republicans do not use their knowledge of a real modern capitalist economy to propose fair taxes that 
redistribute a li le but not too much, and that guide the economy toward an op mal balance of wealth 
concentra on and wealth distribu on.  Instead, they use their knowledge of the economy and of poli cs
to seek a total pa ern of taxes that favors the rich and hurts the poor, even while they know this overall 
pa ern of taxes hurts the na on as a whole. 

Since the growing dispari es in income and wealth beginning about 1980, wealth in the US has become 
so skewed (unevenly distributed)that the skew lowers overall growth and reduces overall benefit from 
the economy.  We have hurt ourselves.  Rather than face this situa on and deal with it to the long term 
benefit of the na on as a whole and for the rich, Republicans press their unfair advantage further so as 
to gain as much future security as possible, and thereby make the situa on worse.  

Republicans know that some mes state solu ons to problems lead to other harm and that the other 
harm can be worse than the original problem.  They are fairly adept at guessing when the original harm 
can be addressed without causing more harm.  But they don’t use their skill for the public good.  They 
don’t decide when state ac on might be overall more beneficial than harmful, and they don’t decide if a 
situa on has to be assessed more on moral terms than prac cal terms.  Republicans do use the state for
programs and they are able to guess when a program causes more benefit than harm, as when they use 
the state for large‐scale economic development or when they promote free trade.  Rather than be even‐
handed in their assessments and set a pa ern for people in general to emulate, instead they say that all 
Democra c programs lead to more harm than good overall; all Democra c programs lead to more harm 
through the state than they lead to good by addressing the original problem; all Republican programs 
cause more good than harm; all Republican programs cause more good than harm even when they rely 
heavily on the state; and, if Republicans wish not to support any program, that is because they know in 



advance that the state will cause more harm than the original problem, not because the program was 
proposed by Democrats.  Republicans will not help with global climate change because they say that 
state help will make things worse.  They use the idea of causing more harm than good not to find the 
best ac on but as a way to a ack Democrats and to promote their own programs.  They use the idea as 
a way to avoid addressing real problems, to overlook real problems, especially problems that hurt the 
poor, insecure working class, insecure middle class, women, non‐tradi onally gendered people, and 
non‐Republican ethnic groups.  As a result, people in general don’t believe them when they are correct 
that a state ac on might cause more harm than good, and people don’t believe them when they offer a 
be er alterna ve.  

‐Like Democrats, Republicans have not proposed a generally acceptable ra onale for why some mes it 
is be er to work through the state and why some mes not.  

‐Hispanics are a contested ethnic group.  When the Republican Party a acks policies that threaten its 
other clients, such as amnesty for “Dreamers”, then Hispanics support the Democra c Party.  When the 
Republican Party supports policies that Hispanics favor, such as hur ng Cuba, Hispanics tend to support 
the Republican Party.  The future allegiance of Hispanics is an important issue in American poli cs.  

Individual Non‐Autonomy (Non‐Freedom). 

‐Despite supposed support for individual autonomy in economic markets, the Republican Party supports
criminaliza on of many individual behaviors such as gender orienta on, sexual ac vity, and drug use.  It 
favors strong penal es for these crimes.  Now, the Republican Party takes this stance largely to a ack 
clients of the Democra c Party, such as the poor, and to a ack women as a poli cal force.  The Party 
takes this stance to please modern client groups of working class and middle class people and to a ack 
the perceived enemies of its clients such as poor people, Blacks, and Hispanics.  

‐The Republican Party supports (unrealis c) free choice on economic markets but does not support the 
right of women to choose about abor on and to control their own bodies.  

‐The Republican Party uses the idea of free choice on the market to support not passing laws to protect 
consumers and poor people.  In fact, free choice on the market is not as free as business firms make it 
out to be, and supposed free choice on the market helps business firms far more than consumers.  

The Republican Party opposes regula on of markets even when the regula on is needed to avert big 
problems such as the housing crisis and Great Recession of 2007.  

‐The Republican Party supports some strongly religious (supposedly tradi onal) people.  Partly the 
Republican Party supports these people because these people entered the Party in large numbers, and 
exerted much force, a er about 1975.  Partly the Republican Party supports these religious people 
because they can be easily mobilized to exert a strong force in elec ons.  Partly it supports these 
religious people because the policies that these people favor can be used to control and hurt the clients 



of the Democra c Party and thus to hurt and control the Democra c Party, policies such as against 
abor on and for restric ve drug laws. 

‐While Republicans say they support the Cons tu on, in fact they do not support freedom of religion 
and of worship.  Really, they worship power and wealth before they worship God.  They have cut all 
sensi vity to social jus ce and all care of nature out of Chris anity.  In their public face, Republicans 
support their idea of tradi onal Chris anity.  They do so largely because of the emo onal commitment 
of their modern clients (working and middle class White Chris ans) to the idea that modern clients have 
of tradi onal Chris anity.  Too many Republicans were “born again” a er being “born again” became a 
convenient way to power in the Party.  Many individual Republicans, including business people and 
poli cians, do sincerely wish to follow their religion, including Chris anity, Islam, and Hinduism, but they
don’t know how to do so and s ll support all Republican policies.  

‐Many Republicans do look down on all non‐Chris an religion and even on forms of Chris anity that do 
not meet their stereotypes.  Un l recently, Protestant and Roman Catholic Republicans did not get along
well.  Not all Republicans despise all non‐Chris an religion.  Individual Republicans admire some aspects 
of non‐Chris an religion, including Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism, when the religion supports some of 
the personal and social values that Republicans hold.  Individual Republicans have to watch how strongly
and publicly they admire non‐Chris ans and non‐Chris an religions. 

‐See above about the religion of the family.  Republicans say they support family because they support 
tradi onal religion and Americans think tradi onal religion supports the family.  Republicans support 
some policies that Americans perceive as generally pro‐family such as against abor on and against non‐
tradi onal gender roles.  Yet Republicans do not support some policies that Americans think would help 
the family such as more money for educa on.  Republicans support policies that help their clients and 
hurt Democra c clients, even when otherwise the policies really don’t help the family, such as to oppose
centralized medical care.  Republicans are hard on immigrant families as a way to support the families of
their clients and a ack families of their clients’ rivals.  Many pro‐business Republican policies, such as 
against world climate agreements, against nature, and against free trade (NAFTA, Trans‐Pacific Trade 
Partnership) would support American families in the long run; but Republicans have to publicly oppose 
these policies because those policies seem to hurt the families of their clients in the short run. 

Immigra on, Tolerance, and Various Topics.  

‐Republicans are schizophrenic about immigra on.  On the one hand, they want skilled workers from 
other countries.  They want cheap Hispanic labor.  They do not want to hire expensive American labor.  
Republican business owners are, by far, the greatest hirers and so supporters of illegal immigra on.  If 
these business owners were jailed for their support of illegal immigra on, it would end overnight.  On 
the other hand, Republican clients, the White working class and middle class, see immigrants (wrongly) 
as a direct threat, and demand that the Republican Party end immigra on.  The Party says it will control 
immigra on as a way to placate those clients but it does not really control immigra on as a way to 
placate its core of business owners.  So far, the business wing that opposes real control on immigra on 



has been winning.  Yet working and middle class people con nue to go along with the Republican Party, 
perhaps because the Democra c Party openly accepts immigrants as its clients.  

‐In theory, Chris anity is a religion of peace and tolerance, but Republicans are hardly tolerant or very 
peaceful.  They are notorious warmongers and saber ra lers.  Their first response to any complaint by 
any group seems to be to suppress the group.  They are happy to beat people up and throw them in jail. 
They worship guns.  It is hard to make a link between their Chris an ideals and their real behavior.  

‐On the other hand, some Right Wing Chris ans are among the most honest dedicated hands‐on true 
Chris ans I have seen.  They are in the “trenches” giving with their me and effort because they have 
li le money to give.  I do not agree with them on all points of doctrine, and they are too prone to some 
kinds of violence for my taste, but their works far outweigh my words.  

‐See above that both Liberals and Conserva ves stress their own rights but overlook responsibili es 
while they overlook the rights of opponents and stress how opponents have not met responsibili es.  
Republicans stress the right of business firms to pollute, eat nature, sell crappy goods, and cheat home 
buyers.  Republicans avoid the responsibili es of honest business and ethical trade.  Republicans point 
out how the ethnic clients of Democrats perpetuate horrible schools and ugly neighborhoods but 
Republicans do nothing to be er the schools or the welfare of the children in the schools.  Republicans 
cheat in na onal elec ons and excuse themselves by poin ng out that Democrats might have done the 
same thing to get John Kennedy elected in the 1960s.  Republicans pioneered dirty tricks in elec ons, 
flood the media with hateful lying campaign ads, and seem to want the voters to stay ignorant by never 
being clear on issues.  Republicans push deficit spending when they know it is wrong but they will not do
what is necessary to control the budget; instead, they blame democrats for lack of responsibility.  Of 
course, Democrats do the same.  

# Pseudo‐Conserva ve  

This sec on is long.  It includes discussion of Supreme Court decisions on segregated schools and on 
abor on.   It shows how stances get labeled Conserva ve or Liberal, and how people adopt a labeled 
superficially Conserva ve stance for reasons of job, power, and poli cs.  

Modern Republicans are not Conserva ve in the sense of original Conserva ves and in the sense that 
they think they are.  The modern Republican agenda came together in the 1950s to 1970s, and only in 
the 1970s and 1980s did they commonly call themselves “Conserva ves” in the bragging way that you 
hear in TV ads from candidates and as echoed by suburbanites and business people.  Why then?  How?  
In this sec on, I use a few issues to show what “Conserva ve” means as code.  

Also star ng in the 1950s, more a er Reagan, “Liberal” became a curse word.  Republicans began to call 
everything Democra c and should hate “Liberal” without knowing the meaning of “Liberal”, difference 
between a Liberal and a Democrat, and value or disvalue of what they should hate.  Republicans threw 
the baby out with the bathwater.  They rejected ideas that had merit just because a Democrat proposed 



them or because an idea had a nge of social jus ce.  They went too far and lost credibility, as when 
they tried to kill Social Security several mes and always failed.  They lost chances to shape programs to 
be more cost effec ve and useful, perhaps the biggest loss.  

Democrats did similar bad acts but here I don’t have the space to go into how they misuse “Liberal”, 
“Conserva ve”, and “Republican”.  Use your imagina on.  

The point is not to get all people to start using the words correctly.  The point is not to convince readers 
that all the ideas and programs that Republicans call “Liberal” are really good in disguise.  Some of the 
ideas and programs of Democrats and their clients turned truly bad.  The point is to encourage people 
who already wish to think to let go of labels so they can think be er.  Labels block good thinking and 
boost bad thinking.  Even if it feels to say “as a Conserva ve…” or “Liberal claptrap”, don’t.  You can’t 
assess ideas if you use labels.  I focus on “Conserva ve” because misuse of it is central to Republican 
iden ty.  I don’t use “si ng duck” cases that are easy to skewer with an ‐Republican barbs.  I use cases 
that had merit and that appealed to Americans in general but that Republicans grew to dislike for pre y 
good reasons.  

Despite claims by Goldwater and Reagan in the 1960s, modern Republican ideas of Conserva ve and 
Liberal did not start with a reac on to Franklin Roosevelt and the New Deal.  In the 1930s, even most 
Republicans were glad of the ideas and programs; and many people, including Republicans, think they 
saved capitalism from something worse than what Roosevelt ever offered.  By the 1960s, labor had been
tamed, was part of a complex that included big business and government, and was not seen as socialist 
or too Liberal.  Republican business people had made a peace with labor and liked it.  Only later when 
Republicans came to dislike the changes of the 1950s to 1970s were programs of the 1930s and 1940s, 
and big labor, seen retroac vely as the root of all evil and, what is worse, of socialism.  

Again:  Only partly did modern ideas of Liberal and Conserva ve come as a reac on to the 1960s and 
1970s, the era of “sex and drugs and rock‐n‐roll” and of holding all property in common under one big 
authority like early Chris ans.  The counter culture was more a fashion mode than anything else.  The 
1970s was the peak of crime in America but that has been over for forty years.  New York City is quite 
safe now.  Some people did get hurt but most people had a brief fling and se led down to school, job, 
married with children, and too much TV.  Marijuana turned out to be safer than booze and pills but 
people mostly quit when they had to be “straight” for work.  Compared to the media‐hyped but not real 
excesses of the ‘60s, what Republicans call tradi onal American life was indeed conserva ve but not 
“Conserva ve” in the sense Americans had always lived that way or it was inherited from a tradi onal 
be er past world.  Compared to an imaginary sex‐and‐drugs‐for‐breakfast commune, the nuclear TV 
family is conserva ve but not when compared to a farm family of 1840, factory family of 1900, or any 
big family in the Bible.  Republicans made up crazy Liberalism to legi mize by contrast the unreal life 
that they wished for and that they could use to guide clients.  People that s ll use fear of an imagined 
crazy bad Liberal river flooding havoc across America should be pi ed but not followed.  



The 1980s and 1990s brought the follow‐up to cocaine, crack, meth, metal, rap, hip‐hop, gangs, and 
“gangsta” but the follow‐up was not a threat to most families.  Those decades also brought junk bonds 
and similar scams that were carried out more o en by Republicans.  Drugs, gangstas, and etc. are not 
“Liberal” or “Conserva ve” except when foolish White people think everything non‐White is cool or 
when foolish Black people think “gangsta” is cool and is a viable response to hardship.  Urban gangs and 
“gangsta” music are no threat to Republicans except to the eardrums of the White suburban boys who 
used to buy the music.  They are more a threat to Blacks who wish their children to see reality.  

The opioid threat of the 20‐teens is not a Liberal plot.  It likely affects working class White Republicans 
more than anyone else.  The biggest sources of drugs are drug companies, in which Board members are 
likely Republicans, and doctors who over‐prescribe, most of whom likely are Republicans.  

Likely the biggest single cause for the change was that the world economy caught up to the US star ng 
in the early 1970s, and life became less stable for people who used to have good jobs.  Many, if not most
of the people, at least the Whites and Asians, moved to the Republican Party.  I do not go into this topic 
here.  Please see other parts of this essay, especially below on history.  

How is Republican “Conserva ve” middle class life so different Democra c “Liberal” life?  It seems Jenna
Bush, Taylor Swi , Chelsea Clinton, Ivanka Trump, Beyonce Knowles, Kelly Pickler, Drew Barrymore, and 
even Lady Gaga, all lead a moderate produc ve life in private.  In private life, they all would be good role
models for young women, White, Black, Republican, or Democrat, and even young men. 

What are the deep values by which you wish to live and to be a good ci zen?  How do they apply to 
specific cases?  What have they to do with “Conserva ve” and “Liberal” as poli cal par es misuse the 
terms?  You are be er off finding values and living by them than with slogans or par es.  You learn to 
live by them through personally thinking out how they apply to par cular cases.  

(1 and 2) Two famous Supreme Court decisions set the stage for Republican use of “Conserva ve” to 
validate the modern Republican agenda and “Liberal” to condemn anything Republicans dislike.  The 
goal here is not to declare that the decisions support one side or declare one Party correct.  The goal is 
to see how Republicans use “Conserva ve” and “Liberal”.  I strongly suggest you look up these cases on 
the Net.  Come up with be er responses to the issues and Court decisions than your predecessors did.  
Pause to think if it makes sense to call your responses “Liberal” or “Conserva ve”.  Ask why Republicans 
and Democrats insist on using the labels wrongly, and why people go along.  

(1) COURT DECISION:  Brown v. Board of Educa on (in Kansas) in 1954 outlawed segregated schools and 
said the state must integrate public schools.  The state cannot use the excuse that schools are separated
by race but equal in quality, even if, in rare cases, racially segregated schools are equal in quality.  The 
state must pursue racial integra on directly.  Blacks, Whites, and all ethnic groups must be free to go to 
the same schools and they should a end the same schools.  If Black and White children live in the same 
district (or county or city), then some White students and some Black students should enroll in all the 



schools in the district (or county or city).  Then, a er physical integra on, in addi on, schools should be 
equal in academic quality.  

It is not clear if integra on applies to other o en‐segregated categories such as by gender and religion, 
but that issue is not relevant here.  Private schools may not discriminate and ideally should be racially 
integrated but that ques on is out of the scope here.  

In America, residence was‐and‐is segregated, and schools were‐and‐are funded by local people.  Black 
people lived in Black areas with Black schools while White people lived in White areas with White 
schools.  Schools were segregated as much due to residence as by deliberate school segrega on.  Blacks 
were‐and‐are, on average, poorer than Whites, and the quality of educa on depends on local funding.  
Black schools were inferior to White schools.  The differences in residence and funding set a pa ern in 
which Black children got poorer educa on than White children, got worse jobs, so could afford only 
inferior schools, so their children also got a worse educa on and worse jobs, and so on.  Although this 
pa ern was never planned, almost everybody knew it and likely many White people thought it was a 
good thing.  A er some mixing in the 1960s and early 1970s, this pa ern re‐asserted in the late 1970s 
and has remained.  In Part 2 of this essay, see the sec on about schools and family.  

The basis for Brown is roughly “right to equal opportunity (equal quality of educa on)”.  Children have 
the right to equal opportunity, especially in educa on because educa on lays the founda on for all that 
follows.  With a good quality educa on, children have a chance; without it, prac cally, children have no 
chance.  The state has to insure that children get equal opportunity.  The state has to insure that nobody
thwarts equal opportunity for children.  Segrega on by its nature inherently necessarily thwarts equal 
opportunity and hurts life chances.  Segregated schools cannot be equal in quality no ma er how much 
districts say they are.  I do not explain what‐all goes into quality.  Integra on gives the only real chance 
for equal opportunity and equal quality of educa on.  The same reasoning lies behind ge ng women 
and Jews into clubs that previously had been only for White Chris an men.  In addi on to the idea of 
equal opportunity, the idea of the inherent dignity‐integrity‐value of people ma ers but I don’t think it 
was a strong legal force, however morally powerful, so I omit it here.  

At first, nobody knew how to make sure schools were integrated.  People tried various approaches such 
as re‐drawing district lines.  The most drama c early integra on was in the American South, in par cular
“Ole Miss” (University of Mississippi), the University of Alabama, and public schools in Montgomery and 
Birmingham.  

Maybe the most severe use of integra on to produce equal opportunity was forced busing in the 1960s 
and 1970s.  White and Asian children were bused to Black schools and Black children were bused to 
White and Asian schools, o en long distances.  I leave Hispanics out.  Forced busing was done not so 
much in accord with legal thinking as due to social pressure and to increasingly obvious bad effects of 
segrega on.  The decision was not made by elected legislatures but by par cular judges si ng on 
par cular courts.  Judges not only said busing must be done but they supervised who came from where, 



went where, and the schedules.  Busing was a costly failure.  I am not sure who learned what lessons 
from the busing episode.  

Some few people did benefit from forced busing but the majority of students and parents hated it.  Even
people that strongly supported social jus ce, racial equality, and integra on, hated it.  Even most Black 
children and parents hated it.  People who favored social jus ce and racial equality thought local areas 
should have more say in how they achieved those goals.  

Forced busing is pre y much over.  It didn’t stop because Americans suddenly woke up to the fact it was
a Liberal plot designed to forcibly blend races, to demoralize and enslave America.  Americans of every 
poli cal type did what they could not to par cipate, and the courts alone could not enforce it.  Forced 
busing did drive many non‐Republicans to the Republican Party because the Party said it would defend 
them from that terror and from more such terrors sure to come.  To make the point, it labeled busing, 
everything it didn’t like, and everything its clients should hate, as “Liberal” and Democra c.  

Defenders of forced busing said it was a case of the big state knowing be er than local regions, and of 
using the power of the big state to correct bad prac ces of local areas.  When local regions are allowed 
to carry out social jus ce in their local way, too o en they stall and they do nothing.  Mar n Luther King,
in his “Le er from a Birmingham Jail”, said:  “Jus ce delayed is jus ce denied”.  Some mes the big state 
does know be er than local areas and has to overcome them, as when John Kennedy used the Na onal 
Guard to force integra on of schools, and when the state enforces freedom of speech, religion, freedom
to keep and bear arms, and Civil Rights laws.  In contrast, local people saw forced busing as a case of the 
overly big overly strong arrogant state abusing its power to enforce its arbitrary ideas of social jus ce on
local areas, and thus hur ng social jus ce more than helping it.  

Except where local areas flagrantly go against the Cons tu on, we have no good theory of when the big 
central state needs to oversee local areas to make sure they make no serious errors, when the big state 
is more likely to be right than local areas, and when the big state should leave local areas alone even if 
local areas are slightly wrong and the big central state does know be er.  We do not have a good theory 
about when the big state might be wrong and intrusive while a local area knows be er, and what to do 
then.  America could have used schools to develop a good theory but instead used schools to lapse into 
more racism by both sides, par sanship, and labeling.  

The idea that schools should be forcibly integrated supported the idea that other arenas in American life
should be forcibly integrated, including restaurants, theaters, shopping areas, stores, public toilets, work
places, hiring, promo on, job security, housing, admission to college, law school, medical school, etc.  
No segrega on laws could apply to these arenas, and directors of these arenas could be jailed and held 
liable if segrega on happened.  The idea of forced integra on in these arenas helped shape and pass 
Civil Rights legisla on of the 1960s.  Most of this change was good, but it was done by the big state over 
local opposi on.  



“Equal opportunity” led to “compensatory extra opportunity”, “over‐compensa on”, or “preferen al 
treatment” (my phrases) and to using over‐compensa on as a basis for Affirma ve Ac on.  For example,
Black students, and those from other underprivileged groups such as women and handicapped people, 
got preference in admission to college and law school.  Further support for over‐compensa on came 
from the prac ce by the state of giving military veterans preference in civil service such as in the exam 
for the Post Office, and by private business firms such as banks, car dealers, restaurants, etc. offering 
discounts to military veterans.   Over‐compensa on also got support from the prac ce in lawsuits of 
more than making up for damages.  Although preferen al treatment was not intended to punish the 
group that had been privileged, in prac ce, the formerly privileged groups, usually Whites and White 
men, did feel punished.  

Differences between groups can persist even without a specific force sustaining the differences, forces 
such as prejudice and wealth, although a specific force usually adds to “difference iner a” (my phrase).  
Why difference iner a happens takes too long to explain.  Hopefully, if opportunity is over‐compensated
long enough, difference iner a ends.  Nobody knows how long that should take but in the 1960s people 
thought two genera ons would do.  

To minimize difference iner a and to get everybody on a level field, historically disadvantaged people 
were admi ed to trade schools, colleges, universi es, police academies, firefighter schools, law schools, 
medical schools, etc. even with lower grades and test scores than White students.  The same people 
were hired, and given raises and promo ons, with poorer records and poorer test scores.  People that 
don’t like this prac ce when applied to race for long call it “reverse discrimina on”.  

During the era of discrimina on, ins tu ons and business firms had quotas for how many Blacks and 
other non‐Whites to admit and to hire, mostly to keep numbers of minori es low.  Integra on briefly 
removed quotas.  Demand for over‐compensa on re‐instated quotas but with the numbers for non‐
Whites higher than before, propor onally higher than for Whites.  This use of quotas also is a kind of 
reverse discrimina on but it is “poli cally incorrect” to call it quotas or reverse discrimina on.  

Some discrimina on by race and gender persists despite reverse discrimina on and, to some extent, 
because of reverse discrimina on and resentment about reverse discrimina on.  Non‐Blacks and non‐
women feel about it the same way they felt about forced busing.  

Many people, even people strongly in favor of racial jus ce, did not see preferen al treatment as a step 
forward but as a new injus ce, a step backwards.  I do not explain how over‐compensa on can harm all 
groups including groups formerly discriminated against such as Blacks.  Several law suits were filed over 
this issue, including famous suits at the Universi es of California, Texas, and Michigan.  People that 
promote preferen al treatment now call the prac ce “promo ng diversity” and they have found legal 
protec on under that name.  It is the same prac ce anyway.  

The TV show “Law and Order” has aired many good episodes about whether Blacks and women should 
get preference and whether preference, even with good inten ons, actually hurts Blacks, women, and 



general society, in the long run.  “Law and Order” also aired programs about con nuing discrimina on, 
its roots and its effects, par cularly in the history of Lieutenant Van Buren, a Black woman. 

If we take 1970 as the beginning of strong social programs, almost fi y years have gone by since the 
prac ce was begun but the differences remain at similar levels.  I don’t know how many genera ons fi y
years equals.  I do not here comment on what this iner a and stagna on implies but you should know of
the iner a and stagna on. 

The idea of “equal opportunity” also led to “equal outcome”.  If schools are integrated to make sure 
children get a fair chance, how do we know children have had a fair chance?  Simply sending children to 
the same school does not insure equal treatment.  Much discrimina on by race, gender, religion, and 
na onal origin occurs within schools.  We know equal opportunity for sure only by looking at outcomes. 
If White children do be er than Black children, then their opportuni es could not have been equal.  

No explana on other than White prejudice is accepted.  No fault can lie with Black children, families, 
communi es, a tude, culture, or simply Blacks; all fault must lie with White prejudice.  Only if outcome 
also is equal could opportunity have been equal.  The state has a duty not only to make sure opportunity
is equal but to make sure outcome is equal.  It is not clear to me how much this idea was actually carried
out.  I am sure it is s ll in the minds of many Blacks and Whites, but in different ways.  The idea also lay 
behind programs such as Affirma ve Ac on although the users might deny this is so.  It lay behind ideas 
such as women should get equal pay for comparable work (which I support) although most women do 
not see the link between their situa on and the earlier case of Black children.  

Children of families with roots in East Asia (China, Japan, and Korea) and South Asia (Pakistan and India) 
o en do be er than White children but not as much be er than Whites and Asians do over Blacks.  
Nobody explains the difference by Asian advantage and Asian prejudice.  People refer to Asian culture.  
Yet nobody refers to White culture and Black culture when explaining differences between Whites and 
Blacks – it is all White prejudice and never due to any virtue in White culture or to any problem in Black 
culture.  Really it is a mix of White racism, Black racism, White culture, Black culture, East Asian culture, 
and South Asian culture.  But seeing the situa on this real way is not poli cally handy and it violates 
Poli cal Correctness.  You can’t put all the blame on one group if you see it this real way, and you can’t 
excuse all responsibility for any group if you see it this real way.  

People who endorse preferen al treatment use equal outcome as one sign of how much preference to 
give.  O en they use slightly be er outcome.  (a) Give enough preference (b) to make sure the outcome 
for the previously harmed group is (c) at least equal to the outcome for the advantaged group, or (d) to 
make sure the new outcome is a bit be er; and (e) sustain preferen al treatment (f) at that level un l 
(g) we are sure any difference iner a has stopped.  Then maybe we can return to the level playing field, 
to simple equal opportunity.  We can never stop vigilance and we must return to measures that ensure 
equal outcome when needed.  So, we might never stop.  As when a despot declares mar al law, the 
condi on of dire need with preferen al treatment seems like “the new normal” now not only in schools 
but in workplaces and poli cs.  



 (Some mes women offer similar arguments about girls in school, from kindergarten through PhD.  Girls 
[women] are judged worse than boys, get scores worse than boys, and get grades lower than boys, even
though tests show that neither has the superior intellect.  So this outcome is en rely the fault of an old 
male‐centered male‐biased system.  No a tudes or acts by girls add to unfair differences.  If, about age 
12, girls neglect academia to work on appearance, move to gender‐stereotyped academic subjects such 
as literature, reject some gender‐stereotyped academic subjects such as math and science, reject some 
gender‐stereotyped roles such as poli cal leader, and embrace some gender‐stereotyped roles such as 
ingenue, that shi  is due en rely to previous brainwashing by the male‐biased system.  If girls or women
[girls] coerce or abet girls in doing worse than boys, that act is only because girls and women have been 
brainwashed into ac ng as agents of the male system.  Girls [women] bear no responsibility.  There are 
no innate differences apart from culture, society, economy, and power.  We have to do something extra 
for girls [women] to end the difference iner a, and we have support them long enough.  Girls cannot 
save themselves, ever.  

Women use these arguments when they are angry and to fight opponents.  Unlike other groups, usually 
women don’t take these arguments only at face value, rest only with these ideas, or avoid responsibility.
Usually women put these arguments in proper context, find other relevant arguments, and work hard 
for themselves individually and women generally.  Many women, not all, get beyond propaganda even 
while seeing why propaganda is appealing.  The idea of persistent differences between boys and girls 
despite culture etc. is s ll controversial.)  

People in general accept equal opportunity but reject forced equal outcome and preferen al treatment 
(over‐compensa on).  People in general reject the idea that unequal outcome is due en rely and only to
big fault on the part of the group that does (did) be er and that unequal outcome cannot ever be due to
any idea, act, or fault by the group that does (did) worse.  People accept modest measures for a modest 

me to insure equal opportunity but reject overly strong measures, reject compensa on for a long me,
and reject over‐compensa on.  Sooner or later, we have to go with the playing field that normal decent 
humane social rela ons give us.  I agree overall.  

Of course, people in the group that does worse disagree, and they push for stronger longer striving for 
equal outcome.  O en they push hoping the state will include preferen al discrimina on for a long me 
as part of the remedial package.  

Merely the idea of forced equal outcome, especially with preferen al treatment, has bad effects, let 
alone the prac ce.  

(a) People outside the group that gets preferen al treatment never believe that preferred people who 
graduate, get a job, or get a promo on are really competent.  The preferred people got ahead only due 
to special treatment.  People never trust the preferred group even when some members clearly do well 
because of their own merit.  People choose members of other groups whenever they can because they 



don’t trust the competence or a tudes of the preferred group.  So prejudice persists.  Members of the 
preferred group s ll feel as if they have to be twice as good to be accorded equal credit.  

(b) Thus preferred treatment is a bad self‐fulfilling prophecy and a bad cycle.  There is never an end to it 
all.  So there can never be an end to preferred treatment, and so on.  

(c) If we see fault only in the group that does (did) be er, and never in the group that does (did) worse, 
then the group that does worse never has to bear any responsibility.  It can forget about responsibility in
general, forget about learning any responsibility, and forget about teaching responsibility to its children. 
Always other groups and the state have to take responsibility for the previously disadvantaged group.  It 
never has to take responsibility for itself for anything.  It never has to grow up.  Even if other groups 
were responsible in the past to a large extent, and even if the state is needed to correct the situa on 
now, s ll, en rely blaming the others, making them solely responsible for correc ng the situa on, and 
looking to the state for enforcement, teaches bad lessons.  It teaches a bad kind of dependency, a slave 
mentality.  It adds to the culture of vic m.  

(d) The idea of forced equal outcome leads to:  “Let the state do everything for us.  Don’t do anything 
for ourselves.  Make them pay for it all.  Sit around and complain.  Look for faults in them.  Get 
sa sfac on from complaining and from finding fault with them rather than by doing for ourselves and 
succeeding.”  The idea teaches bad emp ness.  

Some mes we cannot wait for another group or the state to do as it should.  Some mes we have to act 
even when others are morally and legally responsible.  Some mes we have to take charge of our 
situa on even if is not fair. 

(e) Wai ng for the state does not mean wai ng for every official in the state to help.  It means wai ng 
for your patrons in the state to get enough power to set up programs that support you and will keep 
suppor ng you.  Wai ng for the state means avoiding poli cal par es and poli cians who will not give 
you the support that you want or who oppose you.  The poli cal par es recognize a group who waits for
the state as a great candidate to be a prize client, so at least one party ac vely courts groups that are 
wai ng for the state.  Of course, the other party (or par es) recognizes the danger and ac vely blocks 
support to the client group, the group that is wai ng for the state.  So, the chain of ideas and prac ces 
that was set off by the desire for equal opportunity for children ul mately strongly reinforces par san 
poli cs.  

(f) Wai ng for the state to force equal outcome blinds a group.  Less sense of responsibility and less 
desire to act for yourself contribute to the ongoing badness of schools.  Those feelings become part of a 
feedback cycle in which the schools are bad, so Blacks wait for the state and don’t do anything 
themselves, the schools stay bad, so Blacks wait for the state and don’t do anything, and so on.  Blacks 
and Whites sense this trap but can’t usually explain it well.  



(g) Progress seems never enough and never fast enough for the disadvantaged group.  Perhaps out of 
frustra on, perhaps out of long built up resentment, maybe to get sa sfac on even ac ng themselves 
directly on issues, the present preferred group (disadvantaged group) picks morally and ideologically on 
the previously privileged group, the group that now has to give.  The present preferred group waits to 
find fault with the old privileged group.  The present preferred group gets too much sa sfac on from 
finding faults, o en small irrelevant faults.  At the same me, the present preferred group overlooks big 
problems in itself and in the real issues.  Watch Al Sharpton talk about Whites.  Although not as common
now, “man ha ng feminists” used to be a joke on campuses.  

(h) Because of the fault finding and nit picking, real issues don’t get the concern they deserve.  Women 
do get bullied and sexually abused, and we don’t pay enough a en on.  Black people kill far more Black 
people than the police do but we overlook that problem.  I wish the “Me Too” movement had started in 
the middle 1980s at the latest.  

(i) The idea of forced equal outcome supports race blindness and new resentment.  Non‐Blacks, mostly 
Whites, will accept much of the blame for the past and some blame for the present, but not all blame.  
Problems cannot be realis cally addressed un l a real assessment of blame on all parts.  Many Whites 
were born a er legal discrimina on.  Many non‐Blacks were not part of racial discrimina on or they 
came to America a er 1970.  Non‐Blacks cannot accept that they alone are fully responsible for all the 
woes of Blacks now.  Non‐Blacks rightly insist they can take only some blame and Blacks must take some
blame.  To do that, Blacks have to cri cize their own society in the same way that they forced Whites to 
do in the 1950s through 1970s.  It is hard to see your side cri cally and take blame for your situa on 
when you wait for the state to give you over‐compensatory privilege and to force equal outcome, and 
wait for the state to make the other side pay for you.  It does not seem that preferred groups ever do 
much self‐cri cism.  Whites and other non‐Blacks feel:  “If Blacks will not take blame or responsibility, 
don’t act on their own, wait for the state to do it for them, and have the state make us pay, why should 
Whites and other non‐Blacks take any blame either or work on a solu on?  Why even think about it?  
Whatever we do will not be enough; and we will get blame for every small fault.  We have to put up with
PC and preferen al treatment already, and we will do that as an opera ng cost, but we can’t do more 
and shouldn’t do more.”  Both Blacks and non‐Blacks can’t see the other side’s view and both groups 
feel resentment that they did not feel even in 1955 and the days of legal discrimina on.  A coopera ve 
solu on is out of the ques on.  Simple equal opportunity is forgo en.  

Although people in general accept the need for equal opportunity while they deny the need for equal 
outcome, it is hard to have one without the other.  When the state supports one, it tends to support the 
other.  When the state denies one, it denies the other.  To get equal opportunity without forced equal 
outcome, preferen al treatment, and their “blowback”, requires great ability in statecra .  

Instead of finding the skill needed, groups and poli cians say the state has to be big and intrusive.  If you
want equal outcome, use a big intrusive state.  If you want to block bad striving toward equal outcome, 
use a big intrusive state.  Get big intrusive poli cians on your side and use them.  



Brown v. Board started out as a good idea to correct a real wrong.  We should not tolerate racism and 
discrimina on when it hurts children.  Then other ideas followed.  The other ideas o en take the ini al 
goodwill too far, beyond the ability of real people and the real world.  The other ideas don’t take into 
account human nature and the ability of humans to screw things up.  Not only Republicans, but many 
people, including Democrats, say, “The road to hell is paved with good inten ons”.  Even if the quip is 
o en true, the point is not to condemn all good inten ons as “Liberal” but to figure out what works and 
what doesn’t, why, and what to do be er.  Not all good inten ons about social jus ce are simply a 
Liberal plot and not all are des ned to make things worse.  When an idea or program does make things 
worse, we have to accept reality, backtrack, figure out what to do be er, and, if we really can’t do 
anything be er through the state, live with it.  If people won’t let go of a failure then we should take a 
hard look at their roles as clients or patrons.  At least we have to be honest.  It is hard to be honest, with
others or yourself, while name calling.  

Republicans came to see not only a empts at equal opportunity but ALL a empts at social jus ce and 
social improvement as like forced equal outcome, forced overcompensa on, and forced preference.  All 
social programs aimed at a minority or women lead to a big intrusive know‐it‐all state.  They all reduce 
individual freedom, reduce local autonomy, and lead to dependency, li le responsibility, lack of local 
ac on, blindness, and resentment.  All calls for supposed social jus ce really only pit one self‐interested 
group against another, pit a self‐interested group against Americans in general, and manipulate through 
guilt.  All supposed social jus ce is really the spearhead to bad socialism.  

It is easy for people who have economic security to say all a empts at social jus ce lead to bad state 
intrusion and so all a empts at social jus ce are not worth the cost.  And it is easy for people who don’t 
have economic security to demand equal opportunity hoping the state adds preferen al treatment, 
over‐compensa on, and forced equal outcome, forever.  It is easy for them to become dependants of 
the state and to overlook responsibility.  The two ends push each other farther away, and rip apart the 
middle.  It is hard for people of good conscience to find and hold the middle.  Read the poem “Slouching 
toward Bethlehem” by the great poet William Butler Yeats.  

It is also fairly easy, but misleading, to put all the points in two opposing baskets, label those baskets 
“Liberal” and “Conserva ve, and love one while ha ng the other.  It is easy to label the programs and 
failures, and the ideas behind them, as “Liberal”, and hate that.  Anything that follows from Brown and 
supports ideas such as equal outcome, preferen al treatment, and supervision by the big state, can be 
called “Liberal” and condemned by Republicans.  Anything that opposes Brown and what followed can 
be put in the “Conserva ve” basket and embraced by Republicans.  

Prejudice and discrimina on are facts.  So are goodwill, desire to end discrimina on, and the dangers of 
over‐compensa on, equal outcome, depending on the state, and avoiding responsibility.  How do you 
we get equal opportunity for all our children without falling into all the problems?  How do we minimize 
prejudice without falling into the other problems?  



Republicans say we can’t do any of it.  If the task is to end prejudice, the task is u erly impossible.  It is 
be er to live with some real prejudice than to try to eliminate prejudice.  If the task is to bring equal 
opportunity for children, even that task is so hard that we Republicans have given up trying.  We have 
done what we could.  The costs have proven too high.  If you wish to hate us for that, then go ahead.  
But we won’t sell out the country just to make sure a few groups that won’t help themselves stay as 
clients of the state.  

Democrats say we have to do it no ma er costs.  We have never really tried.  We never ran programs 
strong enough and long enough to make a real difference.  If we do run them long enough and strong 
enough, we can give equal opportunity, maybe integrate schools, and make a big dent in prejudice.  
Clients will give up being dependants of the state.  Other groups will recognize the quality in members of
client groups and stop distrus ng programs such as Affirma ve Ac on.  We can help Blacks and other 
minori es so they are no longer a problem but a huge asset.  

People in general don’t believe Republicans or Democrats.  People think Republicans don’t care, won’t 
accept that social problems are real, look down on Blacks and women, and deny all programs more to 
spite Blacks, minori es, women, and Democrats than because programs would never work.  Republicans
don’t care about equal opportunity for Blacks or minori es because to do so would lose them their 
clients among working and middle class Whites, Asians, and successful immigrants.  The problems that 
came of Brown and with trying to get equal opportunity happen not only to Blacks and women but to 
clients of Republicans as well.  Business firms, the military, and many farmers seek special treatment, 
overlook what happens to others, rest happily as clients of the state, forget about responsibility, and 
resent other groups.  Working, middle, upper middle class, and upper class Americans do ALL the same, 
and would explode without the programs that benefit them.  Isn’t all this be er labeled “Liberal” if we 
use the term as Republicans use it? 

People think Democrats are deliberately blind to past harm and abuses in the programs; and Democrats 
only want to “double down” so Democrats can keep their clients and power.  They think Democrats are 
willing to sell out American wealth and American values to get that.  People are sure Democra c clients 
never admit the problems with programs, never admit their own responsibility, and clients think they 
deserve preference even if to give them preference hurts America far too much.  They put themselves 
above America and everybody else in America.  

How do we get equal opportunity without mistakes of forced equal outcome, preferen al treatment, 
dependency on the state, lack of responsibility, and resentment?  How would you deal with the biased 
segregated unequal schools?  Given that segrega on keeps re‐asser ng, and that Blacks are s ll on 
average poorer than Whites and Asians, how would you get equal quality of educa on?  If you go for a 
version of “separate but equal”, or “separate but Blacks get preferen al treatment for a while” you 
should know that your sugges on is not Cons tu onal.  



Why do poli cal par es persist in labeling if not to play the client game and to allow their clients not to 
think?   If Par es know labeling does no prac cal general good, then what appeal do Par es really make 
by using terms such as “Liberal” and “Conserva ve”?  Why do you go along with it?  

Poli cians actually do consider issues apart from Party labeling.  Poli cians are smarter than average, 
have seen more of the world than most of us, really do want the best for America, and really do want to 
help groups even apart from using them as clients.  But usually poli cians don’t consider issues apart 
from labeling and par es for long.  They get exasperated and then they fall back again on par sanship 
and labeling.  Many smart voters do the same.  

(2) COURT DECISION:  Roe v. Wade in 1973 said the state has only limited authority to pass laws against 
abor on and the decision said laws against abor on can have only a limited scope.  

As best I understand, the reasons:  (A) In most situa ons, people have rights to privacy greater than the 
rights of the state to invade privacy.  (A1) The burden of proof for invading privacy is on the state.  You 
have the right to keep the state out unless the state can give compelling reasons in par cular situa ons. 
This is why your communica on with your spouse, doctor, lawyer, and priest are off limits for the state 
without a warrant and strong reasons.  This is why the state cannot search you, your house, documents, 
or medical records, without a warrant.  (B) Your body is part of privacy.  This is why the state cannot 
force you to get medical treatment except in cases of public health crisis, and why you can get drunk in 
the privacy of your home.  (C) Your right to privacy, including the right to control your body, is an idea 
that nearly everyone agrees with.  (D) Women are people (persons).  (E) In some situa ons, person X has
greater rights than person Y.  The state has only limited ability to reduce the rights of person X and to 
increase the rights of person Y.  The state has only limited ability to make the rights of Y greater than X, 
especially in situa ons in which X usually has had greater rights than Y.  (F) In early pregnancy, a woman 
has greater rights than a fetus.  Her greater rights are based on the human right to privacy including to 
the right to control your body.  (F1) This result does not hinge on whether the fetus is alive or not alive, 
is a person or is not a person.  Even if the fetus is a living full person, the woman s ll has greater rights, 
at least in early pregnancy.  (G) So, in early pregnancy, a woman may abort a fetus if she wishes.  It is her
body; it is not the body of the fetus or the state.  (H) She has choice.  (I) The state has only limited ability 
to stop a woman from ge ng rid of (abor ng) a fetus.  The state has only limited ability to make any 
rights of a fetus exceed any rights of a woman, especially about her body, especially in early pregnancy.  
The state has only limited ability to make a fetus more important than a woman’s body, to give a fetus 
rights over the rights of a woman in her body.  (H) Later in pregnancy, the rights of the fetus can exceed 
the rights of a woman and she does not have the right to get rid of (abort) the fetus as she chooses.  (J) 
The Supreme Court had to make guidelines for when, later in pregnancy but before birth, the rights of a 
fetus prevail over the rights of a woman, and why.  I do not go into this topic.  (K) A er birth, the rights 
of the (now) child can, and o en do, exceed the rights of the (now) mother.  The mother may not kill the
child or harm the child, not directly or by neglect.  Reasons should be given for the change in rights at 
birth, and reasons should be an extension of the reasons given above about persons.  The reasons for 
the difference at birth were se led long ago by precedent so the Court did not have to explicitly explain.



I agree with the Supreme Court arguments and its decision.  I have discussed abor on elsewhere.  I do 
not consider my view Liberal or Conserva ve in the distorted way used by Republicans and Democrats, 
and it did not help my thinking to use Liberal or Conserva ve in that distorted way.   

Nobody but a few crazies ever extolled abor on or thought it all good.  A few women have abor ons to 
prove they are modern but they are to be pi ed.  Everybody dislikes abor on and nobody recommends 
it except in need.  There was never a wave of “fashion abor ons” as there were waves of people using 
some drugs or having kinds of sex.  Abor ons will happen.  Liberals do not like abor on. Conserva ves 
are not the only people to dislike it.  To dislike abor on does not make you a Conserva ve.  Liberals do 
not say “abort any me, even the ninth month”.  True Conserva ves cannot say “ban it all and send all 
people who get or give abor ons to jail for thirty years”.  See the movies “Knocked Up” and “Alfie”. 

The issue is good statecra .  Legislators, judges, and good ci zens need to consider both morality and 
prac cality. They cannot decide on morality alone, no ma er whose morality, no ma er how touching 
the plea; and they cannot dismiss morality en rely in favor of expedience.  The state cannot go with the 
morality of any par cular group no ma er how vocal the group unless that morality is also the general 
morality and it serves overall order and good.  The state has to decide:  what is the defendable general 
morality in abor on, what realis cally can be enforced for the general good and general order, what can
be tolerated, what must be tolerated, and what cannot be tolerated.  

For the roles, in American culture, of choice, personhood, Love, and the value of Life as shown through 
Life‐versus‐Machine, see “The Matrix” series with Keanu Reeves.  “The One” is primarily a defender of 
choice, persons, Life, and Love.  Think of misuse of choice in the market, mostly by Republican‐owned 
business firms.  If you dislike abor on, think of misuse of the idea of choice in “Right to Choose” versus 
“Right to Life”.  Then think about the misuse of Life in “Right to Life”.  

Again, does it make much sense, or help much, to label ideas as “Liberal” or “Conserva ve” in the bad 
distorted senses used by Republicans and Democrats?  What are the reasons why anyone would label 
ideas that way?  What does “I am a Conserva ve, you are a damned Liberal” really mean in code?  Come
up with your own “take” on the issue of abor on, and then decide if it helps much to label your “take” 
Liberal or Conserva ve.  Then ask why Par es do persist in labeling that way, and why people like you 
accept the labeling.  

People who a ack the argument in Roe v. Wade should know that they also a ack these ideas:  using 
rights to decide issues, using compe ng rights to decide issues, privacy, and rights over our own bodies.  
People who a ack the argument invite the state to control our bodies, choices, and selves, and control 
life in a bad way.  I do understand the desire to help “unborn children” but going through the state likely
is not the best way.  

I think using the state to ban all abor on is using the state to enforce your moral code and religion, and 
that such use of the state does more harm than good.  Using the state to ban all abor on makes the 



state too big and too intrusive and it prepares the state to be wielded as a weapon in other ba les that 
are less moral and less decent.  

At first, Roe v. Wade was NOT taken as an a ack on the family and on unborn children.  It was taken as a
victory of personal rights over the big bad state and over local tyranny.  It was taken as a victory against 
people‐and‐groups who wished to use the state to impose their moral codes and religion, use the state 
as their agent.  Roe V. Wade was not taken to promote amorality or immorality.  

Roe v. Wade got to be taken as the fountainhead of immorality‐sin‐and‐Death, and as a huge example of
the big bad state crushing all local be er morality, only later when people began to crusade against all 
abor on.  Republicans deliberately took Roe v. Wade those ways to recruit an ‐abor on crusaders as 
their clients, to use an ‐abor on fervor in elec ons, and because they feared an ‐abor on crusaders.  
Wishing to overturn Roe v. Wade became a litmus test of a true Conserva ve, true Republican, and for 
deep enough hate of Liberals.  It became a litmus test for candidates.  An ‐abor on crusaders almost 
took over the whole Republican Party.  

It was never clear that overturning Roe v. Wade actually would end much legalized abor on, let alone 
plug up the fountainhead of immorality, restore Life over Death, restore the imagined idealized nuclear 
family, shi  moral focus from big bad state to local control where morality is be er, and contain the big 
bad state within the bounds of locally‐set moral decency.  Simply overturning Roe v. Wade would do 
li le of that.  If ever Roe v. Wade were overturned, people would have to do a lot more real thinking 
about morality, big state, and local area, and would face many local ba les.  S ll, overturning Roe v. 
Wade became a symbol, and so overturning it went along with thinking in terms of Angelic Life‐Loving 
Conserva ve v. Demonic Death‐Loving Liberal.  (Republicans stood up to the Religious Right and an ‐
abor on fana cs about as well as Democrats stood up to Blacks and Hispanics.)  

The right to privacy referenced in Roe v. Wade is not based on anything explicitly in the Cons tu on.  It 
is based on a right to privacy implied in the Cons tu on, and inferred from other poli cal wri ng, from 
American history, and from well‐known aspects of American culture.  The idea of inferring ideas implied 
by the Cons tu on etc. was not invented for Roe v. Wade.  It is an old idea, and it led to other “rights” 
such as execu ve privilege by the President.  The right to privacy was well understood and well accepted
before Roe v. Wade.  

Inferred rights can support a big bad intrusive state such as with execu ve privilege.  Yet “small state” 
Republicans usually staunchly support execu ve privilege and the idea of privacy.  Most Americans, 
including even Republicans, strongly cherish the right to privacy.  It is a bulwark of a small state.  If you 
wish to see the books of a big business firm, you will be met by a platoon of lawyers and you had be er 
come with a subpoena.  It seems Republicans should support Roe v. Wade and then teach their children 
moral and religious values about abor on so their children can make private decisions.  

People opposed to abor on, and later their Republican patrons, said Roe v. Wade stepped beyond the 
usual bounds of inferring a right to privacy or inferring anything.  Roe v. Wade was a case of imagining 



ideas in the Cons tu on to jus fy what you wish to do for other reasons.  It was a case of imagining 
ideas in the Cons tu on to jus fy social ac vism, ac vism aimed against the family, children, innocent 
babies, America, life, and God.  People against abor on said Roe v. Wade was not Conserva ve (what 
they called old and tradi onal) and so it had to be Liberal in all bad senses.  

To people opposed to abor on, Roe v. Wade was another case of the judiciary stepping far beyond its 
bounds, another case of the big overly powerful state abusing its power, as with Brown.  Rather than 
abor on being a judicial issue, people opposed to abor on argued it is a legisla ve issue.  Local areas 
should be allowed to use their elected legislators to decide what they wished to do about abor on, as 
with racial integra on of schools.  The federal government said that to allow local areas this discre on 
would inevitably lead to abuses that would destroy the rights of women over their bodies.  The people 
opposed to abor on intended to “pack” legislatures with “their people” and so to pass laws intended 
specifically to counter Roe v. Wade, so the assessment by federal officials was correct that allowing 
abor on to be en rely a local legisla ve ma er was a way to get around the Court, privacy, and rights, 
at any cost, to get what an ‐abor on ac vists wanted.  To fight people who wished to impose their 
morality on the na on, only a big unified strong na onal state could guarantee rights.  Only the federal 
state knows best, at least in case.  

Using the state for protec on against local power can have some bad implica ons:  (1) Only the central 
state knows best in all cases.  (2) Local government always can be subverted by interests, and can’t be 
trusted.  (3) So the central state must be strong enough always to control all local affairs.  This argument 
works not only for people who support Roe v. Wade.  It works for people who support imposing their 
morality on everyone.  It works for Republicans and an ‐abor on ac vists too.  If an ‐abor on ac vists 
can get enough support in the central state, the Congress, the Supreme Court, and the President, then 
they can use that way to impose their will.  A strong central state is a sword with at least two edges.  
That’s how we got Prohibi on.  

Consider the impact of an ‐abor on laws according to socio‐economic class.  (a) Upper class and upper 
middle class people will get abor ons regardless of the law.  (b) Poor people and people with bad jobs 
will not be able to go against the law.  They will have to care for unwanted children, o en they will have 
to begin paren ng when they are only children themselves, and they will have to leave school before 
they really get started.  If they try to get an abor on and get caught, their lives, and their families, will 
be severely hurt and disrupted.  They will not be able to family plan.  (c) The impact on working and 
middle class people with good jobs depends.  Mostly they will be able to get abor ons but will be afraid.
They will be able to control their reproduc on and to family plan.  So, people with good jobs, the upper 
middle class, and upper class, can afford to take a supposedly high moral stand knowing they won’t have
to pay any price, and knowing that poor and working class people with bad jobs will have to pay a harsh 
price.  Because of the fear, penal es, disrup on, and not being able to family plan, poor people and 
people with bad jobs cannot compete with working class and middle class people with good jobs.  More 
precisely, the children of poor people and people with bad jobs cannot compete with the children of 
people with good jobs.  If a poor person supports abor on, he‐she can be branded immoral, and the 
idea condemned.  



Who benefits and who loses?  What would you do if you were in a par cular socio‐economic category?  
What stand on abor on would you take and with whom would you ally if you were a working or middle 
class person with a good job?  What if you have only a bad job?  Does a strategic response have much to
do with moral‐legal reasons about privacy, the body, the self, and choice?  It is easy to take what seems 
like a high moral stance to cover what is really a strategic move.  Usually the more you need to cover the
more moralis c you become.  Business firms and minori es seeking privilege do this.  If you wish, how 
do you get around Roe v. Wade to re‐ins tute a harsh ban on abor on, and what reasons do you give?  

I believe Republican fervor about abor on is really a cover for a strategic move to get and hold clients, 
largely by defending people with good jobs against people with bad jobs, and by punishing people with 
bad jobs.  Even if some Republican arguments are deeply moral, s ll, good ci zens who consider both 
morality and prac cality in the context of the whole state cannot be swayed by genuine feelings alone.  
Good adept ci zens have to rise above the morality or prac cality of any group to find general morality, 
general prac cality, and general welfare.  It is not easy.  I think Roe v. Wade laid a good founda on.  At 
this point in American history, to support Roe v. Wade has become the real Conserva ve posi on.  

NOT ALL REPUBLICAN FEELINGS AGAINST ABORTION ARE ONLY CLASS STRATEGY.  SOME REPUBLICAN 
FEELINGS AGAINST ABORTION ARE GENUINELY MORAL.  THE FACT THAT MOST REPLICAN FERVOR IS 
REALLY ONLY STRATEGY IN DISUGUISE DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY NEGATE ANY MORAL ARGUMENTS 
EITHER FOR BANNING ABORTION OR ALLOWING ABORTION.  IT DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY NEGATE 
PRACTICAL REASONS FOR ALLOWING ABORTION OR BANNING IT.  

The Republican supposed an dote to Roe v. Wade, against supposed abuse of state power, and against 
supposed socialist programs, was “don’t take ideas from the Cons tu on that are not in it”.  If an idea is 
not expressly in the Cons tu on, don’t use the idea or the Cons tu on.  The problem with this solu on 
for Republicans is that Republicans use many ideas not in the Cons tu on, such as freedom of private 
business from state regula on, ideas that are less firmly grounded in American history and culture than 
privacy.  As of 2018, I don’t know of a good solu on to this problem.  

Republicans use the term “judicial ac vism” for making decisions to promote an agenda, especially a 
Democra c social agenda.  Republicans hold Brown v. Board of Educa on and Roe v. Wade, and all 
legisla on and decisions that followed, as paradigms of bad judicial ac vism.  Le  wing judicial Ac vism 
ALWAYS works to make a bigger more intrusive more socialist less free, state.  It purports to support 
individuals, equality, social jus ce, and freedom, but that is only a disguise, and it never works that way 
even when that was the original intent.  Le  wing judicial ac vism is always on the side of bad socialism. 
Republicans claim that only Democrats use judicial ac vism to promote their agendas and to help their 
clients but, of course, Republicans do it too, as when the Court upholds the supposed right of a business 
firm to give poli cal contribu ons.  



Republicans saw all court decisions behind Civil Rights, Women’s Rights, Gay Rights, and to help nature, 
as cases of unwarranted bad Democra c judicial ac vism.  All of those are seen as unwarranted judicial 
ac vism in support of a Democra c agenda.  

(These cases and the later social programs that used these decisions are also seen as contribu ng to the 
modern stress on rights over responsibili es to the neglect of responsibili es.  I agree, although I think it
is more a situa on of modern people finding an excuse to overlook responsibili es than of court cases 
causing the modern a tude.  We have to be careful about cart and horse.  We also have to be careful 
not to throw out the baby with the bathwater.  The ideas in Brown and Roe are quite good but we have 
to execute them so they cause more good than harm.  We cannot use failed responsibility as an excuse 
to overlook good ideas and overlook a real need for social jus ce.  That is a real, and worse, case of not 
living up to our responsibili es to think and to decide wisely.)  

When a Republican wishes to block an ac on, or when somebody seeks help from the Republican camp, 
they bring up the specters of judicial ac vism and the road to bad socialism.  In February 2018, a er the 
shoo ng at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, Wayne La Pierre, head of the 
NRA, said banning ANY guns or raising the age at which people could buy assault weapons would be the 
first step in a quick trip to European socialism and the erosion of all American rights.  

The Republican solu on to Le  Wing Judicial Ac vism is to appoint people to the courts who oppose it.   
A jus ce who opposes judicial ac vism is said to favor “strict interpreta on” of the Cons tu on and the 
laws.  He‐she does not infer any ideas or use any precedent not deeply rooted in the Cons tu on.  
Especially he‐she does not infer any ideas so as to jus fy any ac on by Democrats or their clients, or to 
jus fy any ac on like those ac ons.  He‐she should be able to cite directly the words of the Cons tu on 
or a law based directly on the Cons tu on, and those words only.  In theory, he‐she should not even 
guess at the intent of writers of the Cons tu on or writers of important laws but use only actual wri en 
words.  In prac ce, jus ces use the intent of the writers when the intent is pre y well known as through
the Federalist Papers.  

While “strict interpreta on” sounds neutral, in fact, it is the Republican equivalent to judicial ac vism.  
Instead of having their Democra c guys on the Court interpre ng laws their way, we put our Republican 
guys on the Supreme Court to interpret laws our way, but insist it is not interpreta on.  That way, what 
we do is not interpreta on and is pure, while whatever they do is biased and impure, even if, in fact, 
their view is closer to the Cons tu on.  

While “strict interpreta on” is supposed to limit the big state’s power over local areas and to give local 
areas more autonomy, in fact there is nothing in the idea to make it go that way.  Republican jus ces 
using strict interpreta on could find the big powerful central state should be even bigger and more 
powerful, although they might use excuses.  I think that has happened, but here is not the place to go 
into examples.  The point is that the logic of “strict interpreta on” does not inherently limit the state or 
guarantee the overthrow of Roe v. Wade unless strict interpreta on is done by jus ces previously 
commi ed to those uses.  



Strict interpreta on is seen as “Conserva ve” because it supposedly overlooks new ideas that came 
a er the Cons tu on to s ck only to what was proven in the past and enshrined.  In fact, this kind of 
strict interpreta on is itself fairly new, and so calling it “Conserva ve” and using it as one standard for 
what is Conserva ve, is odd at best.  

The opposite to Conserva ve in this sense became “Liberal”.  Whatever Republicans could claim as old, 
original, and pure was Conserva ve, and whatever they wanted to claim as good was labeled original, 
old, pure, and Conserva ve.  It did not ma er if the idea was really old and tradi onal as long as the 
Republicans could claim it was.  Then Republicans could use the dignity of the original Conserva ves for 
support.  In reality, original Liberals and Conserva ves, not Republicans and Democrats, did disagree but
they were not opposite in this new Republican sense.  This is a new use of “Liberal” and “Conserva ve”.  
See below in this sec on and in later Parts of the essay.  

Republicans made a crusade of ge ng “their guys” appointed to courts at all levels but especially to the 
Supreme Court.  A Republican nominee in effect had to swear allegiance to the Republican style of strict 
interpreta on even before allegiance to America.  

Even if the idea of strict interpreta on makes sense, there is no guarantee that strict interpreta on goes
against a Democra c program and supports a Republican program.  It could go either way.  It can only 
go one way if the Cons tu on clearly favored the Republican program, which it does not, or appointees 
were guaranteed to favor the Republican program, much more likely.   

As men oned, strict interpreta on is not so strict.  Words can be used to support many things, including
programs not in the Republican agenda.  Strict interpreta on might lead to equal opportunity or even to
equal outcome.  So, for nominees to high court posi ons, part of fealty to the Republican idea of strict 
interpreta on is a personal history of opposing Democra c ideas and suppor ng Republican ideas.  Then
the words of the Cons tu on will come out the way Republicans want them to come out.  

It is easy to sa rize strict interpreta on as a Republican scam but there is more to it than that.  Likely the
courts did go too far in the 1960s and 1970s, and s ll some mes do on both sides (I hate the breakup of 
the telephone system in the 1980s even if the monopoly was illegal, and I hate all the “rights” that right 
wing courts have given to business firms, poli cal contributors, PACs, and poli c par es).  Both Par es 
have used the courts to back an agenda that is not strictly in the laws and likely not what writers of the 
Cons tu on intended or would have tolerated.  Again, don’t label and don’t use excuses to label.  Again,
honesty is the best remedy for propaganda and manipula on. 

As with Brown v. Board, in addi on to clarifying rights about privacy, self, and bodies, Roe v. Wade also 
could have been used to clarify rela ons between the big state and local areas.  It could have been used 
to decide when the state should protect us and when we need protec on from the state.  Instead, Roe 
v. Wade and the debate about abor on has been used for par sanship, name calling, and bad crusading.



How would you deal with abor on without limi ng not only the right of women over their own bodies 
but the right of all people over their bodies, and, at the same me, appreciate that people honestly feel 
for “unborn babies”?  Keep in mind that many people against abor on are against it as much to “get off”
by feeling righteous, jus fied, and saved as because they have though it out.  Keep in mind the strategy 
based in class that lies behind opposi on to abor on.  Can we get along over this issue without involving
the state too much, by le ng people make their own decisions in early pregnancy?  Can we live with a 
less‐than‐perfect solu on if to do so keeps the state within safe and proper limits?  If the big state does 
not protect our rights of privacy and rights over our bodies, how do we stop local mistakes and local 
tyranny?  Does labeling such as “Conserva ve champion of the unborn” or “Liberal baby killer life hater” 
really help?  Does a strict interpreta on of the Cons tu on, without a par san bias, guarantee a ruling 
against Roe v. Wade?  Does a ruling against Roe V. Wade guarantee a return to strict an ‐abor on laws, 
and to the hypocrisy of those?  

(3) COMMENTARY:  In modern par sanship, issues are not sorted according to real merits or demerits, 
not according to history, and not according to whether they were like original Liberal or Conserva ve 
ideas, but according to whether you like them, and especially according to whether you can use them to 
foster clients, support clients, and hurt the rivals of clients.  Then you label them as “Conserva ve” and 
“Republican” if you like them and label them as “Liberal” or “Democra c” if you dislike them.  Any idea 
that you like and can use, no ma er its history, is “Conserva ve”.  Any idea that you dislike and cannot 
use, or that Democrats can use, is “Liberal”.  This prac ce amounts to a tac cal removal of the upper 
brain, one of the big parts that make us human.  

This is when people began saying “Well, as a Conserva ve, I blah blah blah” without having any idea 
what “Conserva ve” originally meant.  It is when Republicans labeled any ideas that they did not like as 
“Liberal” whether or not the ideas had any links to tradi onal Liberalism.  It is when ALL ideas of social 
jus ce were dismissed as Liberal Democra c perversions.  It is when Republicans began to say “As a 
Liberal, that slimeball X hangs out with Obama, Pelosi, and Schumer, is full of shit, hates family, hates 
America, hates you, hates Jesus and Chris anity, wishes to burn all religious ins tu ons, wishes to take 
all your property and give it to ethnics, wishes to take away all our guns, will force your daughters to 
have serial abor ons, and wishes to enslave all children”.  The worst aspect of this history is that people 
accepted the shi  because it removed the need to think.  

(4)  EXAMPLES:  Here are examples of Republican confusion about what is Conserva ve, confusion that 
deliberately serves ideology, propaganda, and power rather than truth.  Again, I don’t use cases that are 
easy to skewer with barbs but cases with real content that might lead to confusion about what is really 
Conserva ve or merely constructed conserva ve.  Again, Democrats are just as bad but this sec on is 
about Republicans.  

A quick tour of a fight within the Republican Party shows, without complica ons of Party versus Party, 
the silliness of “Liberal” and “Conserva ve” as they are used now.  In March 2018, President Trump said 
he would raise tariffs on imported steel 25% and imported aluminum 10%.  Trump said trade wars are 
nothing and American could win easily.  Business people, nearly all Republicans, and Republican leaders,



were aghast.  They warned of the bad consequences of a trade war.  Trump was playing to his personal 
base within the Party, the working class and middle class people that had come in during the 1970s and 
1980s.  They believed reducing imports would necessarily lead to more jobs and higher wages.  Which is 
the true Conserva ve idea?  Who is the true Republican Party?  Is the winner really Conserva ve?  
Regardless of whether the winner is a true Conserva ve in the old sense, the winner will claim its ideas 
as the true old Conserva ve doctrine, and make up some plausible reasons.  On the Net, find the history 
of American ideas about protec on, tariffs, free trade, and trade war.  Since the Civil War, Republicans 
usually supported free trade but not always.  Republicans were willing to protect favorite industries such
as steel in the past.  

Gun rights are part of American culture, and so they are conserva ve in a sense; but the crazy gun rights
that Republicans support now are new.  Limita ons on gun rights and gun use are as old and tradi onal 
as gun ownership.  Western towns in the 1870s to 1890s, when gunfights supposedly killed half‐a‐dozen 
people daily in each town, in fact had strong an ‐gun laws and enforced them.  By standards now, the 
laws might not be Cons tu onal but people thought they were good laws anyway.  People did not think 
the best defense against a gun was always a bigger gun.  Classic gunfights from movies and TV actually 
happened only a couple dozen mes in the en re history of the old West.  Recall scenes in movies and 
TV where Wya  Earp made people check their guns before coming into town?  To audiences un l about 
1975, those scenes made sense, those scenes were not Liberal plots.  Errol Flynn, Henry Fonda, John 
Wayne, James Arness, Jimmy Stewart, and Hugh O’Brian were not secret Liberal an ‐gun lobbyists.  If 
“old and tradi onal” is the same as “Conserva ve” then checking your guns is Conserva ve.  

The nuclear family as we wish it now, really developed a er World War 2, in fact, in the 1950s.  It is not 
tradi onal, and to support that idealized nuclear family is not Conserva ve.  Yet that is how people see 
all family and is how Republicans see support for that idealized family.  Contrary to widespread Righ st 
propaganda, most Liberals did not all support amoral communes and group sex in the 1960s and do not 
support them now.  Liberals were far more likely to hold roles and ideas that are now called mainstream
as in TV shows such as Friends, Reba, How I Met Your Mother, and Modern Family.  Using the family to 
divide people into Decent Conserva ve versus Degenerate Perverted Liberal is a bad idea.  

The idea that a person may pollute air and water is new in the overall historical scope of what should be 
considered Conserva ve or Liberal, not old and tradi onal.  In the Middle Ages of Europe, people were 
executed for pollu ng.  Yet business firms take pollu on as a Conserva ve right from me immemorial.  

In the 1700s and early 1800s, Conserva ves opposed nearly all big business except those enterprises 
that were part of government concessions (monopolies).  Conserva ves favored taxing business and 
favored state rights over business rights.  

The strong property rights that Republicans claim (“we may do whatever we wish with whatever we 
own, including, in the old days, our wives and children”) also are not tradi onal but were gradually built 
up a er about 1800 through what people did and in court decisions.  Modern property rights should not
be called “Conserva ve”.  The aristocracy of the 1700s, the basis for original Conserva ves, would never 



have let commoners do with land and things what business firms do now.  Yet Republicans treat modern
property rights as if they come from God and are 4000 years old.  Modern property rights result from 
business people wishing to keep the state at bay and from fears about socialism in the 1950s and 1960s, 
fears that are not realis c now.  We need reasonable firm property rights and we need to fear big state 
intrusion on property rights, but labeling absolute property rights as old tradi onal and Conserva ve is 
factually and morally wrong, does not help reasonable property rights, and will not help if some socialist 
group gains enough power to threaten reasonable property rights. 

Equal opportunity is an old American idea.  It is part of the original dream.  It is part of why Americans 
kept launching out into the fron er.  It is a big part of what se led this country and made this country.  
It is not merely Liberal propaganda.  The opposite to equal opportunity, whatever that might be, is not a 
Conserva ve idea.  Even equal outcome is in American thought although not in the full sense that it has 
been used since about 1970.  Americans have never loved inherited wealth and power.  To seek and find
a workable way to ins tute equal opportunity without mistakes would be the tradi onal American idea, 
and so the real Conserva ve idea, yet that is not what Republicans or Democrats do. 

Abor on and the exposure of infants are not new prac ces.  Nobody likes them.  But strict harsh laws 
against them, laws that are actually enforced, are fairly new.  Mostly, people minded their own business.
So the real Conserva ve prac ce is like what came out in Roe v. Wade.  But that is not what Republicans 
call Conserva ve because that does not suit their clients now.  

A huge American standing military has been a constant of American life only since World War 2.  For 
most of our history, Americans strongly opposed a large military and especially opposed a large standing
military.  Washington disbanded the army when the Revolu on was over.  Congress reduced the army to
a skeleton when the Civil War was over.  The military was costly and unproduc ve, so not something the
state wished to support without strong need.  Conserva ves before World War 2 thought a big standing 
military was dangerous and provoca ve.  Yet Republicans now treat a big military as the oldest and best 
ins tu on in America.  They treat everything about the military as Conserva ve when it is not.  Much 
about the American military is great and morally good but the military is not Conserva ve in the awed 
sense of Republicans.  Much of the best in the military, such as racial integra on and gender integra on,
is Liberal.  In both World Wars, a Democra c President commanded.  I greatly admire America’s military.
Its deference to civilian authority is saintly, and almost unheard of in the history of na ons.  But I don’t 
see everything about the American military as an old tradi on with a place alongside the Cons tu on 
and Jesus.  The current Republican idea of the military as Conserva ve uses the military to get funds 
which it can give to clients, and the Republican view extols the military so it can insure a steady supply 
of funds, a prac ce that is not Conserva ve and not in the spirit of the American military.  There are 
good world‐strategic reasons for a larger standing military now but not for the Republican sanc fica on 
of the military for poli cal purposes.  

Religious and moral non‐conformity is tradi onal, old, and American.  Religious and moral conformity is 
human, old, and tradi onal, but not American.  In America, the Conserva ve op on should be religious 
and moral experiment and tolerance.  If it were not, we would not have the Bill of Rights, including the 



first and second amendments.  We would not have 30,000 different Chris an groups.  We do have good 
guidelines about when experiment goes too far.  Yet Republicans claim the true Conserva ve idea is 
conformity to their version of Chris anity.  Before John Kennedy became President, not even Roman 
Catholics were Chris an enough and Conserva ve enough to be Conserva ve.  Again, it is one thing to 
be shocked by the stupidity of the 1960s and 1970s but another thing to claim conformity is the true 
Conserva ve stance just so you can have your religion and can impose your religion.  

Un l the 1920s and 1930s, the use of alcohol and some drugs was tradi onal and common in America.  
George Washington had maybe the biggest dis llery in the Colonies, nearly all large farms had a s ll, 
and marijuana (hemp) grew wild and was a crop.  Although set in England, the song “John Barleycorn 
Must Die” by Traffic gets across the feeling.  Modern an ‐drug laws date only from the 1920s and 1930s.
An ‐marijuana laws originally were a tool to control Hispanics.  The true Conserva ve stance should be 
to repeal drug Prohibi on and seek wise laws to allow moderate use, use that does not corrupt children 
or lead to social harm, that minimizes law enforcement and prison costs, and allows the states to collect 
revenue.  But modera on over drugs is not the modern pseudo‐Conserva ve style.  Hypocri cal control 
is.  Just because an ‐drug feeling has roots in the silly excesses of the 1960s through 1980s does not 
make an an ‐drug stance Conserva ve in the true sense and does not make it an an dote to Liberalism. 
Just because Washington had a big dis llery does not mean you should binge drink, get blasted every 
weekend, and smoke pot like all the guys in every movie by Seth Rogen or Seth McFarland; and it does 
not mean you should legislate against all drugs either.  

Now you should think:  “If Republicans don’t really mean ‘Conserva ve’ when they say it, don’t know 
the real meaning of ‘Liberal’, and use those terms only as tools, then what do they really mean when 
they use the terms?  What is in the true Republican agenda that holds it together and that allows people
to think it is Conserva ve?”  Somewhat backwards, I started this Part with this ques on in mind.  I had 
to give the answer before I could state the ques on well.  

Democrats have their version of opportunis c thinking and labeling, and they deliberately misrepresent 
the Liberal, Conserva ve, and Republican views.  You should think out issues for yourself and see how 
Democrats mislabel to gain support.   You should think how confusion is done in the name of social 
jus ce, and how we can get as much social jus ce as prac cal without undermining the moral, social, 
and economic bases for all of us.  How would you label your program?  




